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Attachment III 1: School Mission 

The Family Life Academy Charter School (FLAGS) seeks to empower New York City 
English Language Learners in grades K-5 to achieve high standards in both English and Spanish, 
help them take responsibility for their own learning, and encourage them to explore and affirm 
human values. Like a family-and in collaboration with each family- the school will create an 
orderly, nurturing and dynamic environment where learning is engaging, meaningful, and often 
joyful. AJ1 members of the learning community will develop the knowledge, skills, and enthusiasm 
to continue learning throughout their lives, to expand their understanding of what is possible for 
themselves and their world, and lead productive and satisfying lives. 

Vision 

The vision comes from The George Lucas Educational Foundation Learn and Live, a 
1997 visionary, informational, and inspirational guide for reinventing American schools from the 
ground up. The images in the documentary film and the descriptions in the book are built on the 
assumption that high quality education depends on the presence of four key components - 
Students, Teachers, Communities, and Schools - and how these components interrelate with each 
other to form a coherent whole. The first three groups highlight the fact that education is built on 
the active participation of all the members of the school community who must transform their 
attitudes, values, and behavior to achieve high quality education. The fourth component, Schools, 
refers to the organizational and physical infrastructure that can promote or inhibit learning, as well 
as the ways technology can transform how students and educators do their work. The 
Foundation's message, "Answers to education's problems don't lie in an idealized memory of the 
school days past, but in a shared vision of its future," will continue to direct our vision of what the 
Family Life Academy Charter School could-and should-look like. 

The Family Life Academy will be a K-5 bilingual/immersion school in a predominantly 
Latino community in the South Bronx. We envision the school as a place where teachers, 
parents, and students will become aware that they can and should actively participate in the 
creation of the school that they want   As a new school, FLACS will be an educational facility in 
which everyone will take the necessary challenges to initiate new solutions and engage in the 
creation of their school. The school will invite and provide training for teachers and parents to 
organize themselves into teams. They will work with each other so that they can (1) effectively 
design a dynamic learning environment that meets the needs of the "whole child'-namely the 
child's academic, social/emotional, and physical needs, (2) research effective instructional 
strategies that foster mastery of learning, (3) exercise responsibility and accountability that focus 
on achieving the desired results, and (4) establish school-family-community connections that 
create a mutually supportive and active community of learners. As founders, we believe this kind 
of participation not only supports people along the process of joint planning, implementation and 
evaluation of programs and other activities, but also sets the stage for the transformation of 
attitudes, values and behavior. 

At FLACS, children will learn concepts and skills by adding steadily to their own 
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experience mtheclassroom^pupilswillinteractwithauthenticmaterialsand stimulating 
situationsthatarerelevant to their daily lives  Teachers will guideand^acilitate^hese 
transactions, helping children expand upon theirpriorknowledge,artitudes, and perspectives.^ 
engaging, participatoryclasses,studentswillleamhowto^oc^stheir^ues^ions, explore ideas, 
and design projects to meet individual goals  Thisprocesswillbeshapedbynational and state 
standards, which all students can worktoward and achieve. Likewise, through assessment models 
that they can understands children will learn to continually monitortheir own progress as they 
assume responsibilityfor their own learning process 

m its effort to educate thought^!, responsible, and caring citizens the school will also 
foster community-building and will promote the development ofstrong character by exploring and 
modeling the core values thatformthefoundationofademocratic, sustainable, and ^ust society. 
The founders believe that collaboration, cooperation, and ethical conduct and exchange among 
teachers^ students, parents, and others are essential ^rthe establishment ofanef^ec^ive learning 
community 

The school will be housed in thefacilitiesofits partner, the Latino pastoral action center, 
amultipurpose community-based organisation that has organised itself to rebuildthe^ighbridge 
community in orderto create ^^^^^for children and theirfamilies. The concept of social 
capital refers to the social trust, norms, and networks that people draw upon to solve common 
problems. L^B^Cha^ been ^akingagreat contribution to the residents of the ^outh^ronx^or 
many years by extending its hours ofoperation and staying open throughout the summer so that 
people ofall ages can take classes, participate in sports and recreational activities, attend plays 
and performances, and hold meetings and events   L^^Cs participation in thef^amily Life 
academy charter school will ensureastrong and dynamic base of community support and 
resources to help our children succeed 

In partnership with the Centerfor educational ^utreach^^nnovation^C^^atTeachers 
College-Columbia ^niversity,teachers will participate inacomprehensive staff development 
program including literacy training ^5ee attachment ^^1^, bilingual and English asasecond 
language education   C^lonsite staff development will be available atareduced rate or at no 
cost   In addition, teachers will be entitled to take non-credit courses at no cost   Though the 
^ationalTeacherTraining Institute, teachers will participate in math, science and technology 
training   Character education and ^rts-in-education will be provided through selected partner 
programs 

The best current ideas, technologies, and programs will be put in place asacoherent 
whole to support this vision   r^owthe vision is specifically implemented, however,is always open 
to evolution as all members of the school community continue to leam,grow,andma^e their 
contributions 

^^^^^ 

The family Li^e academy program is guided bythephilosophythat all children can 
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achieve high standardsoflearningbycreatmgasupportive,academicallyrigorouslearning 
enviror^ent in whichthereisade^uatetime^ focused effort, and committed educatorswho are 
accountable forachievingthedesiredresults.Thisphilosophyismodeledonasetofprinciples 
enumerated by ^auren8^esnicl4the^irectorofthe^eaming^esearch and development 
center at the ^mversityof^ittsburgh and the founder ofits^stitutefor^earmng, which 
emphasise the idea that all students can leam and achieve high standards ofperformance  Robert 
^othmaninmsmonograph^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^ 
^^^^explains these principles and shows examplesofhowtheyareapplied in practice  These 
principles, derived from extensive research on how students learns will frame and drive the faithful 
implementation ofthe^A^ educational design and classroom instruction to ensure that all 
students leave the school with the knowledge and skillsthey need to continue learning and to live 
productive and fulfilling lives  The f^A^ founders are committed to creatingalearning 
environment where all school community members strive towards and encourage thefollowing 
principles^ 

^^^^^^^^^^B^ Appreciating one^scapacity to learn to be smart given the 
proper environment and appropriate instruction and organi^ingasystem that encourages and 
rewards students efrort  This system organised for effort fosters clear expectations, fair and 
credible evaluation, celebration of achievement, and time 

^^^^^^^^^B^B^^^e^ni^g^vhat^e expect students tolearn and making sure that 
students, parents, school professionals, and community members know and understand these 
expectations at all times   ^ome ways in which expectations can be intemali^edinclude criteria in 
which the work is evaluated, displays ofexamplesofstudents^ high duality work, opportunities 
for teachers to score assessments, opportunities and time for students to evaluate their work 
against the standards, and benchmarks ofprogress along the way. 

students already know and holding them accountable for their knowledge  This implies 
organisation ofthe curriculum around the ma^or concepts in the academic disciplines, 
organisation ofinstruction that allows students to demonstrate their reasoning around those 
concepts^spiraling curriculum that progressively deepens students^ understanding, and polished 
students^work after revisions. 

^^^^^B^^^^^^B^^^encouraging students to use their knowledge to solve 
a problem or to create something new. This principle implies ^hands^on^leaming, the use of 
students prior knowledge, and time to allow students opportunities to grapple with concepts and 
struggle with ideas until they can incorporate them within their own mental framework 

^^^^^^^^encouraging discourse in the classroom which is the basis for 
demonstrating understanding and the abilityto think critically   Accountable talk has the following 
characteristicspoliteness that builds on respectful listeningandcivil discourse, application of 
knowledge and standards ofreasoning, defensible conclusionsand logical arguments backed up 
with evidence, andappropriate application of discourse methods relevant to each subject area 
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Learnable Intelligence - Treating students as if they are smart, so they will become smart. 

This principle implies the idea that intelligence is a habit of mind (understanding things, analyzing 
problems, asking questions, making sense of the world) and a set of beliefs (self-esteem). 

Learning As Apprenticeship - learning alongside skilled people who serve as models of 
expert practice as well as teachers who encourage and guide the learners as they create authentic 
products or performances for real audiences. This principle involves "doing" and applying the 
principles noted above. 

Utilizing this set of principles as a guide, the Family Life Academy Charter School hopes 
to realize its mission of increasing learning opportunities for students at-risk of academic failure. 
The ability of all school community members to realize, practice, and help others to realize these 
principles will be a strong factor in the school's success 

FLACS' Role in the Context of Education Reform 

Located in the South Bronx, the Family Life Academy Charter School will provide an 
education of choice for the area's population. The local district has some of the lowest 
performing schools in the state due to a convergence of factors, among which social factors are 
the most predominant. The population is largely poor, often immigrant, and entirely restricted to 
the choice between public and parochial education. Since the parochial schools tend to be 
financially out of reach, this leaves parents with only the option of a public system that does little 
or nothing in terms of family support services. If the family is at risk—if the father is absent or 
abusive, for example, or if the mother is overworked or under stress-this is likely to impact the 
child's education in the most severe way. We believe that FLACS can reverse this pattern by 
offering a holistic educational program designed specifically for the needs of this community and 
by enlisting the support of LPAC to provide the nurturing atmosphere children need. 

FLACS is uniquely positioned to create more than just a local impact. Its use of a 
bilingual/ immersion program that stresses true fluency in both languages could provide a valuable 
reform model, reshaping the conventional philosophies for educating English Language Learners. 
It has been argued that a program that teaches English as a second language while intentionally 
enhancing a student's fluency in his or her native tongue, will fall short of its goal of integrating 
that student into the larger English speaking community. We challenge this assumption with 
research-based models (described in Section IV-22) that have demonstrated the opposite. We do 
so with every confidence that FLACS will provide significant evidence for the viability of such 
programs 

The Family Life Academy Charter School is a new generation learning facility whose 
primary objective is to deliver a high-quality, values-based education, critically enhanced by 
comprehensive community support services and professional collaborations. This is a program 
that seeks to instill in children a sense of responsibility for their own education, and in the 
community a sense of responsibility for doing everything necessary to instill it. 
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A^chme^^^E^ec^ve^mm^y 

TheEamily^ifeAcademyCharter^chool^EEAC^^, in partnership with the^atino 
Pastoral Action Center^PAC^andtheCenterfor Educational Outreach^Innovation^CEO^ at 
TeachersCollege^ColumbiaUniversity,proposestooffertheestablishmentofacharterschool in 
thefallof^OOl which will serve ^OEnglish^anguage^earners from ^ew^orl^Cityin grades 
^^byiBsfifthyear 

The mission ofP^AC^ is to empower English language learners to achieve high standards 
in both English and Spanish, help them assume responsibilityfortheir own learning, and 
encourage them to explore and affirm human values  Theschoolwillcreateasafe, nurturing, and 
dynamic environment where learning is engaging, meaningful, and of^en joyful. All members of 
the school community will develop the knowledge, skills, and enthusiasm to continue learning 
throughout their lives, expand theirunderstanding of what ispossibleforthemselves and their 
world, and lead productive and satisfying lives 

The proposed charter school will reflect the founders beliefthat^ 

^^ children can achieve high standards ofleaming by creatingasupportive, academically 
rigorous learning environment in which there is adequate time, focused effort, and 
committed educators who are accountable for achieving the desired results^ 

Professional growth, student learning, and the effective use ofresources can be maximized 
by integrating the best current ideas, technologies, and programs intoacoherent wholes 

The needs ofEnglish language reamers are more effectively addressed when native 
language instruction is used at least in the early years of schoolings 

schools cannot,alone, meet the urgent need to raise and educate children to better meet 
the challenges of adulthood with dignity,satisfaction and integrity^ 

Expanded choices in the types ofeducational opportunities that are available within the 
public school system must be provided to all parents and students. 

^eyCha^acte^st^cs 

The Pamily^ife Academy Charter ^choolwill serve English lan^ua^e learners in tb^ 
^ighbridge section ofThe^outh^ronx where there isahigh number of overcrowded and low 
performing schools   An overwhelming number ofstudents are from low income families and 
many come from homes where only Spanish is spoken   PEAC^willsignificantlyincrease 
educational opportunities forthesechildren by offeringarigorousbilingualBimmersion program 



usingresearcheder^ctiveinstructionalstrategiesthatto^erma^ervofle^mng.Theproposed   ^ 

charter school will be characterised by ^^ 

an engaging^ multicultural curriculum shaped around gettre^d theme studies that posters 
depth ofleartting and purposeful in^uiryB 

innovative instructional strategies which place ^he student at ^he center ofthe learning 
experience and honorthe individual path and potential ofeach person within the school 
community^ 

afocused^ inquiry-based learning environment that encourages ar^d inspires students to 
grow academically and personally^ 

a rejection on outcomes which ir^rmsmture practice to increase learning opportunities 
for all students^ 

a^day school year and an extended schooldays 

D ateam of caring and committed educators supported byacomprehensive professional 
development programs 

anew model of collaboration in which all members of the school community wor^ 
together to model lite-long learning, and the character and ethical values inherent in the 
school'smission^and 

alooping instructional practice where teacher teams remain with students tor three 
consecutive years tor greater learning continuity and stronger relationships. 

If approved, ^^^ will instituteachangerrom rule-based to performance-based 
accountability systemsfor meeting measurable student achievement results   ^^^will 
implement performance-based accountability systemsforfaculty and starfbyadoptingaprivate 
sector philosophy toward accountability,and employing rigorous evaluations of performance in all 
aspects ofits operations   The clear beneficiaries ofthis shift to performance-based management 
will be the school'schildren and parents,who will be assured that every member of the school's 
team is competent and properly supervised   substantial bonuses will be given to all star^when 
funds permit, as rewards tor superior student performance 

The^amily ^ife academy charter school isanew generation leartting facility whose 
primary objective is to deliverahigh-^uality, values-based educations critically enhanced by 
comprehensive community support services and professional collaborations   Tltisisaprogram 
that seel^s to instill in childrenasense of responsibilityfortheirowr^ educations and in the 
communityasense of responsibilityfor doing everything necessaryto instills 
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Attachment ITJ-13-a: School Calendar 

Family Life Academy Charter School 
Calendar for 2001-2002 

2001 

July 
July 

5 
20 

Monday through 
Friday 

Professional training - Teachers College Reading & 
Writing Project Summer Institute - Professional Stafi 

August 13-17 Monday through 
Friday 

Professional training - General staff orientation. 
Director, teachers, and all other school staff report 

August 20 Monday SCHOOL SESSIONS BEGIN FOR ALL STUDENTS 
EARLY DISMISSAL FOR KINDERGARTEN 
STUDENTS ONLY 

September 3 Monday Labor Day 

October 8 Monday Columbus Day Observed 

November 6 

November 22 -23 

Tuesday 

Thursday and 
Friday 

Election Day; Staff Conference Day 
Students will not be in attendance. 
Thanksgiving Recess 

December 24 - Jan ] Monday through 
Tuesday 

Winter Recess (Incorporating Christmas 
and New Year's Day) 

2002 

January 21 Monday Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. I 

February    18-22 Monday through 
Friday 

Midwinter Recess (including 
Washington's Birthday) 

April          1 - 5 Monday through 
Friday 

Spring Recess (including Go< 

May          22 Wednesday Staff Development Day 

May          27 Monday Memorial Day Observed 

June          28 Friday LAST DAY OF CLASSES 

.• Academy 
hoof 
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Family Life Academy Charter School 411 

school      2001-2002 
CdlGnCldr School starts on August 20 for all students and ends June 28. 
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1 2 3 
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s M T W T F S 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
23 :<3«i 25 26 m 2fl 29 
30 ::-31 

JULY 
12 staff development days 

AUGUST 
10 schooldays 
5 staff development days 

SEPTEMBER 
19 schooldays 

OCTOBER 
22 school days 

NOVEMBER 
19 school days 

1 staff development day 
1/2 day PTA conference 

DECEMBER 
15 school days 

Legend: regular school day 
Holiday / Vacation 
Staff Development Day 
1/2 day. PTA Conference 
Not part of School Year 

s M T W T F 6 

K 2 3 4 5 
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13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
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Total School Days: 
Total Staff Development Days: 
Total PTA Conferences 

JANUARY 
21 school days 

FEBRUARY 
15 schooldays 

MARCH 
21 school days 
1/2 day PTA conference 

APRIL 
17 school days 

MAY 
21 school days 

1 Staff development day 

JUNE 
20 school days 
1/2 day PTA conference 

200 
19 

3 

33 
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Attachment ffl-13-b: Schedule of Periods of Instruction 

SAMPLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST GRADE 

TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 

8:00-8:30 Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast 

8:35-8:50 All School Meeting 
(English) 

AJ1 School Meeting 
(Spanish) 

All School Meeting 
(English) 

8:55-9:25 Writing Process 
(English) 

Writing Process 
(Spanish) 

All School Meeting 
(English) 

9:25-10:10 Choice/Center Time 
(English) 

Choice/Center Time 
(Spanish) 

Writing Process 
(English) 

10:10-11:00 Reading Aloud/ Shared 
Reading (English) 

Reading Aloud/ Shared 
Reading (Spanish) 

Reading Aloud/ Shared 
Reading (English) 

11:00-11.45 Independent/ Guided 
Reading (English) 

Independent/ Guided 
Reading (Spanish) 

Independent/ Guided 
Reading (English) 

11:45-12:30 L              U N C              H 

12:30-1:15 Science (English) 
Read Aloud 

Social studies (Spanish) 
Read Aloud 

Science (English) 
Read Aloud 

1:15-2:15 Math (English) Math (Spanish) Math (English) 

2:15-3:00 Health/Fitness, Art or Health/Fitness, Art or Health/Fitness, Art or 
Music (English) Music (Spanish) Music (English) 

3:00-3:30 Character Education/ Character Education/ Character Education/ 
Review of the Day 

(English) 
Review of the Day 

(Spanish) 
Review of the Day 

(English) 

END   OF   STUDENTS   SCHOOL DAY 

3:30-4:30 Teachers' Common Teachers' Common Faculty Conference 
Planning Time Planning Time 

LPAC's  AFTER-SCHOOL  PROGRAM 

3:30-6:00 Enrichment Activities Enrichment Activities Enrichment Activities 
Tutoring 

Homework Assistance 
Tutoring 

Homework Assistance 
Tutoring 

Homework Assistance 

»• Ufa Academy 
y School 
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Since the school will be focused on serving English Language Learner (ELL) who are at- 

risk of academic failure, FLAGS will offer an extended school day (8:30-3:30) and a longer school 
year (200 days) to allow for 2.5 daily hours of literacy, one daily hour of math, time for the arts, 
time for physical/health education, and time for character education. The extended schedule will 
also provide plenty of time to promote communicative competence and academic proficiency in 
English. 

Other key features of the schedule that lead to the fulfillment of the school's learning 
standards and prepares students to meet or exceed the Regents' student performance standards as 
measured by the required statewide assessments include: 

Alternating Languages: In kindergarten, the language of instruction will alternate daily between 
English and Spanish with only one language being used on a given day. Though both kindergarten 
teachers will be bilingual and will have either bilingual or ESL certification, each teacher will 
provide instruction in only one language and students will alternate daily between the two teachers. 

Self-Contained Classes. In first grade, the one language per day approach will be continued 
though three days a week (Monday, Wednesday, & Friday) will now be taught in English while the 
remaining two (Tuesday & Thursday) will be taught in Spanish. Teachers will now remain with 
one class for both Spanish and English instruction days. 

Sheltered English: In the second grade where the students' language proficiency has increased, 
they will be immersed in English with Spanish reviews and one hour of Spanish Language Arts 
daily. See Attachment IV-22 for further clarification of the "Sheltered English" approach. 

Although the scope and sequence of the English Language Arts in 3rd, 4th, and 5th grades 
will be very similar to the English Language Arts programs offered in a traditional English 
Language Arts curriculum, teachers will still use appropriate ESL methods and techniques, as 
needed. Research-studies have indicated that the average English language learner may need 
between five and seven years of instruction to acquire academic language proficiency on a par with 
native language speakers of English of the same age (Cummins, 1981), "The Role of Primary 
Language Development in Promoting Educational Success for Language Minority Students"). 

In addition to specific scheduled time, the arts and character education principles will be 
integrated into the other curriculum areas whenever possible. 

The school may host a number of special programs for Arts, Character Education, 
Health/Fitness or any other area that is deemed beneficial to the students and in alignment with the 
school mission  These programs may require scheduling adjustments or may overflow into the 
time allotted to the LPAC after school program. The LPAC after school program will collaborate 
closely with FLAGS and will accommodate any such scheduling changes. 

An all-school meeting on Wednesdays will serve as an opportunity to build community, 
listen to guest speakers, be an audience for student presentations, and to address issues of 
importance to the school. 
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^f approval forthecharteris granted^ the family ^ife academy charter school will 
pursue corporate funding or grants to subsidise the latino Pastoral action ^enter^s 
(^P^) after school program. The after school program will provideasafe and 
nurturing environment for children while supportingtheir social and academic growth. 
The program will be available to all children who are students at the family ^ife 
academy charter school ftom^^O^OOpm   ^fthe program does not fill with ^^^ 
children, it will be opened to other children in the district  ^P^willchargeanominal 
fee to parents($15.00 perweek) to help coverthe costs ofthe program.   Parents who are 
unable to pay for the program will be eligible for financial aid 

^ince the latino Pastoral action ^enterwill be administeringthe after school program, it 
will have its own director and teaching staff   Toensureaseamless day between the after 
schoolprogram and thePamily^ife academy charter ^chool^ the after school director 
and staff will meet onaregular basis with the director ofthePamily^ife academy 
charter school   additionally, the after school program director and staff will be 
accountable the charter school 8oardofTrustees and ^o its funding agencies as well. 

The after school program will be aligned wi^h the philosophy and goals of the family 
l^ife academy charter school,   ^t will support the academic goals of the family l^ife 
academy charter school byp^oviding homework help onadaily basis, wholesome 
snacks andarange of courses and activities, including^ dance, instrumental music, 
painting, ceramics, sculpting, chess, cooking, math club, project-based literacy,recreation 
and counseling 

Ifchildren need to remain until 7pm, accommodations for dinnerwill be arranged 

^ 
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^L^^^P^O^l^vl 

The Latmo Pastoral Acnon Center (LPAC) plans to of^ran extensive summer optionfor 
me cmldren of me Family Life AcademyCharter School. LPAC will explorepossibilities 
thatwill allow me cmldren to meet wimmeir^endsovermesmnmermonthsand that 
^11 acconm^odate workmgparents needs while providmgmeanmgf^ leaning and 
recreanonal opportunitiesmrthe children. 

Classes andactivines will re^ectawide area ofmterests and meetme varying talents of 
the children, ^lanyofthe classes ofTered in the arter school program will also be 
available in the summer. Children will be encouraged to readinthe summer. There will 
be bookclubs^ story readme trips to the public library^activitiesba^ed upon books read 
and shared. Children ^ill also be able t^^se the leaning centers, l^owledge and skills 
learned duringtheschoolyearwill be put to good use. 

The program will approximateasummer camp experience as much as possible. LPAC 
will add swimming and tennis lessons. They will make arrangements torme children to 
take swimming lessons at the city pool. They will bring experienced tennis instructors to 
the school for basic skill traming and familiarity with the game. They will then take the 
children to the town courts to play onaregular basis 

l^ay trips to Manhattan and trips to othernearby places ofinterest will be scheduled 
They will plan overnight camping trips to the^camps as well. 

The summer program will begin at the close ofthe school year and extend to the end of 
Inly, ^any of me Af^er School Program StafT will ^orkmmesummerprogram. 
College students and Americops volunteers will be hired as counselors. Parents will pay 
anominalfeerorthesummerprogram   Parents who may not be able to afford the 
summer program will be able to apply for financial aid. 

^ 
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Attachment 111-14: Learning Standards 

The Family Life Academy Charter School is committed to delivering a high quality, 
coherent education program that is driven by standards. The school's primary goal is to enable 
students to perform at or above New York State grade level standards in all disciplines, and its 
curriculum and assessment strategies align with this goal. The founders believe that a coherent 
education program comprised of rigorous standards, engaging curricula, and ongoing assessment 
has a powerful effect on students' learning. In this proposal, a description of standards, 
curriculum, and assessment are presented as separate components. However, FLAGS strongly 
believe that a fully integrated synthesis of these three components is at the heart of significantly 
enhanced student learning. 

At FLAGS, the three components - standards, curriculum, and assessment - will interlock, 
as follows: standards set the goals for learning; the curriculum provides the environment and 
mechanisms by which students master the skills and content articulated in the standards; and 
assessments define ways students, teachers, and parents can evaluate student performance, so that 
the students ran demonstrate by objective measures that they possess the knowledge and skills the 
standards demand. In addition, by including students in the evaluation process, they learn to 
modify their own plans and objectives in meeting standards.; In this way, students — guided by 
teachers — play a role in planning day-to-day curriculum, practice, lessons and assignments, as they 
gradually assume responsibility for their own learning. 

FLAGS will use a combination of the New Standards Performance Standards developed by 
the National Center of Education and the Economy at the University of Pittsburgh and the New 
York State Learning Standards. The New Standards Performance Standards have been adopted 
by the New York City Board of Education and by FLAGS as they complement and often exceed 
the Ne\vYork State Learning Standards   They are, in many cases mnre specific, providing     " 
exarnplesof actual student work that meets the standards. Teachers and students know exactly 
what is needed to succeed. The New Standards Performance Standards will be used in the areas of 
Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Applied Learning. New York State Learning 
Standards will be utilized in the areas of Social Studies, Arts, and Health and Physical Education. 
The combination of these two sets of standards will set high expectations that meet or exceed the 
28 learning standards of the New York Board of Regents. 

The New Performance Standards are the foundation for higher student achievement, and 
through examples of student work at each level, show clearly what the students in FLAGS 
classrooms must do to meet these expectations. These samples provide the opportunity for the 
teachers at the school to examine their students' work against state and nationally accepted 
benchmarks. By comparing work produced in their classrooms to these standards, they will 
understand better how to design instruction and assessment strategies to produce results. For 
example, teachers at the school will analyze a child's performance to identify the weak points and 
alter instruction to correct that weakness as quickly and effectively as possible. Through ongoing 
evaluation and early intervention, students will progress steadily, as opposed to falling further and 
further behind - which has been widely documented as the case for many students attending 
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schools in disadvantaged communities 

^eare articulating clear and measurable learning standards breach subject ordered in the 
school using the NewYork City New Standards Performance Standards which have been adopted 
within the last threeyears and the NewYorkStateLeaming Standards  These elementary school 
standards are benchmarked^orC^rade^   Standards ^breach grade ^rom^through^^or our 
school are covered in attachment ^^1^ which covers curriculum and benchmarks by grade. 

Through the Center tor educational C^utreach^^nnovationatTeachers Colleger 
Columbia University, teachers will receive professional development and ongoingtraining in the 
use ofstandards and their implications tor curriculum and instruction. Thus, teachers will be 
re^uii^ed to construct their lesson plans aroundthe standards and benchmarks of the students^ 
grade level 
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E^^^8^^^^^E^^T^(^^^^^^ 

^ea^^ 

Ela    The student readsat least twenty-fivebooksorbookequivalentseach year. The quality and 
complexity ofthe materials to be read are illustrated in the sample readme list The 
materials should include traditional and contemporary literature (both fiction and 
non-fiction)as well as maga^ines^ newspapers te^tbooks^ and on-line materials.^uch 
reading should representadiverse collection ofmaterialfi^om at least three different literary 
forms and from at least five different writers 

Elb    The student reads and comprehends at leastfourbooks(or book equivalents)about one 
issue or subiect^orfour books byasingle writer orfour books in one genres and produces 
evidence of reading that^ 

ma^es and supports warranted and responsible assertions about the te^ts^ 
supports assertions with elaborated and convincing evidenced 
draws the te^ts together to compare and contrast themes^ characters^ and ideas^ 
makes perceptive and well developed connections^ 
evaluates writing strategies and elements of the authors craft 

El^     The student reads and comprehends informational materials ^o develop understanding and 
expertise and produces written or oral work that^ 

restates or summarises informations 
relates new information to prior knowledge and experienced 
extends ideas^ 
maizes connections to related topics or information 

Eld    The student reads aloud^ accurately (in the range of^^-^O^familiar material of the 
^uali^y and complexity illustrated in the sample reading lis4 and inaway that makes 
meaning clear to listeners by^ 

selfcorrecting when subsequent reading indicates an earlier miscue^ 
^ usingarange of cueing systems^ e.g.^ phonics and content clues^ to determine 

pronunciation and meanings^ 
reading wi^harhythm^fiow^andmeterthat sounds like everyday speech 

siting 

E^a     The student producesareportthat^ 

engages the reader by establishingaconte^creatingapersona^ and otherwise developing 
reader interest 



^ ^        developsacontrollingidea that conveysaperspectiveon the sub^ect^ 
createsanorgani^ingstructureappropriatetoaspecificpurpose, audience, and contexts 

includes appropriate racts and details^ 
excludes extraneous and inappropriate informations 
usesarangeofappropriatestrategies, such as providingfactsand details, describing or 
analysing the subject, and narratingarelevant anecdotes 
providesasense of closure to the writing 

^b    ^he student producesaresponse to literature that^ 

engages the reader by establishingacontext,creatingapersona, and otherwise developing 
reader interests 
advancesa^udgment that is interpretive, analytic, evaluative, orreflective^ 
supports^udgment through references to the text, re^erencestootherworxs, authors, or 
non^print media, or rererences to personal l^nowledge^ 
demonstrates an understanding of the literary wor^ 
providesasense of closure to the writing^ 

^c     ^he student producesanarrative account (fictional or autobiographical^ that^ 

engages the reader by establishingacontext,creatingapoint of view,and otherwise 
developing reader interests 
establishesasituation, plot, point of view,setting, and conflict (and for autobiography, the 
significance of events^ 
creates an organising structure, 
includes sensory details and concrete language to develop plot and characters 
excludes extraneous details and inconsistencies^ 
develops complex characters^ 
usesarange of appropriate strategies, such as dialogue and tension or suspenses 
providesasense of closure to the writing 

^d     ^he student producesanarrative procedure that^ 

engagesthereaderbyestablishingacontext,creatingapersona, and otherwise developing 
reader interest 
providesaguidetoactionthatanticipatesareadersneeds^ creates expectations through 
predictable structures, eg, headings^ and provides transitions between steps^ 
maizes use of appropriate writing strategies such as creatingavisual hierarchy and using 
white space and graphics as appropriated 
includes relevant informations 
excludes extraneous informations 
anticipatesproblems, mistakes, and misunderstandings that might arise torthe readers 
providesasense of closure to the writing 
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E3a    Thestudentparticipatesinone-on-oneconferenceswithateacher,paraprofession^,or 
adult volunteer, in which the students 

initiates newtopics in addition to responding to adult-initiated topics; 
asks relevant questions; 
responds to questions with appropriate elaboration; 
uses language cues to indicate different levelsofcertaintv or hvpothesizing,eg,^what 
if B^vervlikelv  B^munsurewhether n;^ 
confirms understanding hvparaphrasingtheadult^sdirectionsor suggestions 

E3h    The student participates in group meetings, in which the students 

displays appropriate tum-taking behaviors; 
^ actively solicits another persons comment or opinion; 

offers own opinion forcefullv^thoutdorninating; responds appropriately to corrirnents and 
questions; 
volunteers contributions and responds when directlv^solicitedbvteacher or discussion 
leader; gives reasons in support of opinions expressed; 

D clarifies, illustrates, or expands onaresponse when asked to do so; asks classmates for 
similar expansions 

E3^     The student prepares and delivers an individual presentation, in which the students 

shapes information to achieveaparticular purpose and to appeal to the interests and 
background knowledge of audience members; 
shapes content and organization accordingto criteria forimportance and impact ratherthan 
according to availability ofinformatioh in resource materials; 
uses notes or other memorv aids to structure the presentation; 
engages the audience with appropriate verbal cues and eve contact; 
projectsasenseofindividualitv and personality in selecting and organizing content, and in 
delivers 

E3d    The student makes informed judgments about television, radio, and film productions; that 
is, the student 

demonstratesan awareness ofthe presence ofthemediain the dailv lives of most people; 
evaluates the role ofthe media in focusing attention and in forming an opinion; 
judges the extent to which the media provideasource of entertainment as well asasource 
ofinformation; 
defines the role ofadvertising as part of media presentation 

^onventions^ramma^ 
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E4a    The student demonstrates a basic understanding of the rules of the English language in 
written and oral work, and selects the structures and features of language appropriate to 
the purpose, audience, and context of the work. The student demonstrates control of: 

grammar; 
paragraph structure; 
punctuation; 
sentence construction; 
spelling; 
usage. 

E4b    The student analyzes and subsequently revises work to clarify it or make it more effective 
in communicating the intended message or thought. The student's revisions should be made 
in light of the purposes, audiences, and contexts that apply to the work. Strategies for 
revising include: 

adding or deleting details; 
adding or deleting explanations; 
clarifying difficult passages; , 
rearranging words, sentences, and paragraphs to improve or clarify meaning; 
sharpening the focus; 
reconsidering the organizational structure. 

Literature 

E5a    The student responds to non-fiction, fiction, poetry, and drama using interpretive, critical, 
and evaluative processes; that is, the student, 
identifies recurring themes across works; 
analyzes the impact of authors' decisions regarding word choice and content; 
considers the differences among genres; 
evaluates literary merit; 
considers the function of point of view or persona; 

examines the reasons for a character's actions, taking into account the situation and basic 
motivation of the character; 
identifies stereotypical characters as opposed to fully developed characters; 
critiques the degree to which a plot is contrived or realistic; 
makes inferences and draws conclusions about contexts, events, characters, and settings. 

E5b    The student produces work in at least one literary genre that follows the conventions of the 
genre. 
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SBA^S8^A^^^E^^S 

E^A^Stoundingmembersarein agreement thattheperformance standards ^or Spanish 
language arts should bethesameastheper^ormancestandards^orEnglishlanguagearts. 
teachers will hold the samplesof student workinSpanishto the samee^pectations tor 
performancebystudentsinEnglishlanguagearts.Ins^ructioninSpamshlanguageartswill parallel 
instruction ^or English proficient students  Itise^pected, however thatagroupof students will 
cometo school with very low level ofliteracyskillsintheirnative language, ^eacherswillgive 
these students proper support and time to enable them to reach and surpass the NewYork State 
standards. 

MA^^EMA^^S^Al^^A^^S^^^^^^ 

A^thmeticand^^m^e^^o^cep^s 

^he student produces evidence that demonstrates understanding ofarithmetic and number 
concepts; that is, the students 

Mia    Adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides whole numbers, with and without calculators; that 
is^ ^ 

adds, i.e., ^oins things together, increases; 
subtracts, i.e., takes away, compares, fmds the difference; 
multiplies, i.e., uses repeated addition, counts by multiples, combines things that come in 
groups, makes arrays, uses area models, computes simple scales, uses simple rates; 
divides, i.e., puts things into groups, shares equally; calculates simple rates; 
analyses problem situations and contents in order to figure out when to add, subtract, 
multiply, or divide; 
solves arithmetic problems by relating addition, subtractions multiplication, and division to 
one another; 
computes answers mentally,eg,^7^^,^0^^; 
uses simple concepts of negative numbers,eg.,onanumber line, in counting, in 
temperature,^owing.^ 

Mlb   demonstrates understanding ofthe base ten place value system and uses this 
knowledge to solve arithmetic tasks; that is 

countsl,10, 100, or l,000morethan or less than, e.g., less than!0,000,10more than 
^^0,l,000morethan^,000,1001essthan^,000; 
uses knowledge about ones, tens, hundreds, and thousands to figure out answers to 
multiplication and division tasks, e.g., ^^^10, 1^^100,7^^,000,^,000^^. 

Mlc    Estimates, approximates, rounds onuses landmark numbers, or uses e^act 
numbers, as appropriate, in calculations 
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Mid. Describes and compares quantities by using concrete and real world models of 
simple fractions; that is: 

finds simple parts of wholes; 
recognizes simple fractions as instructions to divide, e.g., 1/4 of something is the same as 
dividing something by 4; 
recognizes the place of fractions on number lines, e.g., in measurement; 
uses drawings, diagrams, or models to show what the numerator and denominator mean, 
including when adding like fractions, e.g., 1/8 + 5/8, or when showing that 3/4 is more than 
3/8; 
uses beginning proportional reasoning and simple ratios, e.g., "about half of the people." 

M1 e   Describes and compares quantities by using simple decimals; that is: 

adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides money amounts; 
recognizes relationships among simple fractions, decimals, and percents, i.e., that 1/2 is the 
same as 0.5, and 1/2 is the same as 50%, with concrete materials, diagrams, and in real 
world situations, e.g., when discovering the chance of a coin landing on heads or tails. 

Mlf    Describes and compares quantities by using whole numbers up to 10,000; that is: 

connects ideas of quantities to the real world, e.g., how many people fit in the school's 
cafeteria; how far away is a kilometer; 
finds, identifies, and sons numbers by their properties, e.g., odd, even, multiple, square. 

Geometry and Measurement 

The student produces evidence that demonstrates understanding of geometry and measurement 
concepts; that is, the student: 

M2a    Gives and responds to directions about location, e.g., by using words such as "in front of," 
"right," and "above." 

M2b   Visualizes and represents two dimensional views of simple rectangular three dimensional 
shapes, e.g., by showing the front view and side view of a building made of cubes. 

M2c    Uses simple two dimensional coordinate systems to find locations on a map and to 
represent points and simple figures. 

M2d   Uses many types of figures (angles, triangles, squares, rectangles, rhombi, parallelograms, 
quadrilaterals, polygons, prisms, pyramids, cubes, circles, and spheres) and identifies the 
figures by their properties, e.g., symmetry, number of faces, two- or three-dimensionality, 
no right angles. 
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M2e   Solves problems by showing relationships between and among figures, e.g., using 
congruence and similarity, and using transformations including flips, slides, and rotations. 

M2f   Extends and creates geometric patterns using concrete and pictorial methods. 

M2g   Uses basic ways of estimating and measuring the size of figures and objects in the real 
world, including length, width, perimeter, and area. 

M2h   Uses models to reason about the relationship between the perimeter and area of rectangles 
in simple situations. 

M2i    Selects and uses units, both formal and informal as appropriate, for estimating and 
measuring quantities such as weight, length, area, volume, and time. 

M2j    Carries out simple unit conversions, such as between cm and m, and between hours and 
minutes. 

M2k   Uses scales in maps, and uses, measures and creates scales for rectangular scale drawings 
based on work with concrete models and graph papgr. 

Function and Algebra Concepts 

The student produces evidence that demonstrates understanding of function and algebra concepts; 
that is, the student: 

M3a    Uses linear patterns to solve problems; that is: 
shows how one quantity determines another in a linear ("repeating") pattern, i.e., describes, 
extends, and recognizes the linear pattern by its rule, such as, the total number of legs on a 
given number of horses can be calculated by counting by fours; 
shows how one quantity determines another quantity in a functional relationship based on a 
linear pattern, e.g., for the "number of people and total number of eyes," figure out how 
many eyes 100 people have all together. 

M3b   Builds iterations of simple non-linear patterns, including multiplicative and squaring 
patterns (e.g., "growing" patterns) with concrete materials, and recognizes that these 
patterns are not linear. 

M3c    Uses the understanding that an equality relationship between two quantities remains the 
same as long as the same change is made to both quantities. 

M3d   Uses letters, boxes, or other symbols to stand for any number, measured quantity, or object 
in simple situations with concrete materials, i.e., demonstrates understanding and use of a 
beginning concept of a variable. 
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^^csa^d^obab^ty^^e^s 

^fhe student producesevidencethatdemonstratesunderstanding of statisticsat^d probability 
concepts in the following areas^ that is, the students 

1^4a   Collectsandorganizesdatatoansweraquestionortestahypothesis by comparing sets of 

data 

^4b   displays data in line plots, graphs, tables, and charts 

1^4c    ^akes statements and draws simple conclusions based on data^ that is^ 

reads data in line plots, graphs, tables, and charts^ 
compares data in orderto make true statements, eg^^seven plants grew at least^cm^ 
identifies and uses the mode necessary for making true statements, eg^more people 
chosered^ 

D makes true statements based onasimple concept of average^median and mean^forasmall 
sample size and where the situation is made evident with concrete materials or clear 
representations^ ^ 
^n^erprets da^a^o determine the reasonableness of statements about the data, eg,^twice as 
ofienB^three times faster^ 
uses data, including statements about the data, to makeasample concluding statement 
aboutasituation,eg,^his kind of plant grows better near sunlight because the seven 
plants that were near the window grew at least^cmB^ 

Iv^d    fathers data about an entire group or by sampling group members to understand the 
concept of sample, ie,thatalarge sample leads to more reliable information, eg,when 
flipping coins 

lv^4e    Predicts results, analyzes data, and finds out why some results are more likely,less likely, 
or equally likely 

1^4f    ^inds all possible combinations and arrangements within certain constraints involvinga 
limited number of variables 

^blem^lv^andlv^thema^cs 

^fhe student demonstrates logical reasoning throughout work in mathematics, ie, concepts and 
skills, problem solving, and pro^ects^demonstratesproblem solving by using mathematical 
concepts and skills to solve non-routine problems that do not lay out specificand detailed steps to 
follows and solves problems that make demands on all three aspects ofthe solution process^- 
formulation, implementation, and conclusion 

^oBmu^ation 
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l^a   ^iven the basic statement ofaproblem situation, thestudent^ 

makes the important decisionsabouttheapproach^ materials, and strategiesto use, ie 
does not merelyfillinagiven chart, useapre specified manipulative, or go througha 
predetermined set of steps; 
uses previously learned strategies, skills, knowledge, and concepts to make decisions; 
uses strategies, such as using manipulatives or drawing sketches, to model problems 

^mpleme^tat^n 

l^^b   The student makes the basic choices involved in planning and carrying outasolution; that 
is, the students 

makes up and usesavariety of strategies and approaches to solving problems and uses or 
leams approaches that other people use, as appropriate; 
makes connections among concepts in order to solve problems; 
solves problems in ways that make sense and explains whythese ways make sense, eg 
defends the reasoning, explains the solution 

Thestudent moves beyondaparticular problem by making connections, extensions andBor 
g^n^rali^ations; for example, the students 

e^plainsapattem that can be used in similar situations; 
explains how the problem is similar to other problems he or she has solved; 
explains how the mathematics used in the problem is like other concepts in mathematics; 
explains how the problem^ssolution can be applied to other school subjects and in real 
world situations; 
makes the solution intoageneral rule that applies to other circumstances 

mathematical ^k^lsa^idT^s 

The student demonstrates fluency with basic and important skills by using these skills accurately 
and au^om^ically,and demonstrates practical competence and persistence with other skills by 
using them effectivelytoaccomplishatask, perhaps referringto notes, books, or other students, 
perhaps working to reconstructamethod; that is, the students 

^^a    ^dds^ subtracts, multiplies, and divides whole numbers correctly; that is^ 

knows single digit addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division facts; 
adds and subtracts numbers with several digits; 
multiplies and dividesnumberswith one ortwo digits; 
multiplies and divides three digit numbers by one digit numbers 

FB4 
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M6b   Estimates numerically and spatially 

M6c   Measures length, area, perimeter, circumference, diameter, height, weight, and volume 
accurately in both the customary and metric systems. 

M6d   Computes time (in hours and minutes) and money (in dollars and cents). 

M6e   Refers to geometric shapes and terms correctly with concrete objects or drawings, 
including triangle, square, rectangle, side, edge, face cube, point, line, perimeter, area, and 
circle, and refers with assistance to rhombus, parallelogram quadrilateral, polygon, 
polyhedron, angle, vertex, volume, diameter, circumference, sphere prism, and pyramid. 

M6f    Uses +, -, x, * /,)    , $,0, %, and . (decimal point) correctly in number sentences and 
expressions. 

M6g   Reads, creates, and represents data on line plots, charts, tables, diagrams, bar graphs, 
simple circle graphs, and coordinate graphs. 

M6h   Uses recall, mental computations, pencil and paper, measuring devices, mathematics texts 
manipulative, calculators, computers, and advice from peers, as appropriate, to achieve 
solutions; that is, uses measuring devices, graded appropriately for given situations, such as 
rulers (customary to the 1/8 inch; metric to the millimeter), graph pajer (customary to the 
inch or half inch; metric to the centimeter), measuring cups (customer! to the ounce; metric 
to the milliliter) and scales (customary to the pound or ounce metric to the kilogram or 
gram). 

Mathematical Communication 

The student uses the language of mathematics, its symbols, notation, graphs, and expressions, to 
communicate through reading, writing, speaking, and listening, and communicates about 
mathematics by describing mathematical'ideas and concepts and explaining reasoning and results; 
that is, the student: 

M7a    Uses appropriate mathematical terms, vocabulary, and language, based on prior conceptual 
work. 

M7b   Shows mathematical ideas in a variety of ways, including words, numbers, symbols, 
pictures, charts, graphs, tables, diagrams, and models. 

M7c    Explains solutions to problems clearly and logically, and supports solutions with evidence, 
in both oral and written work. 

M7d   Considers purpose and audience when communicating about mathematics. 
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1^7e   ^omprehendsmathematicsfromreadingassignmentsand from other sources 

^utt^^^thema^cst^^o^ 

The student conductsat least one large-scaleproject each year, beginninginfourth grade, draw^n 
fromthefollowingkindsand,overthecourseofelementaryschool, conductsprojectsdrawnfrom 

at least two ofthe kinds 

^single project may draw on more than one kind^ 

l^^a   l^atastudy,in which the students 

developsaquestionandahypothesisinasituation where data couldhelpmakeadecision 
or recommendations 
decides onagroup or groups to be sampled and makes predictions of the results with 
speciricpercents, fractions, or numbers^ 
collects, represents, and displays data in orderto help make the decision or 
recommendations compares the results with the predictions^ 
writesareport that includes recommendations supported by diagrams, charts, and grapbs, 
a^dac^now^d^e^ assistance ^ceiv^d from par^n^s,p^ers,a^dt^achers^ 

l^^b   science studv,in which the students 

decides onaspecif^c science question to study and identifies the mathematics that will be 
used, eg, measurements 
developsaprediction^ahypothesis^and develops procedures to test the hypothesise 
collects and records data, represents and displays data, and compares results with 
predictions^ 
writesareport that compares the results with the hypothesise supports the results with 
diagrams, charts, and graphs^ acknowledges assistance received from parents, peers, and 
teachers 

^^c    design ofaphvsical structure, in which the students 

decides onastructure to design, the si^e and budget constraints, and the scale of designs 
mal^esafrrst draft of the design, and revises and improves the design in response to input 
from peers and teachers^ 
makesafrnal draft and report of the design, drawn and written so tbat another person 
could ma^e the structured acknowledges assistance received from parents, peers, and 
teachers 

^d    management and planning, in which the students 

decides on what to manage orplan, and the criteria to be used to see ifthe plan worked^ 
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identif^esune^pec^edeven^s^hat could disrup^heplanandfur^herpla^sfor^uch 

contingencies; 
identiftesresourcesneeded^eg^ materials money, ^ime^ spaced and o^rpeople; 
^vritesadetailed plan and revisesandimprovestheplaninresponse^ofeedbac^from peers 

and teachers; 
carries out the plan^optional^; 
writesareport on the plan that includes resources, budget, and schedule and 
acknowledges assistance received from parents^ peers, and teachers^ 

^ writesareport that includes recommendations supported by diagrams, charts, and graphs, 
and acknowledges assistance received from parents, peers^ and teachers^ 

l^^e   Pure mathematics investigation, in which the students 

decides on thearea of mathematics to investigate, eg^numbers^hapes^ patterns; 
describesaouestion or concept to investigate; 
decides on representationsthat will beused, eg, numbers, symbols, diagrams, shapes, or 
physical models; 
carries out the investigation; 
writesareport that includes any generalizations drawn from the investigations and 
acknowledges assistance received from parents, peefs, and teachers 

s^^^s^^^^s^^^^^ 
Physical Sconces ^o^cepts 

^fhe student produces evidence that demonstrates understanding of 

Sla     Properties of objects and materials, such as similarities and differences in the size,weight, 
and color ofobjects; the ability ofmaterials to react with other substances; and different 
states of materials 

Sib     Position and motion ofobjects, such as how the motion ofan object can be described by 
tracing and measuring its position over time; and how sound is produced by vibrating 
objects 

Sic     Light, heat, electricity,and magnetism, such as the variation ofheat and temperature; how 
light travels inastraight line until it strides an object or how electrical circuits worl^ 

^fe Sconces ^^cep^s 

^fhe student produces evidence that demonstrates understanding of 

S^a     characteristics oforganisms, such as survival and environmental support; the relationship 



between structureand function; and variations in behavior 

^b    ^ire cyclesoforganisms, suchashowin^eritanceand environment deterrninethe 
characteristicsof an organism; and that all plantsand animals have life cycles 

S^c     Organisms and environments, such as the interdependence ofanimals and plants in an 
ecosystem; and populations and their ejects on the environment 

S^d    change overtime, such as evolution and tossil evidence depictingthe great diversity of 
organisms developed over geologic history 

^a^tha^ Space Sconces ^^cepts 

The student produces evidence that demonstrates understanding of 

S3a     Properties ofEarth materials, such as water and gases; and the properties ofrocks and soils 
suchas texture, color, and ability to retain water 

S3b    Objects in the sky,such as Sun, Moon, planets, and^bther objects that can be observed and 
described; ^nd the importance of the Sun to provide the light and heat necessaryfor 
survival 

S3c     changes inearth and sky,such as changes caused by weathering,volcanism, and 
earthquakes; and the patterns ofmovementofobjects in the sky 

Scientific connections and ^pp^icat^^s 

The student produces evidence that demonstrates understanding of 

S^a     ^ig ideas and unifying concepts, such as order and organisation; models, form and 
function, change and constancy; and cause and effect 

S4b     The designed world, such as development ofagricultural techniques; and the viability of 
technological designs 

S^c     Personal health, such as nutrition, substance abuse, and exercise; germs and to^ic 
substances; personal and environmental safety 

S4d     Science asahuman endeavor, such as communication, cooperation, and diverse input in 
scientific research; and the importance ofreason, intellectual honesty, and skepticism 

Scientit^cThinking 
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Thestudentdemonstratesscientiftcin^uir^ 
and reasoningstrategies,commonsense8ndconceptu^understandingrrom Science Standardsl 
to4,andappropriatemethodstoinvestigatethenaturalworld^hatis,the^udent^ 

S^a     ^sksquestionsaboutnatural phenomena^ ob^ectsandorgantsms^ and eventsand 
discoveries 

S^b    ^ses concepts from Science Standardslto^toexplatnavariety of observations and 
phenomena^ 

S^c     ^ses evidence from reliable sources to construct explanations 

S^d     Evaluatesdifferent points ofviewusing relevant experiences, observations, and knowledges 
and distinguishesbetweenfact and opinion 

S^e     identifies problems^ proposes and implements solutions^ and evaluates the accuracy design, 
and outcomes ofinvestigations^ 

S^f     ^orks individually and in teams to collect and share^information and ideas 

Sc^ent^cT^sandTecbn^^es 

The student demonstrates competence with the tools and technologies ofscience by using them to 
collect data, make observations, analyze results, and accomplish tasks effectively, that is^ the 
student 

S^a     ^ses technology and tools^such as rulers, computers, balances, thermometers, watches, 
magnifiers, and microscopes^to gather data and extend the senses^ 

S^b     Collectsand analyzes data using concepts and techniques in Mathematics Standards,such 
as average, data displays, graphing,variability,and sampling 

S^c     acquires information from multiple sources, such as experimentation and print and 
non^print sources 

Sc^entifi^^mmunicati^n 

The student demonstrates effective scientific communication by clearly describing aspects of the 
natural world using accurate data, graphs, or other appropriate media to convey depth of 
conceptual understanding in sciences that is, the student 

S7a     represents data and results in multiple ways, such as numbers, tables, and graphs^ 
drawings, diagrams, and artwork, and technical and creative writing 

FI.A 
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S7b    Uses facts to support conclusions. 

S7c     Communicates in a form suited to the purpose and the audience, such as writing 
instructions that others can follow. 

S7d    Critiques written and oral explanations, and uses data to resolve disagreements. 

Scientific Investigation 

The student demonstrates scientific competence by completing projects drawn from the following 
kinds of investigations, including at least one full investigation each year and, over the course of 
elementary school, investigations that integrate several aspects of Science Standards I to 7 and 
represent all four of the kinds of investigation. 

S8a     An experiment, such as conducting a fair test. 

S8b     A systematic observation, such as a field study. 

S8c     A design, such as building a model or scientific apparatus. 

S8d     Non-experimental research using print and electronic information, such as journals, 
video, or computers. 

A single project may draw on more than one kind of investigation. 

A full investigation includes: 

Questions that can be studied using the resources available. 
Procedures that are safe, humane, and ethical; and that respect privacy and property rights. 
Data that, have been collected and recorded (see also Science Standard 6) in ways that 
others can verify and analyze using skills expected at this grade level (see also Mathematics 
Standard 4). 
Data and results that have been represented (see also Science Standard 7) in ways that fit 
the context. 
Recommendations, decisions, and conclusions based on evidence. 
Acknowledgment of references and contributions of others. 
Results that are communicated appropriately to audiences. 
Reflection and defense of conclusions and recommendations from other sources and peer 
review. 

APPLIED LEARNING STANDARDS (New Standards) 

1. Problem Solving 
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Applyproblemsolvingstrategiesinpurposefulways,bothinsituationswheretheproblemand 
desirablesolutionsareclearlyevidentandinsituationsrequiringacreativeapproachtoachievean 

outcome^ 
^hestudent conducts projectsinvolvingat least two ofthe following kinds ofproblem solving 
each year and, overthecourseof elementary school, conducts projects involving all three kinds of 

problems solving 

^esigna^roduct, service, or ^ystem^dentifyneedsthat could be met bynew products, 
services, or systems and create solutions fbrmeeting them 
fmprovea^ystem develop an understanding ofthe way systems of people, machines, and 
processes work^troubleshoot problems in their operation and devise strategies for 
improving their effectiveness^ 
^lan and ^rgani^ean^ventoran Activity ^akeresponsibilityforall aspects of planning 
and organising an event or an activity from concept to completion, making good use of the 
resources ofpeople, time, money, and materials and facilities 

^ach project should involve subject matterrelated to the standards for English language arts, 
and^or mathematics, and^or science, and^or other appropriate subject content 

^es^^^^^^^^t^e^v^e^^ system 

^a        ^fhe student designs and createsaproduct, service, or system to meet an identified 
need^ that is, the students 

develops ideas for the design ofthe product, service, or systems 
chooses among the design ideas and justifies the choice, 
establishes criteria forjudging the success of the designs 
uses an appropriate format to represent the designs 
plans and carries out the steps needed to turn the design into reality^ 
evaluates the design in terms ofits success in meeting the established criteria^ 
^fhe student troubleshoots problems in the operation ofasystem in need of repair or 
devises and tests ways ofimproving the effectiveness ofasystem in operations that 
is, the student 

identifies the parts ofthe system and the waythe parts connect with each others 
identifies parts or connections in the system that have broken down orthat could be made 
to wor^ better 
devises ways ofmaking the system worl^ again ormaking it work better 
evaluates the effectiveness ofthe strategies for improving the system and supports the 
evaluation wim evidence 

^   ^mmu^icati^n^oolsand^fechn^ues 
communicate information and ideas in ways that are appropriate to the purpose and audience 
through spoken, written, and graphic means of expression 
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2a       The student makesan oral presentation ofprojectplansorfindingsto an appropriate 

audience; that is, the student 

organizes the presentation inalogical way appropriate to its purpose; 
D speaks clearly and presents confidently; 

responds to questions from the audience; 
evaluates the effectiveness of the presentation 

2b      The student composesandsendscorrespondence, such asthank^you letters and 
memoranda providing information; that is, the student 

^ e^pressestheinformation or request clearly; 
writes inastyle appropriate to the purpose of the correspondence 

2^       The student writes andformatsinformationfor short publications, such as 
brochures or posters; that is, the sttident^ 

organizes the information into an appropriateformforuse in the publication; 
checks the informationfor accuracy; ^ 
formats the publication so that it achieves its purpose^ 

3^        ^nfo^mat^nT^san^Techni^es 

^se information gathering techniques, analyze and evaluate information and use information 
technology to assist in collecting, analyzing, organizing, and presenting information 

3a The student gathers information to assist in completing project work; that is, the student 

identifies potential sources ofinformation to assist in completing the project; 
uses appropriatetechnio^ues to collect the information, conductingasur^ey; 
distinguishes relevant from irrelevant information; 
shows evidence ofresearch in the completed project 

3b The student uses information technology to assist in gathering, organizing, and presenting 
information; that is, the student 

acquires informationfor specific purposes from on-line sources, such as the internet, and 
other electronic data bases, such as an electronic encyclopedia; 
uses word^processing, drawing, and painting programs to produce project reports and 
related materials 

^, ^ea^nin^and^elfl^ana^ementTo^lsandTecnn^es 
manage and direct one^s own learning 
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4^ The student leams from models; that is, the students 

consults with orobservesotherstudentsandadultsatwork, and identif^esthemain 
features of^^hat they do and they go about theirwork; 
examines models fortheresultsof^ project work, such a^professiona^lyproduced 
publications, and analyses their dualities; 
uses what he or she leams from models to assist in planning and conducting project 
activities 

4b The student keeps records of^work activities in an orderly manner; that is, the students 

sets upasystem for storing records of^^ork activities; 
maintains records of^ work activities inawaythat makes it possible to f^nd specific 
materials quickly and easily 

4c The student identifies strengths and weaknesses in his or her own work; that is, the students 

understands and establishes criteria for judging the duality of^work processes and products; 

assesses his or her own work processes and products 

5^   To^lsandTec^i^uesf^^oBkin^ with Others 

Work with others to achieveashared goal, help other people leam on the job, and respond 
efrectivelyto the needs of^aclient 

5a The student works with others to completeatask; that is, the students 

reaches agreement with group members on what work needs to be done to complete the 
tasl^ and how the work will be tackled; 
takesashareof^ the responsibility for the work, 
consults with group members regularly during the task to check on progress in completing 
the task^ to decide on any changes that are required, and to check that all parts have been 
completed at the end of^the task 

5b The student shows or explains something clearly enough for someone else to be able to do it 

5c The student responds toare^uestfromaclient; that is, the students 

interprets the clients request; 
asks questions to clarify the demands of^atask 
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SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS (New York State Learning Standards) 

1 History of the United States and New York 

Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of major ideas, 
eras, themes, developments, and turning points in the history of the United States and New York. 

2 World History 

Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of major ideas, 
eras, themes, developments, and turning points in world history and examine the broad sweep of 
history form a variety of perspectives. 

3. Geography 

Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of the 
geography of people, places, and environments over the Earth's surface. 

4   Economics 

Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of how the 
United States and other societies develop economic systems and associated institutions to allocate 
scarce resources, how major decision-making units function in the United States and other national 
economies, and how an economy solves the scarcity problem through market and non market 
mechanisms. 

5. Civics, Citizenship, and Government 

Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of the necessity 
for establishing governments; the governmental system of the United States and other nations; the 
United States Constitution; the basic civic values of American constitutional democracy; and the 
roles, rights, and responsibilities of citizenship, including avenues of participation. 
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NEW YORK STATE ART STANDARDS (New York State Learning Standards) 

1. Creating, Performing, and Participating in the Arts 

Students will actively engage in the processes that constitute creation and performance in the arts 
(dance, music, theater, and visual arts) and participate in various roles in the arts. 

2. Knowing and Using Arts Materials and Resources 

Students will be knowledgeable about and make use of the materials and resources available for 
participation in the arts in various roles. 

3. Responding to and Analyzing Works of Art 

Students will .respond critically to a variety of works in the arts, connecting the individual work to 
other works and to other aspects of human endeavor and thought. 

4. Understanding the Cultural Dimensions and Contributions of the Arts 

Students will develop an understanding of the personal and cultural forces that shape artistic 
communication and how the arts, in turn, shape the diverse cultures of past and present society. 

NEW YORK STATE HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION STANDARDS 
(New York State Learning Standards) 

1. Personal Health and Fitness 

Students will have the necessary knowledge and skills to establish and maintain physical fitness, 
participate in physical activity, and maintain physical health. 

2. A Safe and Healthy Environment 

Students will acquire the knowledge and ability necessary to create and maintain a safe and healthy 
environment. 

3. Resource Management 

Students will understand and be able to manage their personal and community resources. 
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Attachment III-15: Curriculum and Benchmarks by Grade 

Since the curriculum provides the mechanism by which the students master the skills and 
the content articulated in standards, the FLAGS curriculum is closely aligned with the standards 
cited in Attachment III-14. In other words, standards will drive much of what teachers and 
students do every day, including classroom rituals, routines, procedures, artifacts, instructional 
strategies, tests, and other means of assessment. The curriculum, instructional programs, and 
assessment tools are organized to give students opportunities to demonstrate understanding of 
concepts and skills called for in the standards, and to help them make steady progress towards 
mastering them. 

A wide range of sources were utilized to help design an educational program that aligns 
with the FLAGS mission, leads to the fulfillment of the school's learning standards and prepares 
students to meet or exceed the Regents' student performance standards as measured by the 
required statewide assessments. The sources upon which we drew include: The New Standards 
Performance Standards, Primary Literacy Standards ( for kindergarten though third grade), the 
New York State Department of Education Standards and curriculum resource guides, the 
standards of the National Council or Teachers of Mathematics, the National Science Education 
Standards, the learning goals of the curriculum materials the school will be using, such as the 
Great Books Foundation, advice of educators, including educational leaders at Teachers College - 
Columbia University, and our own innovations. 

First, we provide a general curriculum overview which reflects our mission and our 
guiding beliefs about the way children I earn and achieve personal development. In order to 
account for the full range of knowledge and skills that the students will acquire, the curriculum is 
described according to commonly accepted academic areas. Each division is organized by grade 
level with specific overview and/or benchmarks, modules or themes. 

General Curriculum Overview 

Based on the standards, the FLAGS curriculum and instructional strategies will focus on 
performance, and will consist primarily of a range of tasks students will be asked to complete. 
These assignments will build on students' prior knowledge and understanding, and over time, will 
become progressively more complex. Teachers will use the standards frequently to develop the 
students' abilities to improve their work until it reaches standard-level quality. By having a clear 
sense of where the lesson is headed, what students are expected to know, and what students 
should be able to demonstrate as a result of this knowledge, both students and teachers will be 
able to internalize the expectations for the work, and to judge their work against those 
expectations. Overall, the curriculum represents a sound balance among basic skills, conceptual 
development, and problem-solving approaches, in addition to having a clear focus on 
performance, aimed at deepening understanding. 
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^he^A^S instructional strategiesarebasedonaphilosophythatlearningisanactive 
process   Inourview, learningentailsactivatingpriorl^nowledge,relatingit tonewin^ormation 
and applyingit appropriately  ^he^A^Sapproachisin^uiry-based and project oriented, 
whereby students leam to narrowtheir questions, explore ideas, and express theirthoughts 
through the completion of specie projects  ^o that end, stimulating and challenging activities 
that demand thinking will be incorporated in the content areasacrossthe curriculum through 
thematic units and real-life projects  Students will have the opportunityto plan, do, review, share, 
and celebrate their learning  As they go through this process ofcollaborating and interacting with 
each other and the teacher, students will not only improve their learning and achievement, but also 
develop literacy skills, across disciplines, in English and Spanish, ^periential and participatory 
learning opportunities will be pursued, and will include cross^disciplinary projects  m many cases, 
these will utili^eavariety of community resources, as described further below 

Spanish and English basic literacy skills, such as reading, writing, speaking, observing, 
listening, and responding, will be emphasised in all projects and across disciplines. So,^or 
e^ample,astudentsolvingamathematics problem will be asl^ed to explain his or herthought 
processes in words, and to write number sentences that also use corresponding verbal language. 
In tact, teaching literacy underlies the ^A^S^instructional^methods in all disciplines, and each 
day,atwo^and-onehalfhourbloc^ of time ^vill be devoted to developing literacy   Again, the 
school ta^es an active approach to English language Arts ahd draws directly on the primary 
literacy standards articulated by the ^ew Standards performance Standards, ^fhese primary 
literacy standards draw on the research underlying the best ofthe phonics and whole language 
strategies to support tluent reading in the early grades, classroom activities will include phonics, 
ora^language^ reading to children, discussion ofsubject matter, sharing bool^s, genre studies, 
guided reading, independent reading, modeled writing, shared writing, interactive writing, guided 
waiting, and independent writing inavariety of styles. 

Since many ofthe students lacl^ educational resources at home, there will be an extended 
day andalonger school year to accommodatearigorous curriculum that helps students meet or 
exceed the standards   ^fhis curriculum includes, lor example, two-and-one-halfhours set aside 
everyday tor literacy instruction and one hour tor mathematics   It is our expectation that in 
gradesl^^^ children ^ill be learning the basics of reading-such as phonics, sentence structure, 
and stor^line-in order to acquire the ability to read   beginning in third grade, they will shift 
rrom learning to read, to reading to leam   In other words, theywill shift from activities teaching 
them building blocks tor decoding, to the continual use ofreading as an active, intellectual 
pursuit 

Student to student mentoring will be encouraged and, if resources allow,implementedina 
program It has been demonstrated repeatedly that mentoring others rosters mastery of materials, 
enhanced self esteem, increased development of responsibility's well a^asenseofcaring, 
compassion and empathy  Additionally, the mentoring recipient receives e^tra attention and 
assistance, helping with mastery of materials and contributing toasenseofbeing valued 
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In the FLAGS' school organizational structure, teachers will follow each class for three 

consecutive years. Since our target population is English Language Learners, this is especially 
important to ensure steady progress in gaining full proficiency in English. While core disciplines 
will be scheduled as distinct subjects, classroom activities at FLAGS will center around thematic 
units with cross-disciplinary links. The areas of Language Arts and Social Studies are particularly 
conducive to being integrated together as are the areas of Mathematics and Science. From the 
third grade on, the two classroom teachers at each grade level will specialize in subject areas, one 
teaching Language Arts and Social Studies, and the other teaching Mathematics and Science. 
They will alternate between the two classes in their grade level but will collaborate very closely to 
insure learning continuity. Many of the curriculum materials will be used in an interdisciplinary 
manner. For example, the Junior Great Books Foundation curriculum materials will be utilized 
school wide, and many of these excellent book selections will address overlapping themes in 
Language Arts and Social Studies. These books will be available in both English and Spanish. 

FLAGS teaching methods and instructional strategies address primarily English Language 
Learners (ELL). We based our educational program on evaluation and research studies that 
suggest that the needs of ELL will hp mnr* pffprtivply arMrPccpH by tMrhmg them to read and 
write in their native language wh''" acquiring pmfiqpnry in English. The National Research^~ 
Council, for example, recommends that "Limited English Proficient (LEP) children be taught to 1 
read in the native language while acquiring proficiency in spoken English and then taught to I 
transfer their skills to reading in English." (Preventing Reading Difficulties in Young Children^ 
Snow, Burn and Griltin, eds, 3/98). Therefore, FLAGS will offer a bilingual/immersion program 
In kindergarten, Spanish will comprise 50% of the instructional time. The kindergarten program 
involves alternating days of instruction in English and Spanish, with only one language being used 
on a given day. In first grade, Spanish will comprise for 40% of the instructional time. The 
students will receive two days (Tuesdays and Thursdays) a week of instruction in Spanish and 
three days (Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays) of instruction in English. Beginning in the 
second grade, students will be immersed in English with one hour a day of Spanish Language 
Arts. Attachment IV-22 contains a detailed description of the methods and strategies for serving 
ELL. .  • 

The decision to use Spanish for bilingual instruction is based on the fact that 86% of 
students in bilingual education programs in New York City are Spanish speaking. Furthermore, in 
the 36 public schools in the southwest Highbridge section of the Bronx, where the school will be 
located, the number of Latino students has increased dramatically over the past 20 years. This 
area is home to a significant Dominican and Puerto Rican immigration population. During the 
1998-99 school year, 80% (15,000) of the students in District Nine were Spanish-speaking. Of 
these pupils, 40% (6,000) were identified as LEP, scoring at or below the 40th percentile rank on 
the English Language Assessment Battery Test (LAB). As a result, the transitional bilingual 
program is one of the largest in the city and in the state, providing 5,000 students with a full 
bilingual program, and an additional 1,500 pupils with English as a Second Language (ESL) 
instruction  Many of these students have had large gaps in their education and are consequently 
limited not only in English but also in their native language, Spanish. 
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The curriculum will be presented within a supportive culture that fosters FLAGS' more 

global mission of helping to create responsible, enthusiastic, happy, community-minded, 
inquisitive, life long learners. To this end, the FLAGS guiding principles (described in Attachment 
II-11) will be integrated into the curriculum wherever possible. Children will be assisted to 
actively participate in their learning experience whenever possible, asking questions, driving 
discussions, mentoring others, performing activities, utilizing their bodies and voices as well as 
their minds, and planning and implementing projects that motivate and interest them. 

Selected Instruct ional Materials 

As we reviewed a careful selection of curriculum materials, we made sure that these 
materials were aligned with the standards, had the capability of translating the standards into 
reality, and reflected our beliefs about the way students learn and achieve personal development. 
We have taken into account the following additional important factors: 

Program vendors must be offering a curriculum that has been empirically proven to raise 
students' achievement levels. 

All programs must be geared toward a realistic but challenging set of objectives. 

Curriculum design should be spiraling; i.e. they should give students many repeated and 
varied exposures to important concepts 

Materials should incorporate the FLAGS guiding principles wherever possible. 

Real-life projects and activities should be included to allow students to apply skills and 
concepts in meaningful ways. 

Projects should be long-term and rich enough to support the FLAGS emphasis on project- 
based learning. 

Mini-lessons need to be included to help teachers connect concepts within the various 
content areas and across the curriculum, thereby making learning more meaningful. 

In order to account for the full range of knowledge and skills that the students will 
acquire, the curriculum is described according to commonly accepted divisions. Teachers, 
however, will be encouraged to integrate the curriculum in the various content areas across the 
board. Integrated experiences capitalize on students' strong need to make connections and help 
develop the ability to construct authentic knowledge. 

The following curriculum materials were selected as part of the school teaching program: 

English Language Arts: FLAGS will employ the literacy curriculum framework and 
instructional materials suggested by the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project as the K-5 
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corefbrEnglishLangt^age^^s .^thoughmostofthestudentsatEL^Swtllhaveanative 
IanguageotherthanEnglish,teacherswillenablethestudentstoIeamEngIishwithnigh levels of 
competencybyusingthesamereadingmaterialsasnativeEnglishspeakers^though sometimes in 
theirnativelanguage^andincorporatingEnglishforStudentsof^ther Languages ^ES^L^ 
supportsandEnglishasaSecondLanguage^ESL^methodologies  ^dditionalmaterialswillbe 
included in the literacyprogramforlowperfortningstudents, such as computertutoring software, 
^lassroomlibrariesoftradebooksat students^ readinglevelswillbeprovidedforgt^ided and 
independent reading.Thesebooks will includeavarietyofftction, expository, and chapterbooks, 
often extendingintoaseries. In addition, theJuniorGreatBooksand the ^ewbury and Galdecott 
^ward winners will be usedfor reading aloud 

^^^^^^^^^B^^^^5^^TheESL methodology atEL^S is intended to 
guide the students through the stages ^I^pre^production, linearly production, I^II^speech 
emergence, ^^intermediate fluency^oflanguage acquisition and to empowerthem with the 
knowledge and skills they need to achieve and surpass the ^ew^our State English Language 
^rts standards. 

Toallowstudentsto acquire English proficiencies across the ma^or skill areas oflistening, 
speaking, reading, writing, viewing, and critical tr^nkinginasystematicandspiraling fashion, 
ESL will not be treated as an academic subject at EL^S, but rather asastrategyto make 
instruction n^ore comprehensible for ELLs while contributing to their English language 
acquisition  Teachers, for example,will use the same English Language ^rts reading materials 
withlonger cycles ofinstruction and ESL methodologies^see attachment 1^^^. ESL 
instructional delivery will also occur in academic areas such asScience, mathematics, and Social 
Studies   In addition, the ESL curriculum will serve as one of thefocal points for the introduction 
and reinforcement ofthe concepts ofcross^culturalBmulticultural understanding and social 
responsibility   Thus, ESL instruction will afford our ELLs the opportunity to acquire the English 
proficiency and academic, cognitive, and cultural knowledge they need to become active 
participants in the larger society. 

^^^^^^^^^ Since the EL^S students will be receiving instruction in their 
native language, we will require that their performance standards in Spanish will be the same as 
the performance standard expected of any English^proficient student   Therefore, the Spanish 
curriculum will emphasise the development ofSpanish literacy in the early grades using phomcs, 
oral language, reading aloud, guided reading and writing, and independent reading and writing 
^nce students are able to read and write Spanish, teachers will gradually coach the students in 
making the transition from their Spanish reading and writing skills into English   The Spanish 
materialswill be built around authentic childrensliterature that draws on authors from many 
languagesand cultures, leveled libraries, and the SpanishluniorGreatBooks which will be 
available in the spring of^Ol. 

^^B^^^B^In addition to itsalignrnent with the ^lew^ork State Standards, the school 
^ll^mploythe university of^hicago^athematics^ect^OS^^^materials.This program 
emphasises the development of conceptual, computational and problem solving skills througha 



variety ofhandsDon activities and projects 

^^^Pheschool will employ ^nsightsrrom^endall^untPublishing Company  ^his 
modularprogramemphasi^esahands^o^in^uirybasedsciencecurriculum with detailed teaching 
sequences breach learning experience, including an overview of^he activity, objectives, 
suggested time frame, list ofmaterials required, scienceterms, advance preparation, daily 
assessments, and guidelines ^orthe teaching sequence  ^n addition, ^hereisaclose alignment 
between the Insights curriculum and the ^ew Standards Performance Standards ^See chart 
insights and the ^ew Standards Performance Standards fi^r Sciences in nescience curriculum 
section) 

^^^^^Phe school will organise the Social Studies curriculum into thematic units 
according to the grade level myself and C^hers^firs^ grade), ^y community and Cither united 
States Communities(second grade). Communities Around the World-Learning About People and 
Places^third grade). Local history and Local government (fourth grade), ^Phe united States, 
Canada, and Latin America (fifihgrade)^ Peachers and students will useavarietyofbroad^based 
multicultural materials, including trade bool^s, textbooks, newspapers, magazines, maps, atlases, 
and almanacs 

^^^^^^^^^^PhePLACS guiding principles will be upheld and postered as part 
ofour curriculum to generate the school culture outlined in our mission^ Phe^e will be explored 
inanumber of ways including, use of literature or any curricular materials asaspring board tor 
discussion,writing, group exercises, workshops, songs, activities, etc   C^uest speakers or 
Character education programs that support our mission will be incorporated as described further 
in the Character education section of this Attachment 

^^B^^^^^^^^^^^PLACS founders believe that arts education is an extremely 
important part of making our school missionareality^ Pogo beyond the ^ew^orl^ Arts 
Standards and to a^llowPLACS children to experience all ofthe numerous growth opportunities 
arts education arfords,we will pursue partnerships withexperiencedarts^in^education programs 
to help us give the children positive arts experiences and incorporate arts into our curriculum and 
our teaching methodologies   Student learning can be significantly enhanced byusing the arts to 
mal^e lessons more engaging, to create lessons that utilise all senses ror alternative learning paths, 
to developabroader cultural understanding, and to roster multiple attributes including creativity, 
higher order thinking skills, discipline, selfesteem, team wor^,fi^cus, and imagination among 
others   Arts partnerships will be utilised to provide teachers with assistance incorporating arts 
methodologies tor more effective, more engaging lessons 

^^^^^^^^^^^^PLACS will provide physical education through dance, 
sports, and consistent exercises in breathing, stretching, strengthening, cardiovascularfitness, and 
relaxation   ^lost of this program will tal^e place from^l^to ^00 inLPAC^sgym, in the 
playground, or in the classroom, where the awareness and practice ofpositive health habits will be 
woven into the students day 
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^^^^.^t^^C5, each classroomwillhavethreecomputers, appropriate software, 
accesstothelntemet,andaccesstoatelevisionsetand^C^ThroughtheNationalTeacher 
Trai^nglnstitute^TT^createdbyTr^rteer^W^TinNewYorkCity,teacherswillre^^^ 
trainingneededtosuccessfullyintegratetheseresourcesintheirinstruc^ion  Teachers will be 
prepared to use technologyto support interdisciplinary learntngand real world problem^solving, 
as well as to make science and math comealive in the classroom  Teachers will also be 
encouraged to incorporate mediaandtecltnologyintotheirteachingbyproducingtheir own 
videoDandlntemetDbased lessonplansand workshops. Thiswillnotonlyen^ancetheteachers^ 
own knowledge and skills, but also the students^ learning. 

^^^B^^^^^^^artofthe^^C^rnlssion is to utilise commu 
behalf of children and to educate students to become responsibleciti^ens. ^addition, since many 
ofits targeted students come from immigrantfamilies, it is our aim tofosterasenseofbelonging, 
access, and participation in the richness ofcommunityli^e and its resources  Through pro^ect^ 
based learning, students will not onlytake an active, interdisciplinary approach, but also will gaina 
larger conte^tfor learning that will strengthen the ties of the school to it^ssurrounding community. 

students could,for instance, participate in community service projects such as those 
coordinated by ^Bron^ Green ^pB^^Bron^ Green ^p^isacommunity outreach program ofThe 
NewYork Botanical Garden  The program provides training, materials, and supportfor gardening 
p^ects in ^ron^ public school and elsewhere   ^^^ns in horticultural science, project planning, 
mathematical concepts, language arts, and character education could be integrated into sucha 
project   In planning their garden, studentswould develop skills in logic, arithmetic, and an 
understanding of spatial relationships   They would learn about botany and could read an^write 
about their experiences   additionally, the project would instill character^building elements like 
teamwork, self esteem, respectfor nature, and commitment to community  While NewYork City 
offers limitless possibilitiesfor such projects, several other Bron^ organisations that offer outings 
or programsfor school children include the Bartow^ell mansion museum, the Brorn^ County 
historical society, the Bron^^oo^Wildlife Conservation ^ark,the^udaica museum, the North 
Wind undersea Institute, the ^dgar^llan^oe Cottage, the ^alentine^arian^ouse^vluseum of 
Bron^^istor^, the ^BanCourtlandl^ouse museum, and Wave ^ill public Gardens, ^vlany of these 
organisations offertheirfacilities and services free to school children, and many provide 
professional development opportunities as well as direct services to students 

In such community^based projects, the ^^C^ teachers willfacilitate the interaction 
between the students experiences and their school work to develop the students^ ability to 
interpret, process and apply information   Therefore, projects outside school will be integrated to 
what is going on in the classroom and provideawealthoflearning opportunities, from vocabulary 
building to broadening children^scultural perspectives   In every case, the ^l^C^ will provide 
teachers with the guidance theyneed to createaleaming environment that draws on community 
resources while keeping thefocus on achievement 

While we are proud ofthe curriculum we^ve designed, we are committed to ongoing 
improvement and will always beengaged in research and open to new, innovative and effective 
curriculum materials 
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^he^anguage^rtscurriculumwillteachchildrenhowtore^dandwritewellinboth 
^nglishand Spanish, andalsoprovide^rins^ruc^ioninspe^n^^istenin^ viewing, thin^ngand 
making connectionsbetweenliteratureandtheworld around tbem.^besecomponentswill be 
taught simultaneouslyandinteractivelyusingre^lliteracyexperiencesin^panishand^ng^ishthat 
initiallyemphasi^ephonicsandwholelanguageasbasicbuildingblocks^ordecodingand writing 
tex^.8uildingfrom this ^undation,the^anguage^tscurriculumgoeson to emphasise reading 
as fundamental to everyday li^e and to ^osterloveofreadingforinformation and pleasure. 

^achday,asigniricant block oftime^twoandahalfhours^will be devoted to literacy 
activities centered in^nglish^ang^age^^s,^^ or ^panish^anguage^ts, when appropriate. 
mkindergarten,for example, the program involves alternating days ofinstruction between English 
^using^^ methodology^ and ^panish.^nly one languageisusedonagivenday^ ^n first grade, 
students will receive two days^uesdays and ^hursdays^aweekofinstruction in Spanish and 
three days ^ondays,^ednesdays, and Fridays^ofinstruction in ^nglish^using^^ 
methodology^ beginning in the second grade, students will be immersed in English with one hour 
a day of^panish language ^rts. ^reatchildren^sliteraturein^nglishand^panishthat draws on 
authors from many languages and cultures, as well as leveled libraries, will be the ma^or 
instructional resourcesformuchofthe Spanish and English language ^ts curriculum. 

^heF^^^ language ^rts program will provide children opportunities to become real 
^nglisnB^panish readers, writers, speakers, listeners, viewer and thinkers, ^s opposed to passively 
completing pages on the workbooks or skills packs, children will leam language ^tsthrougha 
variety ofclassroom activities, such as shared reading, and writing individually and in groups 
students will practice and build strength through activities, much in the same manner that an 
athlete leams his or her sport  teachers will provide an overview and monitor daily practice, 
functioning like coaches ^or the young learners  ^s children read,write, speak, listen,view,and 
think, teachers willobserve their reading and writing behaviors to coach and support them 
appropriately in their development oftheir literacy skills and concepts  through the ^enterfor 
educational Outreach and Innovation ^eading^B^riting^ro^ectat^eachers^ollege^^olumbia 
university, teachers themselves will receive training and continued support to act both ^s coaches 
and mentorsfor children while they are actively engaged in the process of reading and writing   For 
example, teachers will gain skills at looking at children'swritten work to determine not on^y where 
they stand in relation to standards,but also what kinds ofinstruction would beappropriatefor each 
individual child, orforasmall group of students who are experiencing the same difficulties. 

^eare investigating and pursuing creative partnerships to support our literacy^and all 
other^goals  ^n example ofan organisation that greatly appe^s to us is the ^vervbody^ins^ 
childrensliteracy program. 

everybody ^ins^ has two main programs to realise theirmission of stimulating children^ 
interest in reading and writing and providing strong, caring, adult role models ^he^ower^unch^ 
program partners corporate volunteers with elementary school children^oraweekly school lunch. 
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bookreading, and conversation Their'Story Time'workshops,opentoallpa^entsand taught by 
literacyprotessionals,aredesignedtomotivatepa^entstore8dtotheirchildrenonare^rbasis. 
The program isn^nded by contributionsrromindividuals, corporations, and tot^n^ations. 

'Everybody ^ins^ has expressed interestinthepossibilityot^workingwithT^^CS as 
indicated in their letterin attachment ^^ 

Through reading aloud, guided reading, independent reading, and reading withapartner, 
children will be immersed inavarietyot^books and otherprint materials. The following types or^ 
books will be available in English and SpanishB 

author studies book sets and books inaseriesror children to moved hornbook to book in 
the series and be supported by previous experience with the characters, setting and author 
styles 

books geared to the children'slevelot^ abilities, interests, and understanding will be 
available tor them to practice new skills during guided and independent readings 

books above their reading levels will be available to stretch and challenge them^ 

more advanced books that teachers can read aloud will be available ^orthe children to 
i.^iderstand and en^oy,as well as to absorb the rhythms and cadences o^ more sophisticated 
language   ^s students read duality literature, they will gain an appreciation ror the cran^or^ 
writing   Essays, journals, diaries, and novels provide examples ror students to emulate in 
their own writing. 

writing is an essential means ot^communication, and students will leam to write in ways 
that are both compelling and correct in English and Spanish   Children will use writing asatoolror 
understanding all ot^the curriculum as they write tor many purposes and audiences. Children will 
engage in the writing process every day,leaming to review and revise their writing   Students will 
give teedback to classmates as theywork in editing groups, and will then practice using these 
suggestions as they rewrite theirwork. 

These reading materials support students in achieving high levels or^literacy in tbe areas o^ 
reading^writing, speaking, listening and viewing  furthermore, they contribute to rudiment ot^ 
^ew^ork State learning standards, and help prepare the students to meet or exceed the regents 
student performance standards as measured by the required statewide assessments   finally, they 
ha^e been proven elective in developing literacy skills ror all students 

^addition to reading instructional materials described above, teachers will be using the 
junior ^reat^ooks in English and Spanish to supplement the read aloud books   The shared 
inquiry discussion and interpretive activities rrom the junior ^reat^ooks integrate reading. 
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speaking, listening, and writing. This in turn helps students develop critical and creative skills. We 
have selected this program because in addition to its great literature and its alignment with the four 
New York's four language arts standards, it fosters the use of strategies that are particularly 
effective with students whose native language is other than English. For example, the 
recommended multiple readings of each text using an audiotape give critical reinforcement to ESL 
students. 

A listing of the Junior Great Book Series included in the language arts curriculum is 
provided in the grade-by-grade curriculum descriptions. Also included in the Sample Materials 
section of this application is a sample unit from the Teacher's Edition of the Sun Series (1" grade) 
which illustrates how teachers would conduct a week's work on a story. The sample also provides 
examples of students' an work and writing. 

English/Spanish Language Arts Benchmarks by Grade Level (New Standards) 

In Attachment HI-14: Learning Standards, the Language Arts Performance Standards 
benchmarke'd for grade four were listed. This section will include the Primary Literacy standards 
developed for grades K-3. These standards built on the original Language Arts Performance 
Standards which is an extension of the New York State Learning Standards. 

*• 

Kindergarten 
Reading Standard 1: Reading Habits 

Reading a Lot 

We expect kindergarten students to: 

choose reading as a way to enjoy free time and ask for books to be read aloud to them, 
listen to one or two books read aloud each day in school and discuss these books with 
teacher guidance; 
hear another one or two books read to them each day at home or in after school care; 
"reread" or read along— alone or with a partner or adult—two to four familiar books each 
day,and 
engage with a range of genres: literature (stories, songs, poems, plays); functional texts 
(how-to-books, signs, labels, messages); and informational texts (ail-about books, attribute 
texts). 

Reading Behaviors 

We expect kindergarten students to: 

hold a book right side up and turn pages in the correct direction; 
be able to follow text with a finger, pointing to each word as it is read; and 
pay attention to what the words they read are saying. 
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^kindergarten discussions, we expect children to^ 

give reactions to the book, with backup reasons^ 
listen carefullyto each others 
relate their contributions to what others have said^ 
ask each othertoclarifythings they say^ and 
use newly learned vocabulary 

^cab^la^y 

^eexpect kindergarten studentsto^ 

notice words that they don't knowwhen they are read to and talked with and guess what 
the words mean from howthey are used^ 

^ talk about words and word meanings as they are encountered in books and conversations 
^ show an interest in collecting words and playing with ones they like^ and 

leam new words every day from conversations and books read aloud^ 

^eadin^^tanda^d^^ett^^^hel^ea^i^g 

^cc^^acyand^^e^cy 

^eexpect kindergarten studentsto^ 

^ read LevelBbooks that they have not seen before, but that have been previewedfor them, 
attending to each word in sequence and getting most ofthem corrects and 
read"emergently"—that is,"reread"afavorite story, re-creating the words of the text with 
tluent intonation and phrasing and showing through verbal statements or occasional 
pointing that they understand that the print on the page controls what is said 

^el^^nit^ingand^f^o^ectin^^ategies 

^henreadingafamiliarbook,we expect students to determine whether 

they are looking at the correct page^ 
the word they are saying is the one they are pointing to^ and 
what they read makes sense 

^hen listening to stories read aloud, expect students to^ 

ask whyacharacter would do that^ 
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say they don't understand something; or 
say the character "is scared because..." or "did that because..." 

Comprehension 

We expect students at the end of kindergarten to be able to: 

give evidence that they are following the meaning ofwhat they are reading (for example, 
retelling what they have read using their own words or colloquial phrasing). 
retell the story in their own words or re-enact it, getting the events in the correct sequence; 
respond to simple questions about the book's content (for example, "Can you tell me what 
this story was about?" "What was Maria trying to do?" "How did Sam feel?" "Why did 
Antoine hide under the bed?"); 
create artwork or a written response that shows comprehension of the story that was read; 
use knowledge from their own experience to make sense of and talk about the text; and 
make predictions based on illustrations or portions of stories. 

Kindergarten 
Reading Standard 3: Print Sound Code 

Knowledge of Letters and Their Sounds 

We expect kindergarten students to: 

recognize and name most letters; 
recognize and say the common sounds of most letters and write a letter that goes with a 
spoken sound; and 
use their knowledge of sounds and letters to write phonetically, representing consonant 
sounds with single letters in the correct sequence. 

Phonemic Awareness 

We expect kindergarten students to: 

produce rhyming words and recognize pairs of rhyming words; 
isolate initial consonants in single-syllable words (for example, /// is the first sound in top), 
when a single-syllable word is pronounced (for example, cat), identify the onset (/cf) and 
rime (-at) and begin to fully separate the sounds (Icl-lal-ltl) by saying each sound aloud, & 
blend onsets {let) and rhymes {-at) to form words (cat) and begin to blend separately 
spoken phonemes to make a meaningful one syllable word (for example, when the teacher 
says a word slowly, stretching it out as "mmm—ahhh— mmm," children can say that the 
word being stretched out is mom). 
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Reading Words 

We expect kindergarten students to: 

use their knowledge of letter sounds to figure out a few simple, regularly spelled, 
single-syllable words (consonant-vowel-consonant); 
read simple texts containing familiar letter-sound correspondences and high frequency 
words; and 
read some words on their own, including a small number (about 20) of simple, 
high-frequency words that are recognized by "sight"—that is, when children encounter the 
words in a story, they do not need to sound the words out. 

Kindergarten - Reading Instructional Materials 

In addition to the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project suggested reading 
instructional materials, the teachers will be using the Junior Great Books in English and Spanish to 
supplement the read aloud books. The Dragon Series and Sailing Ship Series constitute the K-l 
read-aloud program in English. The Spanish program will be available soon. 

Junior Great Books, Dragon Series (Grades K-l) ' 

VOLUME 1 

The Frog Prince. Brothers Grimm as told by Wanda Gag. 
Guinea Fowl and Rabbit Gel Justice. African folktale as told by Harold Courlander and George 
Herzog 
"Nature Speaks," Poetry by Carl Sandburg, James Reeves, and Federico Garcia Lorca 

VOLUME 2: 

Feraj and the Magic Lute, Arabian folktale as told by Jean Russell Larson 
The Tale of Johnny Town-Mouse, Beatrix Potter 
"Companions, " Poetry by A. A. Milne, Gwendolyn Brooks, and Robert Louis Stevenson 

VOLUME 3 

Buya Marries the Tortoise, African folktale as told by W F P. Burton 
The Huckabuck Family and How They Raised Pop Corn in Nebraska and Quit and Came Back, 
Carl Sandburg 
"Magical Places, " Poetry by Byrd Baylor, William Shakespeare, and Martin Brennan 
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Sailing Ship Series (Grades K-l) - - ~ 

VOLUME 1 

The Shoemaker and the Elves, Brothers Grimm as told by Wandad Gag. 
The Frog Went A-Traveling, Russian folktale as told by Vesvolod Garshin. 
"Night Into Dawn," Poetry by Robert Hillyer and John Ciardi, and a Mescalero Apache song. 

VOLUME 2 

The Tale of Two Bad Mice, Beatrix Potter 
Bouki Cuts Wood, Haitian folktale as told by Harold Courlander 
"Fantasy, " Poetry by Sylvia Ploth, Edward Lear, and Lewis Carroll 

VOLUME 3 

Lion at School, Philippa Pearce 
Coyote Rides the Sun, Native American folktale as told by Jane Louise Curry 
"Seasons, " Poetry by Nikki Giovani, Robert Louis Stevenson, and Langston Hughes 

Through shared inquiry, discussion and interpretative activities, the Junior Great Books 
integrate reading, speaking, listening and writing which help the students develop critical and 
creative skills. For guided and independent reading, the children will use level A and B books. 

Kindergarten 
Writing Standard 1: Habits and Processes 

We expect kindergarten students to: 

write daily;' 
generate content and topics for writing; 
write without resistance when given names, places and materials; 
use whatever means are at hand to communicate and make meaning: drawings, letter 
strings, scribbles, letter approximations and other graphic representations, as well as 
gestures, intonations and role-played voices, and 
make an effort to reread their own writing and listen to that of others, showing 
attentiveness to meaning by, for example, asking for more information or laughing. 

Kindergarten 
Writing Standard 2: Writing Purposes and Resulting Genres 

Sharing Events, Telling Stories: Narrative Writing 

By the end of the year, we expect kindergarten students to produce narrative that: 
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contain a "story" that may be only a single event or several events loosely linked, which the 
author may react to, comment on, evaluate, sum up or tie together; 

• tell events as they move through time (be aware of chronological ordering); 
may include gestures, drawings and/or intonations that support meaning; and 
may incorporate storybook language (for example, "and they lived happily ever after") 

Informing Others: Report or Informational Writing 

By the end of the year we expect kindergarten students to: 

gather, collect and share information about a topic; 
maintain a focus—stay on topic; and 

• exclude extraneous information when prompted. 

Getting Things Done: Functional Writing 

By the end of the year we expect kindergarten students to: 

tell someone what to do (for example, give directions, send messages); and 
name or label objects and places. 

Producing and Responding to Literature 

By the end of the year we expect kindergarten students to: 

re-enact and retell stories (borrow and burrow into stories, poems, plays and songs); 
create their own stories, poems, plays and songs; and 
use literary forms and language (for example, if they produce a poem, students should write 
with some-poetic language, perhaps even using poetic devices such as imagery and 
repetition). 

Kindergarten 
Writing Standard 3: Language Use and Conventions 

Style and Syntax 

Using One's Own Language 

We expect kindergarten students to produce writing that: 

uses the syntax of oral language and so is easy to read aloud. 

Taking on Language of Authors 

We expect kindergarten students to produce writing that: 
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approximates some of the phrasing and rhythms of literary language. 454 

Vocabulary and Word Choice 

Using One's Own Language 

By the end of the year, we expect kindergarten students to: 

use words in their writing that they use in their conversation, usually represented 
phonetically (see Spelling below) 

Taking on Language of Authors 

• use in their writing some words they like from the books read to them; and 
make choices about which words to use on the basis of whether they accurately convey the 
child's meaning. 

Spelling 

By the end of the year, we expect .kindergarten students to ;how evidence of their ability to: 

independently create text with words that an adult (who is knowledgeable about spelling 
development and about the content of that child's piece of writing) can decipher; 
reread their own text, with a match between what they say and the words they have written 
on paper; 
pause voluntarily in the midst of writing to reread what they have written (tracking); 
leave space between words 
control for directionality (left to right, top to bottom); and 
represent words frequently with the initial consonant sound. 

Punctuation, Capitalization and Other Conventions 

At this stage, we do not expect the child to show any regularity in - or even awareness of- 
punctuation and conventions. 

First - Grade 
Reading Standard 1: Reading Habits 

Independent and Assisted Reading 

We expect first-grade students to: 

read four or more books every day independently or with assistance 
discuss at least one of these books with another student or a group; 
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read some favorite books manytimes,gaimng deeper comprehension e^chtime^ 
read their own writing and sometimes the writing of^heir classmates^ ar^d 
read functional messages they encounterin the classroom (for example, labels, signs, and 

instructions^ 

8emg^e^d^o 

^eexpect first-grade studentsto^ 

heartwo to four books or othertexts(for example, poems, letters, instructions, newspaper 
or magazine articles, dramatic scripts, songs, brochures^read aloud everyday^ and 
listen to and discuss every day at least one book or chapterthat is longer and more difficult 
than what they can read independently or with assistances 

^sc^ss^g^^ks 

^eexpect students finishing first grade to be able to^ 

demonstrate the skills we look for in the comprehension component of^eading Standards 
getting the Iv^eaning^ ^ 
compare two books by the same authors 
talk about several books on the same themes 
refer explicitly to parts of the text when presenting or defendingaclaim^ 
politelv disagree when appropriated 
ask others questions that seekelaboration and justifications and 
attempt to explain wh^ their interpretation ofabook is valid 

^cabula^ 

^eexpect first grade students to^ 

ma^e sense ofnew words from how rewords are used, refining their sense of the words 
asthe^en^ounterthemagain^ 
notice and show interest in understanding unfamiliar words in texts that are read to them^ 
tal^abou^ the meaning ofsome new words encountered in independent and assisted 
readings 
know how to talk about what words mean in terms offunctions (for example,^shoeisa 
thing you wear on yourfoot^ and features(forexample,^Shoes have laces^ and 
leam new words every day from conversation and books read aloud 
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^ythe end of the year, we expect rtrst-grade students to beableto^ 

read Level^books that they have not seen betore, but that have been previewed torthem, 
with ^0 percent or better accuracy ofwordrecognition^self correction allowed^ 

^y the end of the year,we expect r^rst-grade students to be able to^ 

independently read aloud from Level^booksthat have been previewed torthem, using 
intonation, pauses and emphasis that signal the structure ofthe sentence and the meaning of 
thetext^and 
use the cues of punctuation—including commas, periods, question marks and quotation 
marks—to guide them in getting meaning and fluently reading aloud 

^y the end ofthe year, we expect r^rst-grade students to be able to^ 

notice whetherthe words sound right, given their spellings 
notice whether the words make sense in contexts 
notice w^hen sentences don^t make sensed 
solve reading problems and self-correct, through strategies that include using syntax and 
word-meaning clues, comparing pronounced sounds to printed letters, gathering contextual 
clues from surrounding sentences or pictures, and deriving new words by analogy to 
known words and word parts ^tor example, using tree and my to get try^and 
check their solution toadirficult word against their knowledge of print-sound 
correspondences and the meaning of the text 

v^ee^pect students at the end ofrtrst grade to be able to^ 

retell the story^ 
tell what the book is about^summari^eit^ 
describe in their own words what new information they gained from the text^ 
answer comprehension questions similar to those tor kindergartners^ 
extend the story^ 
make predictions about what might happen next and say why^ 
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talk about the motives of characters; and 
describe the causes and effects of specific events. 

First - Grade 
Reading Standard 3: Print Sound Code 

Phonemic Awareness 

We expect students at the end of first grade to be able to: 

separate the sounds by saying each sound aloud (for example, /c/-/a/-/t/); and 
blend separately spoken phonemes to make a meaningful word. 

Reading Words: 

By the end of the year, we expect first-grade students to be able to: 

know the regular letter sound correspondences and use them to recognize or figure out 
regularly spelled one- and two-syllable words (see Appendix, page 292 ); 
use onsets and rhymes to create new words that include blends and digraphs; and 
recognize about 150 high-frequency words as they encounter the words in reading. 

First -Grade - Reading Instructional Materials 

In addition to the Teachers College Reading & Writing Project suggested reading 
instructional materials, the teachers will be using the Junior Great Books in English and Spanish to 
supplement the read aloud books. The Sun Series and Pegasus Series constitute the first grade 
read-aloud program in English. The Spanish program is being piloted. We expect that by the time 
the school opens, it-will be available. 

Sun Series (Grade 1) 

VOLUME 1 

The Black Hen's Egg, French folktale as told by Natalie Savage Carlson 
The Mouse and the Wizard, Hindu fable as told by Lucio Turnbull. 
"Imagination, " Poetry by Leslie Norris, Mark Van Doren, and Robert Louis Stevenson 

VOLUME 2 

Rumpelstiltskin, Brothers Grimm, translated by Ralph Manheim 
Eeyore Has a Birthday and Gets Two Presents, A. A. Milne 
"When 1 Grow Up," Poetry by Rabindranath Tagore and X J Kennedy, and a Chippewa song 
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VOLUME 3: 
The King of the Frogs, African folktale as told by Humphrey Harman 
Snow White and the Seven Dn-arfs, Brothers Grimm, translated by Randall Jarrell 
"Mysterious Animals," Poetry by T S. Eliot, Jenifer Kelly, and Robert Graves 

Pegasus Series (Grade 1) 

VOLUME 2 

Chestnut Pudding, Iroquois folktale as told by John Bierhorst 
The Pied Piper, English folktale as told by Joseph Jacobs 
"FancifulAnimals," ?ot\ry by Edward Lear and A. A. Milne 

VOLUME 2 

The Mermaid. Who Lost Her Comb, Scottish folktale as told by Winifred Finlay 
Hansel and.Gretel. Brothers Grimm, translated by Randall Jarrell 
"SpecialPlaces," Poetry by Gwendolyn Brooks and Robert Frost, and a Navajo poem 

VOLUME 3 

Mother of the Waters, Haitian folktale as told by Diane Wolkstein 
Ziateh the Goaf, Isaac Bashevis Singer 
"Secret Messages," Poetry by Robert Louis Stevenson, Barbara Juster Esbense and Emily 
Dickinson 

For guided and independent reading, the children will master Level I or higher. 

First - Grade 
Writing Standard 1: Habits and Processes 

We expect first grade students to: 

write daily; 
generate topics and content for writing; 
reread their work often with the expectation that others will be able to read it; 
solicit and provide responses to writing, 
revise, edit and proofread as appropriate; 
apply a sense of what constitutes good writing (that is, apply some commonly agreed-upon 
criteria to their own work); and 
polish at least 10 pieces throughout the year. 
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^^in^^nd^d^^^tin^^^poses^^^es^i^^e^es 

^ha^ng^ven^Tellin^^^ies^^^^ve^^n^ 

Bytheendoftheyear, we expect first-grade studentsto produce narrative accounts in which they^ 

evidenceaplan in theirwriting, including making decisions aoout where inasequence of 
events they should enters 
developanarrative or retellingcontaining two or more appropriately sequenced events that 
readers can reconstruct easily, whichtheauthorthenofien reacts to, comments on, 
evaluates, sums up orties together 
frequently incorporate drawings, diagrams or other suitahle graphics with written text, as 
well as gestures, intonation and role-played voices with oral renditions^ 
demonstrateagrowing awareness of the authors craf^hy employing some writing 
strategies, such as using dialogue, transitions ortirhe cue words, giving concrete details, 
and providing some sense of closure (for example,"TheEnd,""And^willneverforget that 
day,^"i was glad to have my dog hac^^ will neverforget to love him again"^ 
imitate narrative elements and derive stories from hoo^s they have read or had read to 
them^and ^ 
in some c^es^egin to recount not ^st events hut also reactions, signaled oy phrases li^e 
"1 wondered,""! noticed,""! thought" or "Isaidtomyself" 

^nf^^ming^the^s^^ep^^t^^^nf^^mat^na^^^t^ng 

By the end of the year,we expect first-grade students to produce reports in which they^ 

gather information pertinent toatopic, sort it into ma^or categories—possihly using 
headings or chapters—and report it to others^ 
independently recognise and exclude or delete extraneous information according to 
appropriate standards governing what "fits"^ and 
demonstrateagrowing desire and ahility to communicate with readers hy using details to 
develop their points, sometimes including pictures, diagrams, maps and other graphics that 
enhance the readers understanding ofthe text, and paying attention to signing off 

^ettin^Things^one^un^ti^nalv^^iting 

By the end ofthe year, we expect first-grade students to produce functional writings that^ 

give instructions^ 
descrihe, in appropriate sequenceandwithafew details, the steps one must ta^etoma^e 
or doaparticular things and 
claim, mar^ or identify oh^ects and places 



^od^ci^a^d^espo^d^^o^e^^e 

^ytheendofthe year, we expect first-grade students to beableto^ 

write stories, memoirs, poems, songsand other literaryforms^ 
demonstrate not only an awareness ofbut also an abilityto reproduce some of the literary 
language and styles they hear and read in the classroom (thesemayinclude alliteration, 
metaphor, simile, rhythm, complex syntax, descriptivedetail, sound ejects, dialogue, 
gestures,familiar story grammars or plot lines, and poetic line breaks and rhyme schemes^ 
and 
imitateatext or write inagenre when theyrespond to it^ 

^esp^nd^gt^^e^a^e 

^y the end ofthe year, we expect first-grade students to be able to^ 

re-enact and retell stories, songs, poems, plays and other literary works they encounter 
produce simple evaluative expressions about the text (for example,^like the story 
becauseB^^like the part where^ 
make simple comparisons ofthe story to events or people in their own lives^ 
compare two books by the same author, 
discuss several books on the same themes 
ma^e explicit reference to parts of the text when presenting or defendingaclaim^ and 
presentaplausible interpretation ofabook 

^BstD^ade 
^^iting^tandar^d^^ language ^sea^d^onvent^^s 

^y the end of the year^we expect first-grade students to be able to^ 

vary sentence openers instead of relying on the same sentence stem (for example,^like 
boo^sB^lli^edogsB^likemymom^and 
useawide range of the syntactic patterns typical of spoken language 
embed literary language where appropriated and 
sometimes mimic sentence structures from various genres they are reading 

^ocabular^and^^d^h^ce 

8y the end of theyear,we expect first-grade students to be able to^ 

produce writing that uses the full range ofwords in their speaking vocabulary^ 
selectamore precise word when prompted^ and 
use newly learned words they like from theirreading, the books they hearread,wordson 
the classroom walls and conversations 



^pe^ng 

8ythe end of the year^ we expect first-grade students to be ableto^ 

producewritingthatcontainsalargeproportion of correctly spelled, high frequencywords^ 
writete^t that usually can bereadbythechild and others^regardlessofthe scarcity of 
correctly spelled words^because most ofthe perceived sounds in unf^miliar^words are 
phonetically represented^ 
draw onarange of resources for deciding how to spell unfamiliarwords, including 
strategies like segmenting, sounding out, a^dmatchingtofamiliarwordsa^d word parts^ 
and 
automatically spell some familiarwords and word endings correctly 

^u^ctu^tion^^p^^t^n^^d^t^e^^^ve^^s 

^y the end oftheyear,we expect first-grade students to be able to^ 

demonstrate interest and awareness by approximating the use of some punctuation, 
including exclamation points, quotation marks, periods, question marks, ellipses, colons, 
and capitalisation ofproper names and sentence beginnings'and 
^se punctuation accurately and sometimes use conv^^tio^ that are borrowed froma 
favorite author to add emphasis, suggest mood, be clear and direct readers to use particular 
intonations 

^ec^nd^^de 
^e^ding^nda^d^^e^ng habits 

independent and assisted ^e^ding 

^ee^pect second-grade students to^ 

read one or two short books or long chapters every day and discuss what they read with 
another student oragroup^ 
read good children^ literature everyday^ 
read multiple books by the same author and be able to discuss differences and similarities 
among these books^ 
reread some favorite books or parts oflonger books, gaining deeper comprehension and 
knowledge of authors cra^ 
read narrative accounts, responses to literature ^pieces written by other students, book 
blurbs and reviews^, informational writing, reports, narrative procedures, recounting, 
memoirs, poetry, plays and other genres^ 
read their own writing and the writing oftheir classmates, including pieces compiled in 
class books or placed on public displays 



read then^nctional and instructional rnessagestheyseeintheclassroom environment (for 
example announcements labels instructions ment^sandinvitations^andsomeofthose 

encountered outside schools and 
voluntarilyread to each others signa^ingtheir sense ofthemselvesa^ readers 

8e^^e^^ 

^n second grade^we expect all students^ evervdayto^ 

have worthwhile literature read to them to model the language and craft of good writings 
listen to and discuss at least one text that is longer and more dift^^t than what they can 
read independently or with assistances 

D hear texts read aloud fromavariety of genres^ and 
use reading strategies explicitly modeled by adults in read^aloi^ds and assisted reading 

discussing ^^^s 

In classroom discussions^we expect second-grade students to^ 

demonstrate the skills we lookfor in the comprehension component of^eading Standards 
getting the ^eaning^ 
recognise genre features and compare works by different authors in the same genres 
discuss recurring themes across works^ 
paraphrase or summarise what another speaker has said and check whether the original 
speaker accepts the paraphrased 
sometimes challenge another speaker on whetherfacts are acct^rate^ including reference to 
thetext^ 
sometimes challenge another speaker on logic or interence^ 
ask other speakers to provide supporting information or details^ and 
politely correct someone who paraphrases or interprets their ideas incorrectly (for examples 
^hat^snotwhatlmeant     ^ 

v^eexpect second-grade students to^ 

recognise when they don^t know whataword means and useavariety of strategiesfor 
making sense ofhow it is used in the passage they are readings 
talk about the meaning ofsome new words encountered in reading afterthey have finished 
reading and discussingatext^ 
notice and show interest in understanding unfamiliarwords in texts that are read to them^ 
know howto talk about what nouns mean in terms offunction (for example^^^nappleis 
somethingyoueat^ features (for exampleB^omeapplesarered^ and category (for 
example^^nappleisakindoffruit^and 
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learn new words every day from their reading and conversations. 

Second-Grade 
Reading Standard 2: Getting the Meaning 

Accuracy 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to be able to: 

independently read aloud unfamiliar Level 1 Books with 90 percent or better accuracy of 
word recognition (self-correction allowed) 

Fluency 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to be able to: 

independently read aloud from unfamiliar Level 1 books that they have previewed silently 
on their own, using intonation, pauses and emphasis that signal the meaning of the text; and 
use the cues of punctuation - including commas, periods, question marks and quotation 
marks - to guide them in getting meaning and fluently reading aloud. 

Self-Monitoring and Self-Correcting Strategies 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to: 

know when they don't understand a paragraph and search for clarification clues within the 
text; and 
examine the relationship between earlier and later parts of a text and figure out how they 
make sense together. 

Comprehension 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to: 

recognize and be able to talk about organizing structures; 
combine information from two different parts of the text; 
infer cause-and-effect relationships that are not stated explicitly; 
compare the observations of the author to their own observations when reading nonfiction 
texts; 
discuss how, why and what-if questions about nonfiction texts; 
discuss or write about the themes of a book—what the "messages" of the book might be; 
trace characters and plots across multiple episodes, perhaps ones that are read on several 
successive days; and 
relate later parts of a story to earlier parts, in terms of themes, cause and effect, etc. 
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Second-grade 4 04 
Reading Standard 3: Print-Sound Code 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to: 

read regularly spelled one and two syllable words automatically; and 
recognize or figure out most irregularly spelled words and such spelling patterns as 
diphthongs, special vowel spellings and common word endings. 

Second-Grade - Reading Instructional Materials 

In addition to the Teachers College Reading & Writing Project suggested reading 
instructional materials, the teachers will be using the Junior Great Books in English and Spanish to 
supplement the read aloud books. Series 2, first and second semesters, constitute the second grade 
read-aloud program in English. The Spanish program is being piloted and will be available by the 
time the children reach second grade. 

FIRST SEMESTER 

The Happy Lion, Louise Fatio ; 
The Tale of Squirrel Nufkin, Beatrix Potter 
How the Camel Got His Hump, Rudyard Kipling 
Kanga and Baby Roo Come to the Forest, and Piglet Has a Bath, (from Winnie-the-Pooh). A. A. 
Milne 
Arap Sang and the Cranes, African folktale as told by Humphrey Harman 
Blue Moose, Daniel Manus Pinkwater 
Anancy and Dog and Puss and Friendship, West Indian folktale as told by James Berry 
Jack and the Beanstalk, English folktale as told by Joseph Jacobs 
The Magic Listening Cap, Japanese folktale as told by Yoshiko Uchida 
The Jackal and the Partridge, Punjabi folktale as told by Flora Annie Steel 
Nail Soup, Swedish folktale as told by Linda Rahm 
The Apple of Contentment, Howard Pyle 

SECOND SEMESTER 

The Red Balloon, Albert Lamorisse 
The Other Side of the Hill, Elizabeth Coatsworth 
The Emperor's New Clothes, Hans Christian Andersen 
How the Elephant Became, Ted Hughes 
Anansi's Fishing Expedition, West African folktale as told by Harold Courlander and George 
Herzog 
The Velveteen Rabbit, Margery Williams 
The Terrible Leak, Japanese folktale as told by Yoshiko Uchida 
The Singing Tortoise, West African folktale as told by Harold Courlander and George Herzog 
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Three Boys with Jugs of Molasses and Secret Ambitions, Carl Sandburg 
Cinderella, Charles Perrault 
The Mouse's Bride, Indian folktale as told by Lucia Tumbull 
How Coyote Stole the Sun, Native American folktale as told by Jane Louise Curry 

Most second graders will not be able to read the read-aloud books on their own, but they 
need to hear these books read aloud to learn new vocabulary and more sophisticated syntax. For 
guided and independent reading, the children will successfully complete Level L texts. 

Second-Grade 
Writing Standard 1: Habits and Processes 

We expect second-grade students to: 

write daily; 
• generate their own topics and make decisions about which pieces to work on over several 

days or longer; 
extend pieces of writing by, for example, turning a narrative into a poem or a short 
description into a long report; 
regularly solicit and provide useful feedback; ; 
routinely reread, revise, edit and proofread their work; 
take on strategies and elements of author's craft that the class has discussed in their study 
of literary works; 
apply commonly agreed upon criteria and their own judgment to assess the quality of their 
own work; and 
polish at least 10 pieces throughout the year. 

Second-Grade 
Writing Standard .2: Writing Purposes and Resulting Genres 

Sharing Events, Telling Stories: Narrative Writing 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to produce fictional and autobiographical 
narratives in which they: 

incorporate some literary or "writing" language that does not sound like speech (for 
example, "Slowly, slowly he turned" and "For days and weeks and months, I've worked for 
this moment"); 
create a believable world and introduce characters, rather than simply recount a chronology 
of events, using specific details about characters and settings and developing motives and 
moods; 
develop internal events as well as external ones (for example, the child may tell not only 

. what happened to a character but also what the character wondered, remembered and 
hoped); 
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write in the first and third person; and 4 66 
use dialogue effectively. 

Informing Others: Report or Informational Writing 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to produce reports that: 

have an obvious organizational structure (often patterned after chapter book headings); 
communicate big ideas, insights or theories that have been elaborated on or illustrated 
through facts, details, quotations, statistics and information; 
usually have a concluding sentence or section; and 

• use diagrams, charts or illustrations as appropriate to the text. 

Getting Things Done: Functional and Procedural Writing 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to produce narrative procedures that: 

establish a context for the piece; 
identify the topic; 
show the steps in an action in enough detail to follow them; 
include relevant information; 
use language that is straightforward and clear; and  . 
frequently use pictures to illustrate steps in the procedure. 

Producing and Responding to Literature 

Producing Literature 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to: 

write stories, poems, memoirs, songs and dramas—conforming to appropriate expectations 
for each form; 
write a story using styles learned from studying authors and genres; and 
write poetry using techniques they observe through a study of the genre. 

Responding to Literature 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to produce reports that: 

provide a retelling; 
write letters to the author, telling what they thought or asking questions; 
make a plausible claim about what they have read (for example, suggesting a big idea or 
theme and offering evidence from the text); 
write variations on texts they have read, telling the story from a new point of view, putting 
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in a new setting, altering a crucial character or rewriting the ending; and 467 
make connections between the text and their own ideas and lives. 

Second-Grade 
Writing Standard 3: Language Use and Conventions 

Style and Syntax 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to: 

use all sentence patterns typical of spoken language; 
• incorporate transition words and phrases; and 
• use various embeddings (phrases, modifiers) as well as coordination and subordination. 

Taking on Language of Authors 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to: 

use varying sentence patterns and lengths to slow reading down or speed it up to create a 
mood; ' 
embed literary language where appropriate; and 
reproduce sentence structures found in the various genres they are reading. 

Vocabulary and Word Choice 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to: 

use words from their speaking vocabulary in their writing, including words they have 
learned from.reading and class discussion; and 
make word choices that reveal they have a large enough vocabulary to exercise options in 
word choice 

Taking on Language of Authors 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to. 

make choices about which words to use on the basis of whether they accurately convey the 
intended meaning; and 
extend their writing vocabulary by using specialized words related to the topic or setting of 
their writing (for example, the names of kinds of trees if they are writing about a forest). 

Spelling 

By the end of the year, we expect second-grade students to: 
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^eadiscerniblelogictog^idetheirspellingofun^an^li^words,mak^ngincorrect 

spellings less random; 
producewritinginwhichmosthigh^rre^uencywordsare spelled correctly; 
correctlyspell mos^ wordswithregularly spelled patterns suchasconsonant 
vowel^consonant, consonant ^owel^consonant^silenteandone^syllable words ^ith blends; 
correctly spell most inflectional endings, including plurals and ^erb tenses; 

^ use correct spelling patterns and rules most ofthe time; 
use specific spelling strategies during the writing processor example, consult the word 
wall to checkaspelling and think about the base and prefixes and suffixes they know); and 

^ engage in the editing process, perhaps withapartner, to correct spelling errors 

^nct^tion^^pita^ati^n^nd^ne^^on^en^ns 

^y the end of^he year, we expect second-grade students to^ 

use capital letters at the beginnings of sentences; 
use periods to end sentences; 
approximate the use of quotation marks; 
usecapital letters and exclamation marksfor emphasis; 
use question marks; and ^ 
i^^ common ^ontr^ction^ 

^e^ng^nd^d^ ^e^d^ng^^bi^s 

^e^d^ng^^t 

^eexpectthird^grade students to^ 

read 30 chapter booksayear,independently or with assistance, and regularly participate in 
discussions of their reading with another student,agroup or an adult; 
read and hear texts read aloud fromavariety of genres, including narrative accounts, 
responses to literature^written by other students andfound in book blurbs and reviews), 
informational writing, reports, narrative procedures, recounting, memoirs, poetry and plays; 
read multiple books by the same author and be able to identify differences and similarities 
among them; 
reread somefavorite books, or parts oflonger books, gaining deeper comprehension and 
knowledge of authors craft; 
read their own writing and the writing oftheir classmates, including pieces compiled in 
class books or placed on public display; 
read the functional and instructional messages they see in the classroom environments 
example, announcements, labels, instructions, menus and invitations)and some of those 
encountered outside school; 



listen to and discuss at least one chapter read to them every day; and 469 
voluntarily read to each other, signaling their sense of themselves as readers. 

Literature 

We expect third-grade students to: 

read good children's literature every day; 
have worthwhile literature read to them to model the language and craft of good writing; 
discuss underlying themes or messages when interpreting fiction; 
read and respond to poems, stories, memoirs and plays written by peers; 
identify and discuss recurring themes across works; 
evaluate literary merit and participate informatively in peer talk about selecting books to 
read; 
examine the reasons for a character's actions, accounting for situation and motive; 
read multiple books by the same author and be able to identify differences and similarities 
among them; 
recognize genre features, understand differences among genres and compare works by 
different authors in the same genre; and 
note and talk about author's craft: content, point of view, word choice, plot, beginnings and 
endings, and character development. 

Discussing Books 

We expect third-grade students to: 

demonstrate the skills we look for in the comprehension component of Reading Standard 2: 
Getting the Meaning; 
note and talk.about author's craft: word choice, beginnings and endings, plot, and character 
development; 
use comparisons and analogies to explain ideas; 
refer to knowledge built during discussion; 
use information that is accurate, accessible and relevant; 
restate their own idea with greater clarity when a listener indicates non-comprehension; 
ask other students questions requiring them to support their claims or arguments; and 
indicate when their own or others' ideas need further support or explanation. 

Vocabulary 

We expect third-grade students to: 

learn new words every day from their reading; 
recognize when they, don't know what a word means and use a variety of strategies for 
figuring it out (for example, ask others, look at the context, find the word in use elsewhere 
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and look tor clues there^ 
knowmeaningsofroots,prefixesandsuf^xes^ 
talk aboutthemeaningofmostofthenewwordsencounteredinindependent and assisted 

readings 
^oticeand show interest in understanding unfamiliarwords in texts triat reread to them^ 
know howto talk about what nouns mean in terms offunction (tor example,"Waterisfor 
drinking^, teatures(tore^ampleB^ateriswet^andcategory(forexample,"Waterisa 

li^uid^, 
know howto talk about ^erbs as faction words^ and 
talk about words as they relate to other words: synonyms, antonyms or which word is more 

precise 

^i^d^ade 
^eadin^^ta^d^d^^e^i^^hel^e^^i^ 

^ccu^a^y 

8y the end ofthe year, we expect thirdDgrade students to be able to: 

independently read aloud unfamiliar ^e^el^bookswith^percent or better accuracy of 
word recognition(sel^orrection allowed^ 

fluency 

^y the end ofthe year, we expect third^grade students to be able to: 

independently read aloud from ^e^el^books that they ha^e previewed silently on their 
own, using intonation, pauses and emphasis that signal the meaning of the text^ 
easily readwords with irregularly spelled suffices (for example, ious,^ion,^e^ 
use the cues ofpunctuation to guide themselves in getting meaning and fluently reading 
aloud from the increasingly complex texts they read^ and 
use pacing and intonation to con^eythe meaning ofthe clauses and phrases of the 
sentences they read aloud 

^elf^^nit^ri^gand^f^^ecting^ategies 

^y the end of the year,we expect third^grade students to be able to: 

monitor their own reading, noticing when sentences or paragraphs are incomplete orwhen 
te^ts do not make sensed 
use their ear tor syntax to help figure out the meaning of new words^ 
in^erthe meaning ofwords from roots, prefi^esand suffixes, as well as from the overall 
contextual meaning ofwhat they are readings 
analyse the relations among difrerent parts ofatext^ and 



raise questionsabout what theauthorwastryingto say and use thetext to help answerthe 

questions 

^ythe end of the year, we expect third^gradestudentsto be ableto^ 

capturemeaningfromfigurativelanguage(forexample, similes, metaphors, poetic images) 
and explain the meanings 
cite important details fromatext^ 
compare one text to anothertext they have read or heard^ 
discuss whv an author might have chosen particularwords^ 
say howastory relates to something in realDli^ experienced 
explain the motives of characters^ 
discuss plot and settings 
use the structure ofinformational text to retrieve informations 
analyse the causes, motivations, sequences and results of events^ 
understand the concepts and relationships described^ 
use reasoning and information from within and outside the text to examine arguments^ 
describe in their ownwords what new information they gained fromanonfiction text and 
how i^^l^^^o their prior l^nowl^^ and 
follow instructions or directions the^ encounter in the more complicated functional texts 
the^nowarereading^ 
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Third-Grade - Reading Instructional Materials 

In addition to the Teachers College Reading and & Writing suggested reading instructional 
materials, the teachers will be using the Junior Great Books in English and Spanish to supplement 
the read aloud books. Series 2, first and second semesters, constitute the third grade read-aloud 
program in EngJish. The Spanish program is being piloted and will be available by the time the 
children reach third grade. 

Series 3 

FIRST SEMESTER 

The Master Cat, Charles Perrault 
77M? Fisherman and His Wife, Brothers Grimm, translated by Lucy Crane 
The Little Daughter of the Snow, Russian folktale as told by Arthur Ransome 
The Ugly Duckling, Hans Christian Andersen 
The Monster Who Grew Small, Joan Grant 
The Little Humpbacked Horse, Russian folktale as told by Post Wheeler 
Ooka and the Honest Thief, Japanese folktale as told by I. G. Edmonds 
The Brave Little Tailor, Brothers Grimm, translated by Ralph Manheim 
Jean Labadie's Big Black Dog, French Canadian folktale as told by Natalie Savage Carlson 
Caporushes, English folktale as told by Flora Annie Steel 
// s All the Fault of Adam, Nigerian folktale as told by Barbara Walker 
Two Wise Children, Robert Graves 

SECOND SEMESTER 

The Black Heart of Indri, Dorothy Hoge 
The Green Man, Gall E Haley 
The Mousewife, Rumer Godden 
The Fire on the Mountain, Ethiopian folktale as told by Harold Courlander and Wolf Leslau 
Woman's Wit, Howard Pyle 
The Man Whose Trade Was Tricks, Georgian folktale as told by George and Helen Papashvily 
How the Tortoise Became, Ted Hughes 
Tom-Tit-Tot, English folktale as told by Flora Annie Steel 
The Snowman, Hans Christian Andersen 
Ellen's Lion, Crockett Johnson 
77K? River Bank, (from The Wind in the Willows). Kenneth Grahame 
77?f Open Road, (from The Wind in the Willows). Kenneth Grahame 

The children will successfully finish level O books. These books include a variety of 
fiction books, expository books, and chapter books, often extending into a series. 
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Third-Grade 473 
Writing Standard 1: Habits and Processes 

We expect third-grade students to be able to: 

write daily; 
generate their own topics and spend the necessary amount of time to revisit and refine their 
writing; 
extend and rework pieces of writing (for example, turn a paragraph from a memoir into a 
fully developed piece); 
routinely rework, revise, edit and proofread their work; 
over the course of the year, polish 10 or 12 pieces for an audience in and beyond the 
classroom; 
write for specific purposes of their own (for example, writing a thank-you letter or writing 
a birthday card for a parent or friend); 
consciously appropriate specific elements of a favorite author's craft to refine the quality of 
their own work; and 
apply criteria (both public and personal) to judge the quality of their writing. 

Third-Grade 
Writing Standard 2: Writing Purposes and Resulting Genres 

Sharing Events, Telling Stories: Narrative Writing 

By the end of the year, we expect third-grade students to produce narrative accounts that: 

orient or engage the reader (set the time, indicate the location where the story takes place, 
introduce the character or enter immediately into the story line); 
create a believable world and introduce characters through the precise choice of detail; 
create a sequence of events that unfolds naturally; 
provide pacing; 
develop a character, often by providing motivation for action and having the character 
solve the problem; 
develop the plot or tell about the event by describing actions and emotions of the main 
characters, including descriptive details, using dialogue and other story strategies; 
add reflective comments (especially in an autobiographical narrative); and 
provide some kind of conclusion. 

Informing Others: Report or Informational Writing 

By the end of the year, we expect third-grade students to produce reports that: 

introduce the topic, sometimes providing a context; 
have an organizational structure that is useful to the reader; 
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communicatebigideas,insightsortheoriesthathavebeenelaboratedonorillustrated 
through facts, details, quotations, statisticsand information 
use diagrams, charts or illustrationsappropriate to fhetext^ 
haveaconcluding sentence or sections and 
employastraightforwardtoneofvoiceD 

^e^^g things ^one^unct^^a^d^^ced^^^^i^g 

By the end ofthe year, we expect third-grade students to produce functional writings that^ 

engage the reader by establishingacontextfbrthe pieces 
identify the topics 
provideaguide to actions 
show the steps in an action in considerable detain 
include relevant informations 
use language that is straightforward and clears and 
may use illustrations detailing steps in the procedure 

^^duc^nga^d^esp^ndingt^^e^atu^e 

^y the ^nd of the year,w^ expect third-^rade students to be able to^ 

write stories, songs, memoirs, poetry and plays—conforming to appropriate expectations 
foreachfor^ 
produceapiecethat incorporates elements appropriate to the genre study^ and 
build on the thread ofastory by extending or changing the story line 

^esp^ndingt^^te^ature 

By the end ofthe year, we expect third-grade students to be able to^ 

support an interpretation by making specific references to the text^ 
provide enough detail from the text so the reader can understand the interpretation, 
go beyond retellings 
compare two worlds by an author 
discuss several worlds that haveacommon idea ortheme^ and 
ma^e connections between the text and their own ideas and lives 

^h^d-^^ade 
^^t^ng standard ^^ language ^seand^nventi^ns 

^tv^ea^d^ynta^ 

By the end ofthe year, we expect third-grade students to be able to^ 



useappropriatelyavarietyofs^tacticpatterns^torexatnpl^^ualweigntincornpound 
sentencesandsubordinationin complex sentences^toshowrelationsnipsamongide^s^ 
incorporate transitional words and phrases appropriate to tnink^ng^ and 
embed phrasesandmodi^iersthatmaketbeirwritinglively and graphic^ 

^a^ng^n language of ^u^Bs 

^ythe end oftheyear^ we expect third^gradestudentstobeableto^ 

use varying sentence patterns and lengths to slow reading dowr4 speed it up or createa 
mood^ 
embed literary language where appropriated and 
reproduce sentence structures from various genres they are reading^ 

^ocabu^aryand^^d^n^ce 

^ythe end ofthe year, we expect third^grade students to be able to^ 

use words from their speaking vocabulary in their writing, including words they have 
learned from reading and class discussions and 
make word choices that reveal they havealarge enough vocabulary to exercise options in 
word choice ^r example, more precise and vivid words^ 

^a^ng^n language of authors 

8y the end ofthe year, we expect third^grade students to be able to^ 

extend their writing vocabulary by using specialized words related to the topic or setting of 
their readings example, the namesofbreeds of dogs if they are writing about dogs^ 

^pe^ling 

^y the end of the year,we expect third^grade students to be able to^ 

notice when words do not look correct and use strategies to correct the spelling ^ror 
example, experiment with alternative spellings or look the word up inadictionary or word 
list^ 
correctly spell all ramiliar high-frequency words^ 
correctly spell words with short vowels and common endings^ 
correctly spell most inflectional endings, including plurals and verb tensest 
use correct spelling patterns and rules such as consonant doublings droppingeand 
changingytoi^and 
correctly spell most derivational words ^torexample,^tion^ment^ly^ 



476 
Punctuation, Capitalization and Other Conventions 

By the end of the year, we expect third-grade students to be able to: 

use capital letters at the beginning of sentences; 
use periods and other end punctuation correctly nearly all of the time; 
approximate the use of quotation marks; 
approximate the use of commas; 
use question marks; 
use capita] and lowercase letters; and 
use contractions. 

Fourth-Grade 
Reading 

By the end of.the school year, students should: 

Read and understand: 
- At least 25 books; 
- At least four books about one subject, or by the same writer, or in one genre of 
literature. 

Show evidence of understanding their reading in both writing and classroom discussion. 
Relate new ideas and information in books to previous knowledge and personal experience. 
Read familiar books aloud: 
- With accuracy and expression; 
-- Using strategies for self correction; 
- Using strategies to figure out unfamiliar words; 
Read silently and independently. 
—Use computer software to support reading; 
-Keep a record of what has been read, reflecting goals and accomplishments. 

The list below is a sample reading list in English and Spanish from which teachers and 
students could select in addition to the Teachers College Reading & Writing Project suggested list. 
This list is shown in Appendixes I and II of the New York City New Standards Performance 
Standards. 

Fourth Grade English Sample Reading List 

Fiction 

Blume, Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing 
Brink. Caddie Woodlawn 
Byars,  The Pinhalls 
Geary, Dear Mr. HenshaM-; Ramona and Her Father 
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Coerr, The Josefma Story Quilt 477 
Dalgliesh, 77K? Courage of Sarah Noble 
Estes, The Hundred Dresses 
Fleischman, The Whipping Boy 
Fritz, 77K? Cabin Faced West 
Gardiner, Stone Fox 
Griffin, Phoebe the Spy 
Hamilton, Zeely 
Hansen, 77K? Gift-Giver 
Hinder, Nettie s Trip South 
Lord, In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson 
MacLachlan, Journey; Sarah, Plain and Tall 
McSwigan, Snow Treasure 
Mendez and Byard, 77K? Black Snowman 
Naidoo, Journey to Jo'Burg 
ODell, Zia   . 
Ringgold, Tar Beach 
Wilder, Little House on the Prairie 
Yep, 77K? Star Fisher 

Non-Fiction 

Aliki, Com Is Maize: The Gift of the Indians 
Baylor, The Way to Start a Day 
Cherry, 77»e Great Kapok Tree 
Cole, The Magic School Bus on the Ocean Floor 
Epstein, History of Women in Science for Young People 
Fritz, And Then What Happened, Paul Revere? 
Godkin, Wolf Island 
Greenfield, Childtimes: A Three-Generation Memoir 
Krensky, George Washington; 77K? Man Who Would Not Be King 
McGovern, The Secret Soldier. The Story of Deborah Sampson 
McKissack, Frederick Douglass: 77K> Black Lion 
Polacco, Pink and Say 
Sattler, Dinosaurs of North America 
Sterling, Freedom Train: 77K> Story of Harriet Tubman. 

Poetry 

Ahlberg, Heard It in the Playground 
Blishen and Wildsmith, Oxford Book of Poetry for Children 
De Regniers, Moore, White, andCarr, eds.. Sing a Song of Popcorn 
Giovanni, Ego-Tripping and Other Poems for Young People 
Greenfield, Honey, I Love and Other Love Poems 
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Janeczko, Strings: A Gathering of Family Poems 4 # O 
Koch and Farrell, eds., Talking to the Sun 
Lobel, ed., The Random House Book of Mother Goose 
Manguel, ea., Seasons 
Mathis, Red Dog, Blue Fly: Football Poems 
Silverstein, Where the Sidewalk Bids 

Folklore 

de Paola, The Legend of the Bluebonnet 
French, Snow White in New York 
Goble, Buffalo Woman 
Griego y Maestas, Cuentos: Tales From the Hispanic Southwest 
Huck and Lobel, Princess Furball 
Kipling, The Elephant's Child 
Lee, Legend.of the Milky Way 
Louie and Young, YehShen: A Cinderella Story From China 
Luenn, The'Dragon Kite 
Steptoe, Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters: The Story of Jumping Mouse 

Modem Fantasy and Science Fiction 

Andersen, The Ugly Duckling 
Bond, A Bear Called Paddington 
Dahl, James and the Giant Peach 
Grahame, The Wind in the Willows 
Lewis, The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe 
Norton, The Borrowers 
Van Allsburg, Jumanji 
White, Charlotte "s Web 

Children's magazines 

Action (Scholastic) 
Creative Classroom 
News (Scholastic) 
Social Studies for the Young Learner 
Weekly Reader 
World (National Geographic) 

Other 
Newspapers, manuals appropriate for elementary school children, e.g., video game instructions and 
computer manuals. 
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Spanish Sample Reading List d 7 Q 

Fiction 

Ada, Me llamo Maria Isabel 
AJonso, El faro del viento 
Bayona, Misterio en elparque 
Blume, lugo de pecas 
Cardosa, Negrito 
Cherry, El gran capoquero: Un cuento de la selva amazonica 
del Amo, Sonado mar 
Dorros, Don Radio 
Farias El hijo deljardinero 
Frankiin, El aullido de los monos 
Haggerty, Una grieta en la pared 
Lalana, El truco mas dificif 
Lopez Nanaez, Unpunado de miedos 
Mateos, Capitanes de plastico 
MacLachlan, Sarah, sencillay alia 
Mohr, La vieja Letivia y el monte de los pesares J- 
Molina, Asi soy 
Pacheco and Garcia, La nina invisible 
Paz, El club del camaleon 
Pico, Lapeineta Colorado 
Robleda Moguel, Viaje en diario alrededor de un ano 
Santiago Nodar, El parasso de abueliia 
Soto, La campeona de canicas 
Uribe, La sehoriia Amelia 
White, Las telaranas de Carlota 
Zubizarreta, La mujer que brillaba aim mas que el sol 

Non-Fiction 

Goldner and Vogel, El gran incendio de Yellowstone 
Rodriguez, Roberto Clemente 
Rodriguez, Cesar Chawz 

Poetry 

Dario, Margarita 
Guillen, For el mar de las Antillas anda un barco de paper 
Jimenez, Canta pajaro lejano 
Marti, Los zapatitos de rosa 
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Folklore/Mythology/Legends 480 

Chang, El zodiaco chino 
Ingloria, El rey leon 
Matos, Laprincesa queperdio su nombre 
Mohr and Martorell, La cancion del coqui 
Morales, Las leyendas del Caribe 
Palacios, Coleccion "Leyendas de las Americas" 

Modern Fantasy and Science Fiction 

Aretzaga, Ranapor un alia 
Ferro and Urquijo, Ramiro 
Posadas, Maria Celeste 
Ruano, El caballo fantastico 

Newspapers 

El Diario de La Prensa 
El Especial 
Noticias delMundo 

Magazines/Periodicals 

Da que hablar. 

Other 

Manuals appropriate for elementary school children, e.g., video game instructions and computer 
manuals. See also the reading lists provided by Institute Cervantes. 

Fourth-Grade 
Writing 

Students should go through a process of planning, drafting, revising, and editing before their 
work is considered a finished product. By the end of the school year, students are required to 
produce four types of writing: 

Informational writing, such as science or social studies report. This writing should 
include appropriate facts and details. 

A response to literature, such as a book review. This writing should show an 
understanding of the book's story, setting, and characters. 
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481 
A story, fictional or autobiographical. This writing should establish interesting 
characters and situations, and should include details and descriptions. 

A narrative procedure explaining how to do something. This writing should lay out clear 
steps that are easy to follow. 

All finished writing should have a beginning, a middle, and an end; should use basic punctuation; 
and should spell most words correctly. 

Fourth-Grade 
Speaking, Listening, and Viewing 

Students will participate in whole-class lessons, small-group meetings, and one-on-one 
conversations with a teacher, in order to: 

Collect information and identify important ideas. 

Ask questions to further understanding, and repeat what they have heard in their own 
words 

Take turns speaking, and respond to each other's questions and comments. 

Express opinions and back nem up with reasons. 

S indents Mill prepare and deliver an individual presentation, in which they: 

Present information so that their audience understands and is interested. 

Organize what they will say using notes or other memory aids. 

Make decisions on what to say based on how they want the audience to respond, not just 
according to what information they can find. 

Students will make informed judgement about television radio, and film production. 

Fourth-Grade 
Grammar and Usage of the English Language 

By the end of the school year, students should demonstrate correct use of: 

Grammar, including nouns, adjective, and verbs. 

Paragraph structure, including rules of dividing a piece into paragraphs Punctuation such as 
commas, periods, exclamation points and question marks. 
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482 
Sentence construction, including statements, questions and exclamations. 

Spelling strategies for fourth grade content-area vocabulary. 

By the end of the school year, students should be able to revise work by: 

Making their writing easier to understand. 

Adding or deleting details and explanations. 

Editing for spelling and punctuation. 
Rearranging the sequence of words, sentences, and paragraphs. 

Fourth-Grade 
Literature 

Using the literature read during the school year, students should be able to: 

Identify similar themes across different books. 

Think about the author's word choices and decisions about content. 

Compare different types of literature. 

Describe the personalities of individual characters, and why they act the way they do. 

Develop ideas (for example, draw conclusions and make predictions) about events, 
characters, and settings. 

Be able to select books based on personal needs and interest. 

Produce written work in at least one genre (for example, book review). 

Fourth Grade - Reading Instructional Materials 

In addition to the Teachers College Reading & Writing Project suggested reading 
instructional materials, the teachers will be using the Junior Great Books in English and Spanish to 
supplement the read aloud books. Series 4, first and second semesters, constitute the fourth grade 
read-aloud program in English. The Spanish program is being piloted and will be available by the 
time the children reach fourth grade. 
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483 
Series 4 

FIRST SEMESTER 

Thank You, M'am, Langston Hughes 
The Water-Horse ofBarra, Scottish folktale as told by Winifred Finlay 
The Story of Wang Li, Elizabeth Coatsworth 
The Elephant's Child, Rudyard Kipling 
Vasi/issa the Beautifitl, Russian folktale as told by Post Wheeler 
Cedric, ToveJansson 
Fresh, Philippa Pearce 
The Enchanted Sticks, Steven J. Myers 
Wisdom's Wages and Folly's Pay, Howard Pyle 
Mr. S.inger's Nicknames, James Kross 
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, (selection), Lewis Carroll 

SECOND SEMESTER 

Thunder, Elephant, and Dorobo, African folktale as told by Humphrey Harman 
The Man with the Wen, Japanese folktale as told by Idries^Shah 
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, (from The Arabian Nights) 
The Goldfish, Eleanor Farjeon 
Beauty and the Beast, Madame de Villeneuve 
Prot and Krot, Polish folktale as told by Agnes Szadek 
The Hemulen Who Loved Silence, ToveJansson 
The Devoted Friend, Oscar Wilde 
The Dancing Princesses, Walter de la Mare 
Allah Will Provide, North African folktale as told by Robert Gilstrap and Irene Estabrook 
Mr. Toad, (from The Wind in the Willows), Kenneth Grahame 
The Further Adventures of Toad, (from The Wind in the Willows), Kenneth Grahame 

The list sample produced by the New York City New Standards Performance Standards 
will be used in conjunction with the Teacher College Reading & Writing Project recommended list. 
The children will successfully finish level R books. These books include a variety of fiction books, 
expository books, and chapter books, often extending into a series. 

Fifth-Grade 
Reading 

By the end of the school year, students should: 

Read and understand: 
-- At least 25 books. 
- At least four books about one subject, or by the same writer, or in one genre of 
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484 
literature. 

- Informational text (such as reference materials, newspapers and magazines, and 
textbooks) related to all school subjects. 

Show evidence of understanding their reading in both writing and classroom discussion. 

Skim texts to get an overview of content or locate specific information. 

Put together ideas and information from different books, making decisions about what is 
most important. 

Read familiar books aloud: 

« With accuracy and expression. 

- Using strategies for self correction. 

-- Using strategies to figure out unfamiliar words. 

Read silently and independently. '- 

Use computer software to help organize reading lists. 

Keep a record of the year's reading, to show goals and accomplishments. 

Fifth-Grade 
Writing 

Students writing should go through a process of planning, drafting, revising and editing before it 
is considered a finished product. By the end of the school year, students are required to produce 
four types of writing: 

• Informational writing, such as science or social studies reports using at least three 
sources of information. This writing should be organized so that facts are set out in a 
logical order and should use details and examples to support the ideas. 

A response to literature, such as an essay connecting a story and its characters to personal 
experience. This writing should express the student's thinking and should use examples 
from the story to support his or her ideas. 

A story, fictional or autobiographical   This writing should establish interesting 
characters and situations, and should include details and descriptions. 

A narrative procedure explaining how to do something. This writing should lay out clear 
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485 
steps that are easy to follow. 

All finished writing should have a beginning, a middle, and an end; should use basic punctuation; 
and should spell most words correctly. 

Fifth-Grade 
Speaking, Listening, and Viewing 

Students will participate in whole-class lessons, small-group meetings, and one-on-one 
conversations with a teacher, in order to: 

Collect information and identify important ideas. 

• Ask questions to further understanding, and repeat what they have heard in their own 
words. 

Respond thoughtfully to questions, using details and examples. 

Express their own opinions and judgements. 
Take turns speaking, and respond to each other's questions and comments. 

Share data, facts, and ideas and back them up with sources and explanations. 

Students will prepare and deliver an individual presentation, in which they: 

Present reports five to seven minutes long for teachers and other students in all subject 
areas. 

Organize what they will say using notes or other memory aids. 

Use different sources of information and summarize main points at the end so that the 
audience will respond in a certain way. 

Students will make informed judgement about television radio, and film production. 

Fifth-Grade 
Grammar and Usage of the English Language 

By the end of the school year, students should demonstrate correct use of: 

Grammar, including irregular verbs. 

Paragraph structure,.including opening, middle, and closing sentences. 
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486 

Punctuation including quotation marks, commas, and colons. 

Sentence construction, including correct subject/verb agreement and verb tense. 

Spelling strategies for fifth grade content-area vocabulary. 

By the end of the school year, students should be able to revise work by: 

Making their writing easier to understand. 

Rearranging the sequence of words, sentences, and paragraphs. 

Adding or deleting details and explanations. 

Using dictionaries and reference books to assist in editing. 

Fifth-Grade 
Literature' 

Using the literature read during the school year, students should be able to: 

Identify similarities and differences in theme from book to book. 

Think about the author's word choices and decisions about content communicate meaning. 

Look at what makes one type of literature different from another. 

Describe the personalities of individual characters, and why they act the way they do. 

Develop ideas (for example, draw conclusions and make predictions) about events, 
characters, and settings. 

Be able to select books based on personal needs and interest. 

Produce written work in at least one genre of literature (for example, autobiography). 

Fifth Grade Reading Instructional Materials 

In addition to the Teachers College Reading & Writing Project suggested reading 
instructional materials, teachers will be using the Junior Great Books in English and Spanish to 
supplement the read aloud books. Series 5, first and second semesters, constitute the fifth grade 
read-aloud program in English. The Spanish program is being piloted and will be available by the 
time the children reach fifth grade. 
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487 
Series 5 

FIRST SEMESTER 

Charles, Shirley Jackson 
Ghost Cat, Donna Hill 
Turquoise Horse, Gerald Hausman 
Maurice's Room, Paula Fox 
Barbie, Gary Sata 
Lenny's Red-Letter Day, Bernard Ashley 
The Prince and the Goose Girl, Elinor Mordaunt 
Tramp, Malcolm Carrick 
Alberic the Wise, Norton Juster 
Podhu and Aruwa, African folktale as told by Humphrey Harman 
The Invisible Child, ToveJansson 
The Bat-Poet, -. Randad Jarrell 

SECOND SEMESTER 

A Game of Catch.  Richard Wilbur 
The Tale of the Three Storytellers, James Kruss 
Spit Nolan, Bin Naughton 
The Queen's Care, Elizabeth Jamison Hodges 
Lucky Boy. Philippa Pearce 
The Secret of the Hattifatteners. ToveJansson 
The Happy Prince, Oscar Wilde 
Kaddo's Wall. West African folktale as told by Harold Courlander and George Herzog 
Dita s Story, Mary Q. Steele 
Oliver Hyde's Dishcloth Concert, Richard Kennedy 
MoM'gli's Brothers, (from The Jungle Books), Rudyard Kipling 
"Tiger-Tiger!. "   (from The Jungle Books), Rudyard Kipling 

The children will successfully finish books higher than Level R   These books include a 
variety of fiction books, expository books, and chapter books, often extending into a series. 
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488 
Mathematics - Curriculum Overview 

The Family Life Academy Charter School board members believe that children are natural 
problem solvers who can develop their own ways to solving problems. FLACS teachers will 
encourage students to solve problems in ways that are meaningful to them, develop a variety of 
solution models, and come to understand that there is no single correct approach to a problem or 
single way to arrive at a solution. Since students need to develop conceptual understanding, 
arithmetic skills, and problem solving presented in the standards, teachers will use the 
mathematics grade by grade standards listed below to guide them in setting goals, planning for 
effective instruction, and monitoring and assessing student performance. These standards were 
taken from the Board of Education of the City New York edition of the New Standards 
Performance Standards for Mathematics. They reflect the New York State Commencement 
Standards and their assessments. 

Instructional Strategies 

To help students achieve and surpass the state standards, become mathematically literate 
and take responsibility for their own mathematics learning, teachers will be encouraged to use the 
following instructional strategies recommended in the University of Chicago School Mathematics 
Project (the curriculum program FLACS adopted), as well as other techniques with which they 
have been successful in previous years. 

Integrating problem solving strategies for everyday situations 

Developing readiness through hands-on activities 

Establishing links between past experiences and explorations of new concepts 

Sharing ideas through discussion 

Cooperative learning through partner and small-group activities 

Practices through games 

Ongoing review through the year 

Daily routines 

Ongoing assessment 

Home and school partnership 

Teachers will expand the range of math problems and calculation the students can perform 
through the use of technology. They will often ask students to explain why their answers are 
reasonable, thereby deepening their understanding of operations and strengthening their ability to 
think critically and judge the validity of their answers. 

Core Teaching Materials 

We will.adopt the University of Chicago School Mathematics Project (UCSMP) as the 
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489 

core program for teaching mathematics in grades K-5 during 55 minutes each day. USCMP not 
only provides all students with challenging experiences in computation, data collection and 
analysis, probability and statistics, geometry, and pre-algebra, but also presents students with real- 
world problems that allow them to learn math in meaningful ways. 

The UCSMP program includes the following: 

Teachers Manual and Lesson Guide containing lesson guides with detailed day-by-day 
lesson plans, a reference section with background information on each unit, game 
directions, descriptions of explorations and projects, answer keys for selected portions of 
student work, and reproducible teacher's masters organized by units. 
Resource Book containing all reproducible materials organized by unit. 
Toward a Balance Assessment handbook provides ideas for ongoing and product 
assessment. 

• Teacher s Reference Manual contains background information on the content, curriculum, 
and pedagogy of the program. 
Creating Home & School Partnerships is a guide that teachers can use to keep parents 
informed about their child's mathematical curriculum. 

• Scope and Sequence Charts organized by content strands. 
Student Journals to be used for recording results of activities and explorations. 
Activity Books featuring activity sheets and review materials for each unit. 
Project Books that will be used to keep track of long-term projects. 
Manipulative Kits recommended to be used for exploring concepts concretely. 
Home Links Books suggesting activities for parents and children to do together. 

The following strands are addressed in the UCSMP program: 

Algebra and Uses of Variables 
Data and Chance 
Geometry and Spatial Sense 
Measures and Measurement 
Numeration and Order 
Patterns, Functions, and Sequences 
Operations 
Reference Frames 

Some of the reasons we selected this program include: 

Its consistency with the standards, 
Its spiraling curriculum which gives students several repeated and varied opportunities to 
practice essential math concepts and skills, 
Its meaningful application of math through the real-world problems, 
Its emphasis on project-base learning through long-term projects across subject areas, and 
Its integration of the appropriate use of technology. 
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^0 
^enchma^sbv^ade^evel 

ThefollowingaretheNewStandardsPerformanceStandardsthat our studentswill work 
toachieve. Sincethesebenchmarksexpandandcomplementthestatestandards,allstudentswill 
be prepared to achieveor exceed the New^orkState^eaming Standards. 

^inder^a^ten 

Standard ^ne^^ithmeticand l^umbe^^^icepts 
^ount objects up to 10. 
Identify number names orallvthroughl^. 
Practice the skills of counting starting fromaparticular number (example: starting from 
the number sev^. 
^sealine to count forward and backward. 
^se ordinal number names from frrst to tenth 
explore fraction concepts using the words whole and half 
Practice estimating and counts the actual numberto check estimates 
^se real monevto learn the names ofcoins and bills 

^t^^^a^d^^^^^^^met^va^dl^eas^^eme^t^ncepts^ 
create geometric pictures and designs 
Introduce names of shapes 
explore non-standard units of measure(eg,use strings to measure circumferences 
Practice estimating (guessing^ si^es 
l^se comparisons such as biggerthan, lighter than, less than, e^ual to, etc. 
^ompar^si^e and capacity. 

Standard Threes Puncti^n and ^Igeb^a^o^cepts 
Observe and describe patterns 
Pollowdirectionstocopvapattem. 
attempt to extend patterns. 
l^ookfor patterns in graphs. 
l^ooka^uih patterns ^ordifreren^ geometric shapes 

Standard P^u^ Statistics and Probability concepts 
Sort and classify objects bv one characteristic(color, shape, si^. 
father data (information^relating to experiences bv counting and using pictures. 
Talk about graphs using words like most^ least, the same, etc. 
l^sespinnersfor making decisions whileplaving games. 
discuss the certainty and uncertainty of events 

Standard Pive^ mathematical Process 
Talk about mathematics in their evervdav life. 
Playgames that involve sorting and classifying with blocks, buttons, seashells, cookies. 
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and other sorting toys. 491 
Put objects in order or sequence. 

• Solve problems in ways that make sense. 
Draw pictures to show mathematical situations. 

First Grade 

Standard One: Arithmetic and Number Concepts 
Count forward and backward by ones and twos on a number line up to 100. 
Match words and symbols from 0 to 15. 
Learn about the meanings of each digit in a two-digit number. 
Learn about even and odd numbers. 
Use the symbols < (less than), > (greater than), and = (equal to). 
Add two numbers and three numbers that can equal ten. 
Add and subtract two-digit numbers. 
Show-an understanding of fractions such as Vi, V6, and V*. 
Show an understanding of fractions such as 2/2, 3/3, 4/4. 
Use money to practice writing decimals. 
Learn to make change for amounts of money. 

Standard Two: Geometry and Measurement Concepts 
Use clocks and calendars to study time to the hour, day, month, and year. 
Measure length using inches, feet, yards, centimeters, and meters. 
Measure weight using ounces, pounds, kilograms, and liters. 
Measure temperature using Fahrenheit and Celsius thermometers. 
Identify shapes in everyday life: square, rectangle, triangle, and circle. 

Standard Three: Function and Algebra Concepts 
Son and classify objects by two characteristics (color/shape, size/color). 
Investigate patterns using models. 
Explore many to one: five fingers to one hand, two eyes to one face. 
Recognize geometry and number patterns. 
Repeat geometry and number patterns. 
Make up geometry and number patterns. 

Standard Four: Statistics and Probability Concepts 
Collect data and record their results with tallies, blocks, and graphs. 
Predict what will happen when a coin or number cube is tossed. 
Solve problems such as "How may different pairs of numbers add up to 10?" 

Standard Five: Mathematical Process 
Use objects or drawings to solve problems. 
Use objects to represent numbers in real-world situations. 
Choose addition or subtraction to solve word problems. 
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Explain the answer to a problem. 492 

Second Grade 

Standard One: Arithmetic and Number Concepts 
Count by twos, threes, fours, fives, and tens using a number line and number chart. 
Count to 1,000. 
Use the ordinal numbers from first to 31". 
Show two and three digit numbers to 999 using concrete models. 
Show how to write two- and three-digit numbers in expanded notation: 324 = 300 + 20 + 4. 
Study the meaning of zero in two- and three-digit numbers. 
Explore the relationship between addition and subtraction. 
Add and subtract two-digit numbers with regrouping. 
Learn about the associative property as they explore different groupings when adding three 
or four more numbers (2 + 3) + 5 + = 2 + (3 + 5). 
Explore multiplication and division through sharing sets or groups, relating multiplications 
to repeated additions. 
Learn about the commutative property of multiplication by showing that the order of factors 
in a multiplication problem (order of numbers being'multiplied) does not change the answer 
2X3 = 3X2. 
Show an understanding of unit fractions to 1/8, 1/10, and 1/100. 
Find %, 1/3, V* of a collection of objects. 
Explore addition and subtraction using money notation (addition and subtraction). 
Make change for amounts of money up to $1.00. 

Standard Two: Geometry and Measurement Concepts 
Weigh objects using grams and kilograms; measure liquids using liters and milliliters; and 
measure length using meters, centimeters and kilometers. 
Measure time in half-hour, quarter-hour, and five minute intervals. 
Use shapes to create designs. 

Standard Three: Function and Algebra Concepts 
Explore two-to-one correspondence to learn about the concept of ratio. 
Use counters to find the missing values as in open sentences like 3 + =5. 
Recognize, describe, and extend number sequences and patterns from 1 to 1,000. 
Recognize, describe, extend, and create patterns with geometric shapes. 
Understand the basic properties of, and similarities and differences, among circles, squares, 
rectangles, and triangles. 

Standard Four: Statistics and Probability Concepts 
Collect data by measuring common items. 
Arrange data in tables and show the data using graphs. 
Discuss the certainty or uncertainty of events. 
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Understand that som^^ventsar^mor^li^lytohapp^nthanoth^rs^ ^^ 
^akepredictionsofotitcotnesof^p^rimentssuchastossingacoin 
^howcombinationsandarrangements^fgroups of objects^ 
discuss the fairness ofagame^ 

^nd^d^ve^l^them^c^^cess 
investigate various numerical problems that arise in school 
brainstorm possible strategies before startingaproblem 
justify their answers and solutions toaproblem 
^raw pictures or use objects to represent problems^ 
Estimate answers before solving problems and compare estimates with solutions' 
practice estimation ofanswers with and without storyproblems 
Understand thatagroup of things may be researched by studying justa^ew of them 
(sampling) 

^hiBd^ade 

^tandar^One^^ithmeticand^m^eB^^epts 
^ount,us^ and read numbers through 100,000^ 
^ounttolOO by twos, threes, fi^urs, fives and tens^ 
^eam about positive and negative numbers 
Estimatenumb^rsby rounding, usingnumber lines andmeasuringinstruments such as 
thermometers or yard sticks 
predict when the sum oftwo numbers will be odd or even 
^dd two, three, and tour-digit numbers with sums less than 10,000^ 
subtract two numbers each less than 10,000 
Explore the role of^ero and one in multiplication 
Experiment with grouping two or more factors when multiplying(associativelaw)^ 
^tudy short and long division procedures 
Explore division as finding the number of e^ual groups ofitems^ 
Explore the relationship ofmultiplication and division 
compare factions using^and^symbols 
Use the terms ^numerator^and^denominatorB^ 
Understand the relationship between factions and decimals(e^g^^^) 
^dd and subtract fractions with like denominators 
^dd and subtract decimals with one place(tenths) 

^tanda^d^fw^^e^met^yandlv^eas^^en^ent^n^epts 
Identify equivalent units of measure(l^inches^one^oot) 
^ind the distance around polygons (perimeter) 
Investigate the properties ofcircles, including diameter and radius 
construct figures (polygons and circles)usingacompassandaprotractor 
Explore three-dimensional figures to begin the understanding ofvolume(takingup spaced 

^^ B^B^B^^^^^ 11^ 
^^^^^^^^ 



Investigate symmetry (reflections). 
Locate points on a grid and a map. 
Investigate solid figures, such as cubes. 

49* 

Standard Three: Function and Algebra Concepts 
Use formulas to find perimeter and area of geographic shapes. 
Use counters to explore number patterns like square numbers and triangular numbers. 
Use counters to help solve problems with unknowns (open sentences). 
Explore or explain commutative and associative properties of multiplication and addition. 
Find average (mean) of a set of data. 

Standard Four: Statistics and Probability Concepts 
Organize data using tables and bar graphs. 
Discuss graphs found in everyday publications. 
Conduct experiments and predict outcomes. 
Understand and use fractional notation to show the probability of the outcome of an 
experiment 
Use orderly methods to count the outcomes in an experiment. 

Standard Five: Mathematical Process 
• Draw pictures, charts, and diagrams to help understand problem information. 

Clarify problems by discussing them with classmates. 
Use estimation, number relationships, and mathematical checks to justify answers. 
Break a problem into parts to make it easier to solve. 
Identify missing information in a problem. 
Recognize the use of mathematics in other subject areas such as science, social studies and 
music. 

Fourth Grade 

Standard One: Arithmetic and Number Concepts 
Add, subtract, multiply, and divide whole numbers, with and without calculators. 
Read and write whole numbers to hundred millions. 
Learn about special numbers (primes, factors, multiples, square numbers). 
Use concrete and real-world models of simple fractions. 
Use single decimal numbers and percents. 
Demonstrate rounding and estimation skills. 
Use recall, mental math, pencil, and paper to get solutions. 

Standard Two: Geometry and Measurement Concepts 
Identify and describe geometric figures (triangles, squares, and rectangles). 
Read and draw simple maps using coordinates. 
Use basic ways of estimating and measuring the size of figures and objects in the real world. 
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Select units of measure (pounds, inches, minutes) for estimating and determining quantities 
such as weight, area and time. 
Use pictures and diagrams to show perimeter, area, volume, and circumference. 
Use pictures and diagrams to model lines of symmetry. 

Standard Three: Function and Algebra Concepts 
Recognize, describe, extend, and create growing patterns. 
Use letters, boxes and other symbols to stand for any number or object. 

• Use beginning concept of "variable." 

Standard Four: Statistics and Probability Concepts 
Collect and organize information. 
Make, read and interpret graphs. 
Gather data about an entire group by sampling group members. 
Find the average, median, mode, and range of a set of numbers. 
Find combinations and arrangements of a group of objects. 
Predict results and find out why some results are more likely than others, less likely than 
others, or equally likely as others. 
Show data in tables, charts and graphs. 

Standard Five: Mathematical Process 
Create, analyze, and solve word problems. 
Give basic statements of problem situations. 
Solve problems in ways that make sense and explain the solutions. 
Draw pictures, diagrams, and charts to represent problems. 
Identify missing information in a story problem. 
Explain how solutions to problems can be applied to other school subjects and in real-world 
situations. 
Develop formal and informal mathematics vocabularies. 

Fifth Grade 

Standard One: Arithmetic and Number Concepts 
Use addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division facts with speed and accuracy. 
Read and write numbers to one billion. 
Investigate powers of 10 to develop an understanding of exponents. 
Estimate by rounding off numbers to the nearest 10,000 and the nearest hundredth using 
decimals. 
Use a number line to understand negative numbers. 
Explore the concept of order of operations. 
Find the greatest common factor and least common multiple of a set of numbers. 
Explain orally and in writing the concepts of prime and composite numbers. 
Understand the concept of proper and improper fractions. 
Add and subtract fractions with like and unlike denominators. 
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Change improper fractions to mixed numbers. 
Compare fractions and decimals using the terms "less than," "greater than," "equivalent to," 
and "between." 
Practice writing equivalent forms of decimals and fractions. 
Multiply and divide decimals to hundredths. 
Use pictures and graphic illustrations to demonstrate multiplication and division of fractions. 

Standard Two: Geometry and Measurement Concepts 
Identify equivalent units of measure (12 inches = one foot). 
Find the distance around polygons (perimeter). 
Investigate the properties of circles, including diameter and radius. 
Construct figures (polygons and circles) using a compass and protractor. 
Explore three-dimensional figures to begin the understanding of volume (taking up space). 
Investigate symmetry (two lines of symmetry, rotational symmetry). 
Investigate solid figures, such as cubes and prisms. 

Standard Three: Function and Algebra Concepts 
Develop formulas for the area and perimeter of squares and rectangles. 
Use ratio and proportion concepts to solve problems. 
Understand variables. 
Write and solve open sentences using letters as place holders. 
Develop an understanding of functions and functional relationships: tha.t a change in one 
quantity results in change in another. 
Use math sentences of patterns and functions to represent and solve problems. 

Standard Four: Statistics and Probability Concepts 
Explore methods of collecting and organizing data. 
Use tables, graphs, and diagrams to represent collected data. 
Use compass and protractors to construct circle graphs. 
Use circle graphs to explore the concept of percent. 
Compare bar, line, and circle graphs that represent the same information. 
Identify events which have zero probability, probability = 1 (certainty, and probability 
between 0 and 1. 

Standard Five: Mathematical Process 
Solve problems in which fractions are used in every day life. 
State accurately the purpose for each step in basic calculations. 
Create a problem situation based on a given open sentence using a single variable. 
Make real world comparisons of measurements. 
Develop an awareness of when estimation is more appropriate than an exact answer. 
Recognize the use of mathematics in other subject areas such as science, social studies, and 
music. 
Understand that a group of things may be researched by studying just a few of them 
(sampling). 
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TheFamilyLi^eAcademyGharter School members haveaview of scienceas an in-depth 
exploration ofthenatura^world^ursciencecurriculumwi^pro^idestudentswith exciting 
^cienceexperiencesthatextendtheirnaturai^ascinationwiththeworldand help themleam the 

science skillsandconceptstheywill need inlater schooling and inline. 

^^^^^ 

The process ofdoing science is^ust as important as ^he specific science content. Through 
aseriesofinteractive processes, teachers will help students develop science thinking and process 
skills such as exploring and observing, communicating, understanding, and applying, children 
will construct knowledge by building on or modifying their current understands Scientific 
learning, like all learning at FLAGS, will stress the school'scharacterprinciples and will integrate 
innovation, projects, and technology if possible  Learning activities will be intrinsically 
interesting, fun, relevant to the children'slives, and appropriate to their age level 

The school will also take advantage ofcommunity ^sources and participate in community 
service projects such as those coordinated by ^ronx^reen^p.^ ^ronx^reenL^p"isa 
community outreach program ofThe^ew^ork botanical garden. The program provides 
training, materials, and supporter gardening projects in 8ron^ public schools and elsewhere, ^n 
planning their garden, students would not only leam about botany, but also they would develop 
skills in logic, arithmetic, understanding spatial relationship, and could read and write about their 
experiences Lessons in horticultural science, project planning, mathematical concepts, language 
arts, and character education could be integrated into suchapro^ect. Additionally, the project 
could instill character^building elements like team work, self esteem, respectfor nature, and 
commitment to community  ^hile^ew^orkGity offers limitless possibilities tor such science 
pro^ects^ several other ^ronx organisations that offer outings or programsfor public school 
children include tne8artow-Fell mansion ^vluseum^ the 8ronxGounty historical Society, the 
^ror^^oo^ildli^ conservation ^ark, the ^udaica museum, the ^orth^ind undersea institute, 
the ^dgar Allan ^oeGottage, the ^alentine^^arian^ouseBlv^useumof^ronx history, the ^an 
Gourtland^ouse museum, and ^ave^illFublic gardens, ^anyofthese organisations offer 
their facilities and services free to public school children, and many provide professional 
development opportunitiesaswellasdirect services to students. 

msuch community-based science projects, FLAGS teachers will facilitate the interaction 
between the students'experiences and their school work to develop the students'ability to 
observe, explore, interpret, process and applyinformation   Therefore, experiences in the sciences 
outside scnool will be integrated into what is going on in the classroom and provideawealth of 
learning opportunities^ tromvocabularybuildingto broadening children'sin-depth exploration of 
the natural world   ^n every case, FLAGS will provide teachers with theguidancetheyneed to 
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create a learning environment that draws on community resources, while keeping the focus on 

achieving high standards. 

The school will offer teachers the training and support they need to implement each 
module. Along with the direct guidance for teaching and learning experiences, the school will 
also provide background materials, assessment tools, and much more that support teachers in 
their own growth and development as teachers of science. 

Curriculum Materials 

An Elementary Insights Hands-On Inquiry Curriculum was selected as the core program 
for teaching science in grades K-5. This program provides students with in-depth inquiry-based 
modules that support the National and the New Standards approach to teaching and learning 
science. It will give students a solid grounding in scientific concepts and facts as well as 
numerous opportunities to practice the methods of scientific inquiry that expand human 
understanding of ourselves, the world, and universe in which we live. 

The Insights curriculum consists of 17 modules, each designed to be used at one of two 
grade levels as shown in the chart illustrating the "Distribution of Modules Across Science 
Domain."  Each module contains 12 to 20 learning experiences or lessons which follow a similar 
format. Since the primary tool for the learning of science is through the active use of 
manipulative, teachers and students will employ the specific materials suggested for enhancing 
the teaching of each module. 

The modules represent a balance of life, earth, and physical science and continuous growth 
in experience and understanding of six major science themes: systems, change, structure and 
function, diversity, cause and effect, and energy.   These themes are not explicitly taught but 
emerge through the students' experiences and the teachers' facilitation. 

The Insights Program for the elementary school includes the following: 

Teachers Guide which includes an overview of the module, specific teaching and 
management strategies, an overview of the of the frameworks for teaching and learning 
science thinking and process skills, and assessment strategies. 

A teaching-learning framework which guides teachers through four phaces: getting 
started, exploring and discovering, processing for meaning, and extending ideas. 

12 to 20 learning experiences or lessons which follow a similar format: 1) learning 
experience summary. 2) teaching sequence, 3) extending ideas, 4) group recording sheets, 
and 5) home-school worksheets. 
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^material which constitutethemanipulativemateria^sforstudentstobeableto 

participateinahands^onin^uiry^based sciencepro^ram^ 

^assessment frameworktohelpinmonitorin^students^ individual growth and 

development overthe entire module. 

^escr^pt^noftnel^d^es^de^y^^de 

^short description ofthemodulesused in each ^rade level provided belowindicat^s the 
topics that teachers will undertakeineach ^radeto help children develop scientif^cthink^n^ and 
the processing skills required bythe standards  ^ach module includes opportunitiesfor children 
to use skills fr^orn each ofrour categories'exploring and obse^n^cornmunicatin^ 
understanding and applying  ^introduction providing and overview ofthe fourth and ^h 
^rademoduleB^ircuits and ^athways^anda^earnin^^xperience^fron^ the sarne module will 

be providedin the sectionfor sample materials 

^nder^aBten^Bst^8de ^ 

l^yse^f^nd^tne^s 

children look at themselves and their classmates and explore similarities and differences in 
such characteristics as hei^ht^ eye colors and hand si^e^hey become aware ofhow they are 
similar to those children they may see as different because ofaphysicalcharacteristic(such as sk^n 
color^and how they are different from those children they mayotherwise see as similar, 
^his module helps to createapositive^ supportive atmosphere in wr^ich children can realise and 
appreciate that although each ofthem is unio^ue^ they all share many similar characteristics. 

^he senses 

children are provided withavariety of experiences that encourage them to use a^l their 
senses to more closely observe and describe objects and phenomena around them   ^hey compared 
sort^ and classify objects by various properties, ^hey compare their senses one to the others 
raising questions ofwhat it would be like to be unable to hear^see^ tasted touchy and smell. 

^his module builds on childrens prior experiences wtth balls and howtheyn^ove.^h^ldren 
tocus on two themesthe properties and characteristics ofballs and some oftheractors that a^ect 
the way balls behave  children be^in by comparin^howaw^ide variety ofballs roll and bounce; 
next make their own balls out of clay and many othermaterials; and then explorethe movement of 
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differentballsastheb^lsrolldownr8mp^throughtubes,a^daroundbends^ 

^ivin^ Things 

Thismodulebuildsonthenaturaicuriosityandexcitementyoungchildren^aveforthe 
natural world around them.Th^oughoutthemodule,theyobservethech^ngesinatree; examine 
theplantsand animals living in and around thetree; and loo^^totherlivingthings nearby, 
childrenthin^ about and discussthemanyneedsofplantsandanimals^ndtheinterdependence 
li^ng things have on one another, ^sing these experiences, children build terraria in the 

classroom 

^ec^nd^^deBTn^d^^^e 

^fting^e^vy Things 

^s this module begins, students are asxed to thinx about what it mea^s to mal^ewor^ 
easier. They then try out experiences and challenges u^ing levers, planesand pulleys, and explore 
the advantages and disadvantages of each, ^t the end ofthe module, they are challenged to 
analy^eaconstruction site that has no power and decide which simple machine is most 
appropriateforeach^asx. 

^labit^ts 

students examine their own basic needs and the needs ofother living things around them 
They explore the school building and neighborhood to determine how these areas meet their own 
needs They then study some ofthe small creatures they find on the school grounds and the 
physicalfactorsthat affect these creatures'habitats  Final^y,students "invite" an organism into the 
classroomfor several days of close observation to determine what behavior and adaptations of the 
organism allow it to meet its needs in its particular habitat 

^uids 

students explore the unique characteristics oflio^uids, compare different liquids, at^d 
explore how solids and liquids interact with each other They discover howthreeli^uids^oom 
syrupy oil, and water^behave when mixed   students then investigate floating and sinking and 
some ofthe variables that affect how solid objects behave in liquids of different densities 

^und 

 This module helps students become more aware ofthe nature ofsound and the diversity 
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and^bundanceofsoundsaroundthem Theybeginbyli^teningtosoundson^pe  Theythen 
ma^etheirownsoundswiththeirbodies,withdrums,andwithotherinstr^ments^^ploring 
vibration, pitchandvolume,andthetransn^ssionofsounds.Th^oughoutthemodule,srudents 
arealsoasl^edtocomparethe^ualitativecharacteristicsofthesoundstheyhear. 

This module starts withatourofthe schools neighborhood, giving studentsachance to 
observe the variety of plants growingaround them  Then, as studentsgr^owtheirown plants, they 
observe the development of germinating seeds, measureand record growth and change, and 
design and conduct simple experiments to explore the ractors that a^ect plant growth. 

^uBth^ade^^h^ade 

^i^ui^sa^d^hways 

students developabasis tor understanding electricity by exploring its properties in simple 
circuits They start by sharing what they already l^now and what they would li^e to l^now about 
electricity Theyare then given an opportunity to use batteries,wire, bulbs, a^d motors to 
explore the concept ofacomplete circuit  ^ith this knowledge and experience, students worl^ 
with series and parallel circuits, fuses, and the concepts ofconduction and resistance At the end 
ofthe module, students apply all they have learned to mal^e and solve electric mystery bo^es. 

changes ^f^tate 

In this module, students developabasis for understanding factors that influence the 
changes ofstate of different types of matter  They begin by looking at ice and how it melts They 
continue by exploring the evaporation, condensation, freezing, and sublimation of water They 
clean water by distilling, and they mal^e their own ^mini^freezers^ in which they can freeze water 
at their des^s   These learning experiences illustrate to students that changes of state are an 
integral part of their lives.The module ends with the creation of small ter^rariums that give 
students an opportunity to observe how the changes ofstateofwater are vital to our survival 

Thel^yste^us^wde^ 

mthismodule,asimulated environmental problem is thefocus of applyingthe steps of the 
scientific processThe problem is the mysterious appearance ofacoating of white powder around 
the school yard   students arechallenged to figure out what the powderis and where it cat^e 
from   As they meet this challenge, they leam that systematic gathering, organizing, at^d analyzing 
ofinformationareaway of coming to understand events in the natural world, students collect 



5^ 
data on commonhousehold powders by conductingsimpletestsand making comparisons  They 
applytheirin^rmationandusetheir observing recordings compa^ing^ and categorizing skillsto 

analyse the mysterious powder 

^nes^nd^ke^etons 

^t the start ofthis modules students are givenamysterious gray ob^ect^ an owl pellet^ 
They examine it and find many small bones insideThree questions—Wnat are bones?-Whose 
bones are they?-and Where do they come from?-focus the investigations' beaming experiences 
that explore human bone groups^ teethe and ^oints^ as well as the skeletons ofother animals help 
students develop an understanding ofbone structure and its relationship to function   students 
apply this evolving knowledge to their mystery bones and eventually collect enough evidence to 
identify the types ofbones and their animal origin 

heading ^he^nvi^nmen^ 

change is all around usln this modules students explore changes in the environments 
They start by examining their immediate surroundings and think about three questions—What was 
it like be^ore?-What changes have happened?—and What changes do we predict will occur in the 
future? They then look more closely at the processes of weathering and erosion   B^s students 
continue their explorations^ they use time lines to help them understand how long change takes^ 
leading to an exploration of rocks andfossils   Throughout the modules students develop skills in 
analysing change by mapping the changes inasmall area in the school yard^ 
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GRADES LIFE 

2-3 

EARTH PHYSICAL 

Myself and Others 
.  Likeness. drtlerence and variation in 

human physical enaraetenstics 
• Differences ana simsenties 
• Growth and development over time 

The Senses 
•  Seeing, hearing, touching, lasting, smslimg 
-   Perceiving the environment 

Living Things 
- Similarities and differences 
•   Growth and development over time 
- Needs of Irving things 
- How Irving things meet their needs 

Growing Things 
•  Structures and function relationships of seeds 
. ana plant pans 

- Stages of germination and growth 
- Vanaoies electing germination ana growth 

Balls and Ramps 
.  Properties and characteristics of Palls 
•   Gravity 
-   Inertia momentum, meson, velocity and 

acceleration 
.   Effect of sue and weight of a ball and 

steepness of a ramp on me movement of a oat 
on an ncrmed plane 

Liquids 

Habitats 
- Needs of Irving things 
- Habitat 
- Relationship between tn organism and its 

habitat 
•   Differences and variations in local habitats 
•   Adaptations 

• All tqurds pour, and lake the shape of their 
containers 

• Variation of physical properties (such as density, 
cohesion, viscosity and color) of different Names 

• Soko objects m bomos either (al float on the 
surface or partway down or (b) smk 

.   Relationship among buoyancy, weight, density. 
and shape of an object, and the density and 
viscosity of a fcquid 

Lifting Heavy Things 
- Simple machines such as levers, manned 

planes and pulleys make tasks easier 
- Making las- \ easier with simple machines 

involves trar «-offs between the amount of 
force and Die distance and time over which it is 
applied 

Sound 
• Sound as vibrations 
• Pitch, volume and Quantity (or timbre) 
- Relationship among the pitch of stnngs and 

drums, and the tension and the size of the 
vrbrstmg obiect 

• Relationship among volume and the strength of 
vr&raoon and the amount of vibrating material 

• Transmission of sound 

4-5 

Bones and Skeletons 
• Bones oi me oooy 
• Structure and function relationships 
• The *#e»etai system 
• variation m sfeeteiai structures 
• Adaptation 

Reading the Environment 
-   Change as a constant process 
• The formation and change of rocks 
•   Weathering ana erosion as agents of change 

• Evidence 

Changes of State 

Human Body Systems 
• The eel) as the Basic unit of the human oooy 
• The circulatory system as the "delivery system" 

o* me boo y 
• Structure ana function relationships of some 

000) parts 
•   Tne human oooy as an interactive system of 

smaller imeroepenaeni oody systems 

There is No Away 
- Decomposition 
- Organic ana inorganic materials 
• Biodegradable ana nonoiooegraoabie materials 
• Relationship among the time and amount of 

decomposition the make-up of an item, and 
the physical conditions to which it is a subject 

• The role to water m waste disposal, solutions 
suspensions, diffusion 

- Waste control systems 

- Waier as a form of matter thai can anst as 
a kaurd. soM ana gas 

• Meting, evaporation, condensation, 
freezing and sublimation as a result of 
adding or removing neat 

• Reversibility of changes df state 

The Mysterious Powder 
- Characteristic physical and chemical 

properties of substances 
• Knowledge of tne properties of substances 

as a tool tor solving problems 

Circuits and Pathways 
- Complete circuits 
- Senes/paraliei circuits 
- Conductors/insulators 

Structures 
- Live load/dead road 
- Compression/tension 
- Relationships of materials and shape with 

structure and strength 



Insi^htsand the New Standards Performance Standardsfor Science 

^he chart below indicates the close alignment between the Insights curriculum and the New Standards 

Insights Curriculum New Standards Performance Standards 

Grade Level/Topic Physical Life science Earth & Scientific Scientific Scientific Scientific Scientific 

Science concepts Space Science Connections* Thinking Tools and Communica- Investiga- 

Concept* Applications Technology lion tion 

Grades K-l 

Balls and Ramps / / / / / / 
Living Things / / / / / / 
The Senses / / / V / / 
Myself and Others / / / / / 

Grades 2 1 
Lilting Heavy Things / / / V / 
Habitats / / / / I / 
Liquids / / „          / V / 
Sound / /"•• / V / 
Growing things / / V / 

Grades 4-5 
Circuits and Pathways ./ / / / 4 
Changes of Stale / / / / / / 
Mysterious Powder / / / / / 
Bones and Skeletons / / / 
Reading the / / / / 
Environment / / / / / 

Ol 
o 
J* 
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Curriculum Overview - Social Studies 0 U 5 

The charter school's social studies curriculum will provide children with the opportunity 
to understand and appreciate history and its related disciplines. The Social Studies offerings of 
the Family Life Academy Charter School will enable its students to: 

gather and interpret information to solve problems, make decisions and plan solutions; 

identify and exhibit the skills and responsibilities of a good citizen in a democracy; 

identify basic tenets of citizenship and government; 

define and apply basic geographic concepts; 

explain how society uses its resources to meet the needs of its people; 

describe the interconnection of people and societies; and 

recognize and appreciate cultural diversity in order to participate successfully in social 

groups. 

The curriculum will focus on four of the many fields of study that fall into the broad 
category of social sciences as core disciplines. Together, history, geography, civics, and 
economics constitute a foundation in the social sciences that young learners can build on 
throughout the years of their formal education and beyond. As they take on their adult roles as 
informed, active participants in our nation's ongoing experiment in democracy, they will add to 
and apply the knowledge and skills they have acquired as students. 

Teaching Methods 

The social studies program of the Family Life Academy Charter School will be 
implemented through project-based instructional strategies that underlie its fundamental 
educational philosophy that learning is an active process. Stimulating and challenging projects 
and activities will be incorporated into social studies instruction at all levels, allowing students the 
opportunity to plan, do, review, share and own the learning process. It is through individual and 
cooperative-learning groups that the students will come to understand such concepts as history, 
geography, economics and civics. 

The FLACS will follow the skill development procedures for Social Studies outlined by 
the New York State Education Department curriculum resource guides.   These procedures call 
for the introduction of new concepts followed by reinforcement, extension, refinement and 
application of those concepts in a sequence appropriate for elementary school students. This 
process is illustrated in the attached flow chart. Teachers will use authentic assessment 
incorporated in the learning activities to guide instruction and monitor students' progress towards 
attainment of the standards. 
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•mmmi DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES 
&^,^3B^ «&&«* v,iswt«w\\<.\>A 

T he following diagram suggests a systematic procedure for skill development in the social 
studies. Teachers should determine at the beginning of each year the proficiency level of 
students in the various skill areas. 

ELEMENTARY 

J 
Assess/Diagnose + 
Introduce Skill 

(Initial teaching using 
familiar content and media appropri- 

ate for grade) 

• 
Practice 

I Remediate 

J 
Assess/Diagnose —J 

• 
Extend and Refine 

(More difficult content, 
different media, more 

demanding standards, etc.) 

f 
Practice icuce   ^ 

Assess ^-Remediate 

Apply 

'Recycle, 

State Education Department 
Student Evaluation at Grade 5 J 

Source: Social Studies JJ UnitedSmes Histcn Ltd Government. The New York State Education Department. 
Albany. NY. 
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The^^5 social 5tudiescurriculumisorganized into thematicunitsprovided in the 
social studiesresourceguidefbreachgradelevel.Thecorematerialsforsocialstudieseducation 
^11 varvaccordingtoneedsat eachgradelevel^t will consist ofabroad^based, multicultural 
classroomlibrary ofcmldren^stradebooks,includingfolktales,mytns, legends, poetry^ 
songbooks, biographies, and historical fiction andnonfictionasthecoreprogramfor social 
studies education  featured units will be built around identified coretrade books, with reference 
support from local history and government books forfourthgrade^ The fif^h grade will use ^oy 
hakims wonderful^^^B^^^seriesasthekeyreference support forthe trade book library, 
which featuresabroad^based, multicultural, multigenreclassroomlibraryoftradebooks   This 
eclectic approach to core teaching materials not only affords opportunities for ^ross^curricular 
pro^ectsandactivities, but also supports ourbeliefinpro^ect^basedleaming^ 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

The tnematic units, provided in the ^ew^ork^tate social studies resource guide and 
outlined in thefollowing section, present the concepts, skills, knowledge, and understandings that 
students will master on the road to achieving literacy in the social sciences in four core social 
science disciplines  These units combine toform the content that brings on meaning^and 
interest^to history ^ndth^ social sciences, ^onte^t, therefore, not only unites the^e 
interdependent disciplines, but also supplies the enginefor student mastery   This content is 
broadened by content and themes that explore key concepts ofthe social studies program from 
different perspectives 

^elf and ^the^s^kindergarten^helps students develop awareness of themselves as 
growing individuals, and also leam social interaction skills throughawide range of 
interdisciplinary activities   Through content that is personally meaningful, this unit highlights each 
childsunio^ue dualities, as well as his or her similarities to others, children leam about values, 
ideas, customs^ and traditions through folktales, legends, music, and oral histories In addition, 
they also begin to understand their future role as citizens by accepting rights and responsibilities in 
the classroom 

l^y families and ^ther^amilies^^^and^n^^^^firstgrade^helps students learn 
about their roles as members ofafamily and school community The development ofidentity and 
social interaction are stressed, as students learn about different kinds offamilies that have existed 
in diverse times and societies students also begin to locate places on maps and globes, and leam 
how maps serve as representations of physicalfeatures and objects, building on the levels 
program, the gradelprogram encourages interdisciplinary learning to assist in developing the 
content, concepts, and skills needed to meet standards 

l^y^ommunitv and ^the^ united states ^ommunities^second graded helps students 
gain perspective on individuals within the content ofabroader community   students explore 
rural^ urban, and suburban settings, concentrating on communities in the united ^tatesThe 
students own community^the^ron^^servesas an e^amplefor studying about and 

B^^B^^^^^ 1^ 
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unde^standingothercommunities.m^ 
studentsstudyexamplesofcommunitiesfromculturesotherthantheirown,andfromavartetyof 
perspectivesincludinggeographic,socioec^nomic,andethnic.Tneylearnhowdifrerent 
con^unitiesareinr^uenced by geographicand environmental factors, and continueto locate 
placesonmapsandglobes.Theyaisostudyabouttherightsandresponsibilitiesofciti^enshipin 

their communities 

^ommonitiesA^und the ^o^^L^a^in^A^o^t^e^ea^^a^es^third graded 
continues to broaden children^shori^ons, through thestudy of communities throughout theworld. 
The five social studies standards ^rm the basisfr^rthisinvestigation as students learnabout the 
social, political, geographic, economic, and historic characteristics of di^erent world 
communities Students team up to do projects about communities that reflect the diversity ofthe 
worlds peoples and cultures. They study western and non^^esten examples fromavariety of 
geographic areas. Students also begin to learn about historic cht^ono^ogy by placing important 
events on timelines  They locate world communities, and leam how different societies meet their 
basic needs and wants Students begin to compare the roles of citizenship and the ^inds of 
governments round in various world communities. 

Local 8ist^ry and L^ca^^ve^nment^rourthgrade^builds on the students^ 
understanding offamilies, schools, and communities, highiighting the political institutions and 
historic development oftheir local communities in relation to their state and nation   The in-depth 
study oflocal government emphasises the structure and function ofthe different branches and the 
roles ofcivic leaders Students continue to leam about the rights, responsibilities, and duties of 
citizenship.8y participating in school activities that teach democratic values, students developa 
sense of political efficacy andabetter understanding of the roles of supporters and leaders 
Students expand their civic concepts ofpower.e^uality,^ustice, and citizenship, as they leam 
about local government 

The historicstudyoflocal communities focuses on the socia^culturai, political, and 
economic actors that helped to shape these communities   Students study about the significant 
people, places^ events, and issues that influenced lire in their local communities. Students can 
investigate local events and issues, and connect them to national events and issues. T^or example, 
the grade^program considers the following themes and events at the local level: Native American 
Indians ofNew^orl^ State, the European encounter, the colonial and revolutionary v^ar period, 
the new nation.and the period ofindustria^ growth and development in New^or^ State. 

The united States, ^ana^ and Latin America ^grade^^ begin to develop young 
peoplesintemational perspectives, throughaprogramrocusing on the Americas. Students will 
build their geographic, economics and socialBculturai understandings related to the United States, 
Canada, and nations in Latin AmericaThis builds on the fourth grade studies ofthe United States, 
seen withinaglobal context Students will carry out projects, using contemporary examples of 
case studies to understand US and Latin American economic and political history, ^ro^ectsand 
lessons will be developed to assist in selecting specificfactualinformationand case studies, and 
will be based on the^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^or^ State ^ducation^^ 
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Sample Topics by Grade Level 

Below are the main themes included in the New York State Department of Education 
resource guide for each grade level. Teachers will plan according to these themes to enable 
students understand and appreciate history and its related disciplines. 

Level K: Self and Others 

Myself and others 

My family and other families 

My school and school community 

My neighborhood 

Places can be located on maps and globes (home, school, neighborhood, and community) 

Basic human wants and needs 

People help one another meet needs and wants (e.g., recycling and conservation projects). 

Symbols of citizenship ; 

Rights, responsibilities, and roles of citizenship 

Making and changing rules and laws 

People make rules which involve consideration of others and provide for the health and 

safety of all. 

Peace making skills 

Grade 1: My Family and Others Families, Now and Long Ago 

My family and other families 

History of my family 

My community and local region 

Places in my community and local region 

Challenge of meeting needs and wants 

Economic decision making Symbols of citizenship 

Rights, responsibilities, and roles of citizenship 

Making and changing rules and laws Peace making skills 
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Grade 2: My Community and Other United States Communities 

My community and region today 

People depend on and modify the physical environment 

Challenge of meeting needs and wants 

People use human, capital, and natural resources 

Economic decision making 

Symbols of citizenship 

Rights, responsibilities, and roles of citizenship 

Making and changing rules and laws 

Peace making skills 

Grade 3: Communities Around the World-Learning About People and Places 

Cultures and civilizations , 

Physical, human, and cultural characteristics of world communities 

People depend on and modify their physical environments 

Challenge of meeting needs arJ wants in world communities 

Economic decision making in world communities 

Symbols of citizenship in world communities 

Making and changing rules and laws 

Governments around the world 

Conflict Resolution and mediation skills 

Grade 4: Local History and Local Government 

Connect local, New York State, and United States history 

Native American Indians of New York State 

Three worlds meet in the Americans (Europe, Americans, Africa) o Colonial and 

Revolutionary periods 

The Revolutionary War in New York State The New Nation 

Industrial growth and expansion 
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Urbanization economic, political, and social impacts Government 

•        Purposes of government 

Local and State government 

Conflict Resolution and Mediation skills 

Grade Five: The United States, Canada, and Latin American 

History of the United States, Canada, and Latin America 

Geography of the United States, Canada, and Latin America Nations 

The Governments of the United States, Canada and Latin American Nations Conflict 

Resolution and Mediation Skills 
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Curriculum Overview - Character Education 

A number of fundamental principles will be upheld and fostered as part of our plan to 
generate the school culture outlined in our vision (see Attachment 11-11). To this end, various 
character education programs have been reviewed and evaluated. Some of the character education 
programs that have been examined and could be partially incorporated or used for inspiration 
include: 

Character Counts 

Northeast Foundation for Children's (NEFC) Responsive Classroom 

Education in Human Values Program (EHV) 

Lessons in Value Education (LIVE) 

Community of Caring 

Promoting Alternative Thinking Strategies Curriculum (PATHS) 

Seeking Educational Equity and Diversity (SEED) 

No Putdowns ' 

World Core Curriculum 

Teaching Tolerance 

The Kindness Campaign 

Active Citizenship - Empowering America's Youth 

Based on various aspects of these programs, the FLACS has formulated a unique synthesis 
of lesson plans, activities, training, reading materials, and design elements. We will continue to 
research, evaluate, and incorporate successful programs to help convey key concepts and 
principles. It is our belief that a nurturing, supportive school ethos fosters principles will help 
students achieve in all areas of their lives, and contributes to a positive shift in our culture at large 
Key concepts and principles are as follows. 

Personal Responsibility will look at the relationship of circumstances and personal choice, 
encouraging students to examine their attitudes, perspectives, and decisions. Discussion 
will investigate how these decisions determine the life they lead and how they have the 
power to change. 

Unlimited Possibility will help students envision expanding potential for themselves, their 
communities, and their world. They will increase their understanding of how decisions 
made in the past that can limit the present and future. 

Respect for Differences will foster appreciation of the beauty of diversity and the validity of 
many ways of looking at things. 
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^^ kindness, caring, compassion, and empathy arecentra^,ar^d at the heart ofwhats 

truly meaningfulin life. 

^^r^will help children learn about being true to theirword and staying in action, 
which, we believe, hastremendouspowerto help them generatealife they love. 

^^^^^^^^,asafocus, will broaden children^sawareness to includeaglobal 

community 

^^^^^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^ encourage acceptance as healing, and hel^ 
children cope with negativity both towards themselves and towards others 

^^^^^^^^ help students to compete with t^eirowri personal best, and support 
others in achieving their goals, instead ofcompeting with them. This supports the 
performance^based assessment strategies used throughout the learmng school, as children 
leam how to reflect on their personal goals and practices. 

^^^^^^^^^ will teach children, throughpositiveexperience, to embrace 
difficulties as opportunities for growth ^ 

^B^^^^^^^^^^^will enable students to conceiveah^gh vision of themselves as 
contributing to others and allowing others to contribute to them. 

These concepts will be incorporated into the curriculum wherever possible  They will be 
reflected inreadingmaterials,writingassignments, and classroom activities. Onehalfhourwillbe 
set aside each day to support these character goals  Time will be extended or be arranged flexibly 
to support specific programs as needs arise   This time will be creatively approached and utilized in 
many ways, including character education discussionsBlessons^activities, community building 
exercises^games, conflict resolution, sharing ofclass projects, acl^nowledgmentBawards, guest 
speal^ers^worl^shops, and the planningBimplementingofcommunity or school service projects. 
Other specific topics could include development, creative expression, peer mediation, body 
awareness, media awareness, meditationBvisualization^ and environmental awareness. 

The interaction taking place in these sessions will have several important characteristics 
whenever possible, it will be highly participatory and experiential   smaller breakout groups will 
often be utilized   ^very attempt will be made to mal^e this time fun and engaging. The ground 
rules will be set to createasafe, open space, where responsible, honest sharing and creation is 
encouraged and facilitated 

^estrongly believe that these principles cannot simply be taught, ^ather^as with all 
constructivistlear^ing^to be effectively integrated in suchaway as to ma^eadifrerence, 
character education must be realized within the context of students^lives. The school community 
will teach more by what it is modeling, than by the words spoken byteachers in classrooms   To 
that end, wherever possible, actual experiences such as class interactions, service projects, and 
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Love, kindness, caring, compassion, and empathy are central, and at the heart of what's 
truly meaningful in life. 

Integrity will help children learn about being true to their word and staying in action, 
which, we believe, has tremendous power to help them generate a life they love. 

Global Perspective, as a focus, will broaden children's awareness to include a global 
community. 

Forgiveness' Elimination of Judgment will encourage acceptance as healing, and help 
children cope with negativity both towards themselve and towards others.. 

Personal Excellence help students to compete with their own personal best, and support 
others in achieving their goals, instead of competing with them. This supports the 
performance-based assessment strategies used throughout the learning school, as children 
learn-how to reflect on their personal goals and practices. 

Welcoming of Challenge will teach children, through positive experience, to embrace 
difficulties as opportunities for growth. 

Commitment to Community will enable students to conceive a high vision of themselves as 
contributing to others and allowing others to contribute to them. 

These concepts will be incorporated into the curriculum wherever possible. They will be 
reflected in reading materials, writing assignments, and classroom activities. One half hour will be 
set aside each day to support these character goals. Time will be extended or be arranged flexibly 
to support specific programs as needs arise. This time will be creatively approached and utilized in 
many ways, including character education discussions/lessons/activities, community building 
exercises/games, conflict resolution, sharing of class projects, acknowledgment/awards, guest 
speakers/workshops, and the planning/implementing of community or school service projects. 
Other specific topics could include development, creative expression, peer mediation, body 
awareness, media awareness, meditation/visualization, and environmental awareness. 

The interaction taking place in these sessions will have several important characteristics. 
Whenever possible, it will be highly participatory and experiential. Smaller breakout groups will 
often be utilized   Every attempt will be made to make this time fun and engaging. The ground 
rules will be set to create a safe, open space, where responsible, honest sharing and creation is 
encouraged and facilitated. 

We strongly believe that these principles cannot simply be taught. Rather - as with all 
constructivist learning - to be effectively integrated in such a way as to make a difference, 
character education must be realized within the context of students' lives. The school community 
will teach more by what it is modeling, than by the words spoken by teachers in classrooms. To 
that end, wherever possible, actual experiences such as class interactions, service projects, and 
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programs will be utilized as opportunities to explore and implement the^ey principles, ^n any of 
these situations,fears, convicts, perceived lin^tations, or any number of are^s that might otherwise 
stop an individual or group will instead create growth challenges forteachers and students. 

draining supporting thel^ey principles will be provided for all teachers and staff priorto the 
start of the school year  ^fhis will be partially designed bythe founding board members although 
portions may come from the programs above Commitment to realizing the school vision through 
thel^eyprincipleswillbeal^ey factor in the recruitment of teachers, and our intentions regarding 
thiswill be communicated clearlyto potential parents and students  parents, students, and 
community members will be included, and are crucial to building the school we envision  Meetings 
and other forms ofcommunication will facilitate this involvement and active participation in 
planning and implementation will be encouraged 

v^erever possible, efforts will be made, through coordination with ourpartner^^C, to 
of^er parents and community members access to many of the characterprogt^ams offered to the 
students 
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^c^e^ees 

^bysical^ducationcelebratestheawarenessand development of^ineticmtelligence, the 
^oyofphysicalselfe^pression,themasteryofthemusclesandmovement,andtheenhancementof 
health, wel^beingandconfidencethroughimprovedfitness^^OSwillprovidephysical 
educationthroughdance, sports, and consistent e^ercisersinbreathing, stretching, strengthening, 
cardiovascularfitness,andrela^ation  ^ostoftheprogramswillta^eplaceinthe^^gym,on 
the playground, orintheclassroom,wheretheawarenessand practice ofpositivehealth habits will 
bewovenintothestudents^ day  children andtamilieswill also beencouragedtotal^eadvantage 
of and create opportunities to engage in physical activity outsideofthe school environment 

health education celebratesthe awareness ofthe connection between the mind atid the 
body  ^fhemoreawareapersonisabout the tactorsthat contributetotheirmental, emotional and 
physical health and e^periencesalevel of control overtheseractors, the more er^oymentaperson 
will have throughout lire  health education also involvesan understanding ofdisease and death 
and the rolethat each of these states plays in lite 

^ami^yand^nsume^Sc^e^ces ^ 

^^Sisfounded on the premise that the school must be lil^earamilyror its students and 
staff ^ssuch,^^emphasi^es the development oflite skills that enable eachperson to clarify 
their values and priorities; be empowered to manage resources oftime and money in the service of 
these priorities, and be able to envision and achieve ever greater goals ^orthemselves, tor their 
families, and tor their communities   l^^strongly upholds the notion that each moment presents 
an infinite range ofpossibilitiesrrom which to choose, and the more awareness each ofus has of 
the breadth ofpossibilities in each moment, the more we will be able to recognise that each 
moment isanew choice and be able to mal^e the choice that serves us in being the person we want 
to be 

^ma^orfocusofhealth, physical education, and home economics is on the living skills that 
enable students to become competent, confident, and responsible adults and that enhance the 
duality of their lives  ^hese skills are character development, part ofthe primary mission of 
^^S, social skills, and personal management skills  ^y mutually reinrorcingacomprehensive 
approach to personal well-being and managing one^slire, these disciplines promote an integrated, 
responsible and reasoned perspectiveforpersonal lite, ramily lire, and career  Students develop the 
capacity to analyse their physical, intellectual, social, and emotional well being  Students leat^n to 
set goals, mal^e informed decisions, balance the demands ofdaily living, and understand what is 
neededfor healthy lire 

families will be engaged in these disciplines through the availability offree fitness programs 
for parents; events involving the sharing ofethnic roods and conversation about nutrition; and 
reinrorcementwitn teachers of positive home management   ^fhey will also be involved as the 
experts in various nutrition, health and home economic skills   ^nd as such, will be invited to 
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participate in the classroom and after-school program developing thematic units for the children in 
conjunction with the teacher that focus on health, civic values and culturaJ diversity. 

Finally, children and their families will become aware of the environments factors that 
promote or detract from their health, including social, political and economic forces. Raising this 
awareness should contribute to healthier schools, workplaces, neighborhoods and communities. 
Teachers, students, and families will be invited to work as part of the school community to 
advocate for healthier environments, as well as learn how to participate in the public, economic 
and political struggles for healthier environments. 

Through these disciplines, students come to understand that they have the responsibility 
and capability for taking care of themselves and their environments. 

Benchmarks for Learning 

These are drawn primarily from the New York State Education Department's Standards 
and Curriculum Resource Guide. 

Standard 1 

Health Education 

Students will understand human growth and development and recognize the relationship 
between behaviors and healthy development. They will understand ways to promote health and 
prevent disease and will demonstrate and practice positive health behaviors. 

Know how the basic body systems work and interrelate in normal patterns of growth and 
development. 
Posses basie knowledge and skills which support positive health choices and behaviors. 
Understand how behaviors such as food selection, exercise, and rest affect growth and 
development. 
Recognize influences which affect health choices and behaviors. 
Know about some diseases and disorders and how they are prevented and treated. 
Practice and support others in making healthy choices. 

Physical Education 

Students will perform basic motor and manipulative skills. They will attain competency in 
a variety of physical activities and proficiency in a few select complex motor and sports activities. 
Students will design personal fitness programs to improve cardiorespiratory endurance, flexibility, 
muscular strength, endurance, and body composition. 
Students will: 

Participate in physical activities (games, sports, dance, exercises) that provide conditioning 
for each fitness area. 
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^evelopphysicalfitnessskillsthroughregularpractice,ef^o^andpe^everance 
^emonstratemasteryoffundamentalmot04non^locomoto4andmanipulativeskills,and 
understand fundamental principlesofmovement 
^nderstandtheeffectsofactivitiesonthebody,therisksassociatedwithinactivity,a^dthe 
basic componentsofhealthrelatedfttness^cardiova^cular^musclestrengtr4muscle 
endurance, flexibility, and body compositions 

^ demonstrate and assesstheirfitnessbyperformingexercisesorac^ivities related toeach 
health^related fitness component, and establish personal goalsto improve theirfitness. 

D understand the relationship between physical activity and individual well-being 

family and c^ns^me^ sciences 

Students will use an understanding ofthe elements ofgood nutrition to plan appropriate 
dietsforthemselves and others  They will know and use the appropriate tools and technologies for 
safe and healthy food preparation 

Students will^ 
^ understand the importance of nutritiousfood and how it contributes to good health, make 

simple nutritious food choices, and assist with basic^ood preparation. 
^ t^^^^^^^ou^eholdtool^^fely to perfor^^v^i^ty of everyday tasks. 
^ recognize ho^vafamilycontributesto personal health. 

Standa^d^ 

^ealth^ 

Students will demonstrate personally and socially responsible behaviors. Theywillcarefor 
and respect themselves and others  They will recognize threats to the environment and of^er 
appropriate strategies to minimize them 

Studentship 
^ understand basic safety rules 
D recognize potentially dangerous situations and know how to avoid or reduce their risk 
^ ^no^ some personal and social skills which contribute to individual safety. 
^ recognize characteristics ofthe environment that contribute to or detract from health 

physical ^ducati^n 

Students v^ill demonstrate responsible personal and social behaviorwhile engaged in 
physical activity   They ^vill understand that physical activityprovides the opportunity for 
enjoyment, challenge, self expression, and communication   Students willbeable to identify safety 
hazards and react effectivelytoensureasafe and positive experience for all participants. 
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^ Oontributetoasa^eand healthy environment by observing safe conditions for games^ 

recreation and outdoor activities' 
D ^ometo know and practiceappropr^ateparticipant and spectatorbehaviorstoproducea 

safe and positive environment 
D ^orkconstructivelywith others to accomplishavarierv of goals and tasks. 
D ^now how injuries from physical activity can be prevented or^reated^ 
^ demonstrate care^ considerations and respect ofselfand other during physical activity. 

^am^y and ^nsume^ fences 

Students will know the basic principles ofhome and commumtvsafery. They can 
demonstrate the skills necessaryto maintain their homes and workplacesinasafe and comfortable 
condition  They can provideasafe and nurturing environment for^hemselves and others. 

Students will^ 
^ understand some basic requirements ofnurturing people of^arious ages and to 

demonstrate appropriate ways to interact with them. 
^ ^now some conditions necessary ^orasa^e and healthy home and school environment and 

recognise the various ways individuals contribute to that environment. 

Standa^d^ 

^eal^h^ducati^n 

Students will understand the influence ofculture^ mediae and technology in making 
decisions about personal and community health issues   They will know about and use valid health 
informations produce and services   Students will advocate for healthy families and communities 

Students will 
D Identify characteristics ofvalid health information and health promoting products and 

services and know where to locate them 
^ understand how culture contributes to individual family and community beliefs and 

practices affecting health 
^ ^now how to access help when illness^ in^ury^ or emergency situations occur 
^ recognise how the media influences health choices 

physical education 

Students will be aware of and able to access opportumtiesa^ailable to them within their 
community to engage in physical activity  They will be informed consumers and be able to 
evaluate facilitiesand programs  Students will also be aware ofsome career options in the field of 
physical fitness and sports 
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^ ^owthatresourcesavailable at home and in the community of^er opportunities to 
participateinanden^oyavariety of physical activities in their leisure time. 

D        become discriminating consumers offitness information, health^related fitness activities in 
their communities, and fitness and sports equipment. 

^ demonstrate theabilitytoapplythe decision making process to physical activity 

family and ^onsumeB sciences 

students will understand and be able to manage personal resources oftalent and time and 
make elective decisions in order to balance their obligations to school, family, and self They will 
nurture and support positive relationships in their homes, school, and communities. Theywill 
develop and use their abilities to contribute to societythrough pursuit ofacareer and commitment 
to long-range planning for their personal, professional, and academic futures. They will know and 
access community resources. 

students will^ 

^ 

^ 

understand the kinds ofresources available in their^community and make informed 
decisions related to their own use 
understand how people acquire, use and protect money and recognise some factors that 
influence spending 
^now the different ^obs in their communities and the contributions made by individuals 
performing those ^obs. 
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Curriculum Overview - Arts Education 

The FLAGS founders firmly believe that arts education is an extremely important part of 
making our school vision a reality. As a base, the school will fulfill the New York State Arts 
Standards supplied below. Our commitment to the arts, however, goes far beyond the standards. 
We believe that the arts are not an add-on, but a crucial part of education offering very potent 
learning tools. 

There are a multitude of arts-in-education benefits shaping the FLAGS arts philosophy, 
which can be outlined as follows: 

Art in the classroom, understood as creative play, is an incorporation of what children do 
naturally — singing, dancing, drawing, and role-playing — that is fundamental to learning. 

Art is an effective way of teaching basic literacy skills such as observing, listening, and 
responding appropriately, in words or other means. 

By engaging all senses, involving a variety of modalities including kinesthetic, auditory, and 
visual, the arts can provide crucial stimulus for braid development according to current 
brain development theory. 

Arts can be considered as a valuable focus in its own right, as well as a vehicle through 
which to convey other curriculum material in an engaging, exciting way. 

Arts can instill wonder, engendering enthusiasm and motivation for learning. 

As forms of emotional expression, the arts break through boundaries and access areas 
discussion alone cannot, rendering them powerful vehicles through which to explore any 
number of topics. 

The content and form of art works foster a broader understanding of other cultures, their 
histories, symbols, myths, values and beliefs. 

Some additional benefits include communication, courage, team work, self esteem, 
imagination, non judgmental attitudes, higher order thinking skills, freedom, focus, discipline, and 
creative thinking. 

The New York State Arts Standards 

1) Creating, Performing, and Participating in the Arts - Students will actively engage in the 
processes that constitute creation and performance in the arts (dance, music, theater, and visual 
arts) and participate in various roles in the arts. 
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2) Knowing and Using Arts Materials and Resources - Students will be knowledgeable about and 
make use of the materials and resources available for participation in the arts in various roles. 

3) Responding to and Analyzing Works of Art -Students will respond critically to a variety of 
works in the arts, connecting the individual work to other works and to other aspects of human 
endeavor and thought. 

4) Understanding the Cultural Dimensions and Contributions of the Arts - Students will develop 
and understanding of the personal and cultural forces that shape artistic communication and how 
the arts, in turn, shape the diverse cultures of past and present society. 

Research Base 

The FLACS arts-in-education philosophy is informed by numerous research studies as well 
as by first hand experience. 

At Harvard, Dr. Howard Gardner, in a twenty-year research project has developed and 
applied the Theory of Multiple Intelligences. The theory identifies eight different categories of 
intelligence. Linguistic and logical/mathematical are the two primary areas used in education 
today. Dr. Gardner believes that individuals may be limited in one or both of these areas, yet have 
extraordinary abilities in the others. The other areas of intelligence bodily (dance), musical, spatial 
(sculpture and visual arts), interpersonal and naturalist can all be tapped by the arts. 

According to current brain development theory, a significant amount of brain development 
occurs in early years, and brain development is much more sensitive to environmental stimulation 
than previously realized. Exposure to arts in the early years can actually promote development and 
subsequent learning. From age 2 until about age 10, the synapses that are continually stimulated 
by experience grow, while those seldom or never used wither. Thus, experience becomes the chief 
architect of the brain during these years. 

A General Electric Fund/MacArthur Foundation 'Champions of Change' report compiles 
the results of seven major arts education research projects and finds: 

Students with high levels of arts participation outperform "arts-poor" students on virtually 
every measure. 

The arts have measurable impact on students in "high-poverty" and urban settings. 

The arts in after school programs guide disadvantaged youth toward positive behaviors and 
goals. 

Learning through the arts has significant effects on learning in other domains. 
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Arts experiences enhance "critical thinking" abilities and outcomes. 

The arts enable educators to reach students in effective ways. 

In addition, various studies using sound methodologies, summarized in the 'Schools, 
Communities and the Arts: A Research Compendium' report developed by the National 
Endowment for the Arts in cooperation with Morrison Institute for Public Policy found: 

The arts are serious and rigorous academic subjects. They are an essential aspect of human 
knowing. 

The arts have far-reaching potential to help students achieve education goals. 

Reading, writing, and math skills can be enhanced through the arts. 

Creativity is naturally developed through the arts. 

Student engagement and persistence improve with an arts-based curriculum. 

High-risk students are helped through the arts. 

Understanding oneself and others expands with arts education. 

The arts prepare students for jobs. 

The FLAGS Arts Program 

As there, are such a large number of excellent arts education programs available to New 
York City public schools, we plan to develop our arts education program by forming partnerships 
with those organizations that meet our objectives and share our philosophy. These organizations 
offer time tested, highly researched, and well developed programming, access to vast networks of 
experienced, professional artists, and access to extensive resource and implementation knowledge. 
Through these partnerships, we intend to provide the following, wherever possible: 

Comprehensive participatory arts curriculum including music, dance, drama, and visual arts 
delivered by competent and enthusiastic arts professionals; 

Sharing of student work with the community including exhibitions, performances etc.; 

Professional development and materials for our teachers to help them incorporate the arts 
into all other curriculum areas; 

Access and exposure to an work and performances; and 
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l^erse cultural exposure through art. 

Two ofthe most comprehensive arts education organizations^ A^ts^o^izon and A^s 
Connection, aredescribedbelow.TheFLACSintendstopursueapartnership with one ofthese 
organizations   Both ofthese programs offerastrong commitment to the arts as an essential part 
of educations andasignificant elementary school experienced combined withawide array of 
fle^ble^in^schoolprograrnming in multiple art forms^ an e^tensi^e roster of enthusiastic^ skilled 
artiste assistance integrating art into other curriculum areas^ and professional de^elopmentfor 
educators 

In additions numerous other duality organizations will be researched and potentially 
pursued  Many oftheir programs are smaller in scope and more specialized than those offered by 
the two described abo^e.^hile additional research will^ undoubtedly^ continue to uncover new 
ones^ the orgariizations listed below seem to ha^e some promise  Cultural calendars lil^e those 
provided by Alliance fbrthe Arts and the Bron^ Mall Cultural Mosaic^ids Connection will be 
reviewed and utilized to tal^e advantage ofupcoming arts events and activities 
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Organization Name Organization Description 

The Creative Arts 
Team (CAT) 

Flamenco Vivo Carlota 
Santana 

Bronx Arts-Ensemble 

Bronx Dance Theater 

Bronx Museum of the 
Arts 

Bronx River Art Center 

A professional educational theater company in residence at NYU 
that creates participatory drama workshops and creates original 
theater productions to enhance the education of young people; CAT 
programs motivate students to examine social issues and curricular 
themes pertinent to our society. 

A Spanish dance company using their art to bridge cultural 
differences; Their belief in the arts' ability to inspire a child's 
creative self-expression an intellectual growth drives their offerings 
of performances, lecture/demonstrations, workshops, and residency 
programs. 

Offers a wide variety of participatory musical programs and 
performances for schools; Programs include materials and 
workshops for teachers and feature multiple musical traditions 
including storytelling and gospel. 

Extensive dance program helping young people to explore and leam 
to love movement through dance training and performances 

Interpretive Art Program integrates cultural experience and a 
discussion of contemporary life issues 

Offers tours, workshops, after school arts classes, exhibits, and 
special events at their restored warehouse site overlooking the scenic 
Bronx River 

Longwood Arts Project    Offers guided tours of exhibitions by contemporary artists followed 
by art workshops related to the exhibits 

Arts Genesis 

Lehman College Art 
Gallery 

Ignites creativity and accelerates learning in students, educators, and 
parents through their interactive skills building programs; Their 
programs meet rigorous arts standards, integrate arts across the 
curricula and improve school performance. 

Workshop program combines tours with hands-on studio projects for 
elementary school students; After-school and weekend programs 
offer parents and children a chance to work together on art projects 
in the gallery studios. 
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Organization Name 

TAD A! 

Organization Description 

Town Hall's Free 
Morning Performances 

Inside Broadway 

The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art 

Bronx Council on the 
Arts 

Museum of Modern 
An 

Studio in a School 

Manhattan School of 
Music 

Mark DeGarmo & 
Dancers/Dynamic 
Forms Inc. 

Pregones Theater 
Company 

Arts Project 

A not-for-profit youth theater company created to provide young 
people with the opportunity to explore theater in a supportive and 
professional atmosphere; Children are the performers as well as the 
audience. Musical theater classes are also offered. 

Offers free performances for children grades 3-8 designed to 
enlighten, educate and entertain; Informative guides for each 
program and suggested classroom activities are sent to teachers to 
help them integrate the program into class studies. 

A Manhattan based arts-in-education organization that brings the 
Broadway experience to elementary school students 

Conducts a rich variety of professional development programs for 
elementary school students and educators. The MMA also provides 
an array of printed, audiovisual, and electronic materials. 

Works with schools to create MAPS (math, architecture, 
photography, and sciences) interdisciplinary arts programs 

Has numerous school programs including arts curriculum, a process 
to integrate a museum visit into classroom studies, courses, 
workshops, an information center and mentoring for teachers, a 
parent involvement program, and free museum access 

Brings professional artists into schools to share drawing, painting, 
printmaking, and sculpture with children of all ages 

Has worked with a Bronx elementary school to teach music theory, 
explore how music communicates, provide instrumental instruction, 
and introduce music from different cultures and genres 

Works with teachers, students, and the local community to 
encourage intercultural communication through dance 

Artists work with teachers in the classroom to provide drama 
instruction as well as to demonstrate theater and curriculum 
integration techniques 

Provide performing arts development programs for youth utilizing 
thought and practices from The East Side Center for Social Therapy 
which encourage humans to abandon perceived limitations and be 
active performers in and creators of their lives 
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Attachment ID-16: Mode) Educational Program 

After reviewing a number of school designs, the Family Life Academy Charter School 
founders decided to adopt a comprehensive literacy staff development program rather than a model 
educational program. Since literacy is at the center of the school's academic program, to support 
teachers in keeping their knowledge and skills up to date in the area of literacy instruction, 
FLACS will utilize the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project to provide teachers with 
training, on-the-job coaching, and numerous networking opportunities with colleagues and other 
experts including study groups and conferences. 

For 20 years, the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project has been developing 
professional development and technical assistance to support communities of teachers committed 
to raise the level of literacy instruction in their schools. This research-based program has been 
proven effective in achieving that goal. Fostering high levels of teaching skills in the areas of 
reading, writing, speaking, listening and viewing, this program empowers teachers to select texts, 
identify materials, and use a rich array of instructional strategies and activities to help students, as 
they work, achieve competency in language arts. A sample of a Handout Packet, designed to 
provided assistance while allowing for creativity, is includedjn the sample materials section. 

The Teachers College Reading and Writing Project, founded and directed by Lucy 
McCorinick Calkins, professor of Education at Teachers College and author of many books, 
provides training and intensive support primarily to communities of teachers in the New York City 
metropolitan area, and, to a lesser scale, to teachers from schools in other states. At the center of 
the Reading and Writing Project training is the establishment of richly literate reading and writing 
workshops that function as bases out of which teachers build new images of what is possible in 
their classroom. In the workshops, teachers become mentors and coaches for children who are 
actively involved in the processes of reading and writing. In reading workshops, children devour 
books and become eager and competent readers. In writing workshops, children write drafts, 
revise, edit, publish their writing and become strong and polished writers. 

The Reading and Writing Project Services 

The Teachers College Reading and Writing Project welcomes schools within a 60-mile 
radius to become members. The professional development activities - classroom mentoring, 
reading circles, writing groups, think tanks, summer institutes, school-site courses, workshops, and 
conferences - are designed to complement one another and to support teachers in becoming 
knowledgeable and skilled literacy practitioners. They are held at Teachers College, at the school, 
and/or at a prearranged site. 

The FLAC's literacy professional development plan, based on the Project's member 
development opportunity offerings for the 2000-2001 school year, are described below. 
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T^L^OS will selectamemberoftheschool staff astheLiteracy Specialist. This 
individual will receivethemosttrair^ngfromthe^ect and willberesponsibleforinsuringth^^ 
the remaining staffmembersandstudentsrec^ivethe full benefit ofthe^ect learning 
opportunities.Thistrainingwillemphasizethedevelopmentofeffec^ivestrategiesforphomcs, 
oral language, reading to children, language experience, shared books, guided reading, independent 
reading, modeled writing, shared writings interactive writing, guides writing and independent 
writing  The Literacy Specialist will also leamhowto organize tutoring programs forthe students 
who need it, how to model elective practices for his or her colleagues, and howto make 
arrangements for the students who need the extra time and instruction to succeed. 

maddition to attending trair^ng required for a^l staff, theLiteracy Specialist is required to 
participate in the ^u^dmg^asedSt^ff^eve^pe^^o^^ designed to provide support to staff 
developers in their buildings  participants discuss wise methods of staff development and 
strengthen their skills as coaches, workshop teachers, demonstration teachers, and reform agents 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

^addition to attending son^e training offered to all teachers,the director and the assistant 
f^irectorare required to participate in the ^nc^pa^s^o^ec^ ^11 ^ro^ect principals meet each 
month tostudy ways ofbecoming more effective curricular leaders. These conferences begin with 
a keynote fromama^or educational leader  principals then meet in sma^l, long term study groups. 
There are also six principal Study groups which meet regularly throughout the year in homes of 
mentor principals 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

Summer institutes 

^L^^S will pay tuition fbrteachers to take^or^credits at theTeachers college heading 
and writing ^ro^ect Summer institute every year, ^very summer overthree thousand teachers 
attend one of several institutes^which are five^to^six days in lengths which include keynote 
addresses, small writing or reading workshops, and interactive small group sections designed to 
help teachers strengthen their methods of teaching readingand writing. 

maddition,f^L^^S teachers will have the opportunityto participate in the offerings below. 
^urthermore,apaid program consultants will be brought in for ^^^days of on^the^ob 
coaching^training interspersed throughout the year as needed. 

Leadership ^^oups 
^earlyahundred educators will meet in ten groups which convene weekly   These 

leadership groups support participatingteachers as they become teacher^leaders who pursue 
serious classroom^ased inquiry on issues related to literacy instruction 



^oo^sf^^h^e^P^jec^ 
^fhe purpose ofthis project is to bring beautifully stocked libraries to 

^ity classrooms ^norderto do this, great literacyteachers must drawupon reservoirs of 
knowledge about methods ^orteaching reading and writing^our research groups wereformeda 
year ago to take on the task ofhelpingteachers bring the best ofchildren's books into classrooms 

^h^^s^ay^t^^y^o^p 
^heconstructivist pedagogy oftheProject extends, ofcourse^ to the Project's own sta^f 

who meet every week inaday^long study group several city and suburban school leaders join 
them in the afternoon portion oftheir Thursday study group ^ogetherthey rethink and deepen 
their knowledge ofliteracy education 

^nfe^en^e^ys 
throughout the year, theProject offers over^full^dayconferencesat^feachers^ollege^ 

designed ^or teachers who work alongside staffdevelopers in Project schools andBor have 
participated ir^-Project institutes, these days provide extra supportfor particular aspects ofliteracy 
teaching such as starting book clubs, connecting reading and writing workshops, conductihgmini^ 
lessons^ and holding students accountable ^or their learning 



^0 
^ ^tachment^ ^^mp^mentati^^^e^e^^^^at^^e^^e^Tes^s 

l^eetingthechallengeofimplementingthestandards, benchmarks, curriculum described in 
the previous section, and having studentsdemonstrate that theypossesstheknowledgeand skills 
the standards demand will not beeasy. FLAGS will ensure, however, that most students will meet 
the standards outlined in this application by providingabalanced and effective standards and 
assessment system  ThissystemwillincludetheNewYorkStateBoardofRegentsTest, other 
standardised assessment tests, and additional methods of assessment. Since ourfocus is 
performance, the staff will keep track ofthe students'performance and continually monitorresults 
to determine where adjustments will be needed 

NewYo^ State Boa^dof^Re^entsTest 

Students attending the Family Life Gharter School will participate in the statewide 
assessment program fortheNewYork State Board ofRegents. They will be expected to take all 
standardised tests required by the state  These tests included 

^^^rade English Language Arts 
^ grade Science 
^^^rade mathematics 
^^ grade Social Studies. 

Through theseformal standardised assessment, students will show how well they are 
performing in comparison with standards. The results ofthis type ofmeasurement will provide 
information on whether students mastered critical skills and concepts at key developmental 
milestones and will also give us the opportunity to report the degree ofprogress in relation to 
other schools that serve our community 
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Attachment HI-18: Other Standardized Test Used in Addition to the Required Assessments 

In addition to participating in New York State's Testing Program for Elementary schools, 
the following standardized will be administered: 

The California Testing Bureau (CTB) Tests 

3ni & 5ih English Language Arts 
3rd & 5th Mathematics 

CTB tests measure how well students have mastered certain skills and concepts and their 
ability to apply their background knowledge. These multiple-choice norm-referenced assessments 
compare tested student performance to that of representative samples of other students in the 
school system as a whole. The feedback from these tests will be very valuable to the parents, the 
school administration, and the teachers in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of our academic 
program. 

Reference Exams 

FLAGS will also provide the Performance Assessment Language Arts (PAL) to assess 
student performance in English Language Arts  This performance assessment includes the 
following: 

PAL 2nd Grade English Language Arts 
PAM 5,h Grade Mathematics 

These examinations are designed to measure student progress toward the New Standards 
Performance Standards in mathematics and English language arts. They contain a mix of 
traditional test items"and performance tasks, both linked to standards, that ask the students to use 
their knowledge to solve more complex problems. Student scores on the examinations are 
reported by performance levels referenced to the standards as well as total score. The 
examinations are professionally scored by individuals trained and experienced in the holistic 
evaluation of student-constructed responses, according New Standards guidelines. 
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^tachment^D^^theBl^etho^sof^ssess^ent 

In addition to assessing students tormallybyusing standardised assessment tests 
administered toallstudentsinspecificgradesaspartofthestate-wideassessmentprogram, 
teacherswill assess studentsinformallybyusing ongoing classroom^ssessment. Through 
systematicand informal classroom-basedassessment,teacherswill collect evidence tochartthe 
progressoftheirstudentsinmasteringtheskillsandconceptsthatthestandards demand. The 
work samples provided instandardsmanualswillguideteachersintheirassessmentofthe level 
and the duality oftheir students^ work.Theresultsofthistype of assessment will provide 
feedback on student progressto students, teachers, and parents. Teachers will usethefollowing 
informal methods of assessments 

^^^^^^B^^^s These e^ams parallel the ^ererence^ams in rormat and type of 
task   They provide students and teachers with information to guide instruction in English 
language ^rts and to tamiliari^e them with the type ofo^uestions and tasl^s round in 
reference e^ams and many ofthe state performance assessments. The ^-^^^ will be given 
to the second grade students and will be scored bythe classroom teachers. 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^Theyprovideawayto introduce the l^ew standards tasks 
and scoring rubrics into the classroom  Teachers w^l use black^line masters tor 
reproducing indiv^ual tasks, as ^e^ as e^an^p^e^ of studentre^ponses to those tasks that 
illustrate^howgood is good enoughs Teachers will use the rubrics, sample responses and 
commentaries as instructional aids  ^or example, students will be able to compare their 
responses with the samples as they evaluate and revise their own wor^. 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ designed to develop and early 
^panishB^nglish literacy protile tor each student in grades^-^. ^^^ not only provides 
aholistic assessment tor children as readers,writers, listeners, and speakers, but also 
provides feedback on instruction to support literacy tor all students who will become 
literate by third grade   students will show proficiency as they move to higher levels of 
achievement along the continuum on each strand   The literacy development checklist 
given in September and ^lay of each yearwill indicate student progress from ^evell^ 
^etting^eadytol^eadandv^rite^to^evel^ Independent ^.eaderBv^riter.^ 

^^^^ Teachers and students will ^orktogetherto accumulate evidence over time that 
best demonstrates his or her achievement ofthe performance standards for his or her grade 
^e^   ^ach portfolio will include thoughtful statements from the student about the criteria 
he/she used tor selection and some torm of self^evaluation. Teachers will use porttolios in 
Spanish and English language ^rts, mathematics, science, and social studies   ^ach student 
will review the porttolio with the teacher on an annual basis as part of monitoring the 
student progress toward hisBher achievement of the standards. 

^^^^^^^^^^Teacherswill record specificobser^ations of student behaviorsm 
reading, writing, math, science, art, and social interactions inawide range of contents. 
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They will jot down specific incidents as they occur or record them at the end of the day. 
This week-by-week anecdotal records and observations of children's behaviors during all 
kinds of learning activities add to a more complete picture of the child's development and 
inform the teacher on what he/she needs to teach. 

Three Pluses and A Wish Model: Teachers will develop this assessment based on their 
observations as a constructive way to provide feedback to students and parents. Three 
areas where the student as shown considerable development and growth are described first. 
To maximize impact, teachers should use as much detail and as many specific examples as 
possible. The forth listing to include is a description of an area where the student could 
grow further - a wish. Instead of condemning a negative behavior, trait, or ability, teachers 
should describe this growth area in terms of how to work towards a positive goal. 

Language Assessment Battery-English (LAB): Used as the criterion for determining limited 
English proficient status in New York City. FLAGS will use this test to assess the 
student's reading, writing, listening comprehension and speaking skills in English for initial 
identification of the student's level of proficiency and for annual English language 
assessment. This test will be issued when students first enroll at FLAGS and at the end of 
every year thereafter until they score at or above the 40* percentile. At this time, they will 
no longer be required to participate in this assessment. 

Language Assessment Battery-Spanish (LAB): FLAGS will use the Spanish LAB to assess 
skills in the native language at the end of each school year. Our goal is for students to 
demonstrate a mean gain of 5 NCEs in each grade as measured by the Speaking and 
Reading subtests of this Spanish LAB. 

Since assessment is an integral component of the educational process of the school, it is 
designed to ascertain student progress as well as to help guide and inform instruction. Teachers 
will receive training in how performance exams work and how students can be prepared for them, 
how to recognize student work that meets the standards, and how to analyze student performance 
to identify the weak points and alter the curriculum to correct the weaknesses as quickly and 
effectively as possible. 
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Table I 

Assessment in Literacy for Grades K I 

Methods Instrument When To 
Whom 

Criteria for 
Proficiency 

New York 
City 

Assessments 

Language Assessment Battery (LAB) 
in English and Spanish 

Early Childhood Literacy Assessment 
system (ECLAS) 

Alphabet/Sight Words skills 
• Phonemic Awareness 
• Reading Record 
• Writing Mechanics 

Fall and Spring Grades K-1 

Fall and Spring 

Fall-new ELL entrants: spring-students who 
scored below the 40%. 

Grades K-1 Established Rubrics. Students will show 
proficiency as they move to higher levels of 
achievement along the continuum on each 
strand. Literacy Development Checklist will 
indicate student progress from "Level 
I Getting Ready to Read and Write" to "Level 
6: Independent Reader/Writer." 

Systematic 
Classroom- 

Based 
Observations 

Running records to evaluate 
change in text reading levels 
over time 
Anecdotal Records 
Charts to graph reading 
progress overtime along a 
gradient of text difficulty. 

Daily. Weekly. 
Monthly 

Grades K I Informal Assessment Checklist 
- = Beginning Understanding, 
/ = Developing Understanding, 
/+ = Proficiency 

Performance Assessment Scoring 
Rubrics (1-4) 

4 = clear understanding 

Portfolios A collection of student work 
completed over an extended 
period of time 

Monthly. Yearly 
(one year or 

longer). 

Grades K-1 Specific skills and abilities will be clearly 
identified with students who will able to 
choose their best work. 
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Table 12 

Assessment in Literacy for Grades 2-3 

Methods Instrument When To 
Whom 

Criteria for 
Proficiency 

New York Cily 
Assessments 

Early Childhood Literacy Assessment 
system (ECLAS) 

Alphabet/Sight Words skills 
• Phonemic Awareness 
• Reading Record 
• Writing Mechanics 

Fall and Spring Grades 2-3 

Early Performance Assessment in 
Language Arts (PAL) and (E-PAL) 
• Listening/Writing 
• Reading/Writing 
• Writing mechanics 
California Testing Bureau (CTB) Reading 
California Testing Bureau (CTB) Math 

Winter and 
I Spring 

Spring 

Grades 2 

Established Rubrics. Students will show 
proficiency as they move to higher levels of 
achievement along the continuum on each 
strand. Literacy Development Checklist will 
indicate student progress from "Level I Getting 
Ready to Read and Write" to "Level 6: 
Independent Reader/Writer." 

Grade 3 

Established general and specific rubrics and 
anchor papers that describe and illustrate high, 
medium, and low competency 

• Multiple-choice format 
• Machine scored 

Systematic 
Classroom- 

Based 
Observations 

Running records to evaluate 
change in text reading levels 
over time 
Anecdotal Records 
Charts to graph reading progress 
overtime along a gradient of text 
difficulty. 

Daily. Weekly. 
Monthly 

Grades 2-3 Informal Assessment Checklist 
- = Beginning Understanding, 
/ = Developing Understanding. 
/+ = Proficiency 

Performance Assessment Scoring 
Rubrics (1-4) 

4 = clear understanding 

Portfolios A collection of student work 
completed over an extended 
period of lime 

Monthly. Yearly 
(one year or 

longer). 

Grades 2-3 Specific skill will be clearly identified with 
students who will be able to choose their best 
works. 

en 
CO 
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5^7 
A^c^e^t^D^   l^e^hodsa^d^^egies^^e^se^^^^^e^o^e^s^h 

The^amily^ifeAcademyOharter^choolwillbeopentoall^indergartenchtldrenona 
space^availablebasis.lnmar^eting^A^inpublicschoolsandcommunityorgarti^ations,we 
willencouragestudentstoapplyregardlessofdisahilities  Appro^rnatelyl^ percent of^istrict 
Nine'sschool age population are students with disabilities. Thts includes students who spend over 
^O^oftheirdayinaspecial education program, ^inceweestimate^hatwewtllnothaveany 
students with such extreme needs, we are predicting that roughlyten percent ofF^A^'sstudent 
bodywill be students with special needsandthatthese students will require special education 
instruction^to^Opercentoftheirday. 

The goals ofacademic achievement and good character described elsewhere in this 
application are equally the goalsforchildren with disabilities. The ^A^ intention to integrate 
arts and technology into the curriculum wherever possible, may be especially effective with 
special needs^tudents. ^any of the arts organisations the school is evaluatingfor partnership 
offer art therapy programs tailored to students with special needs, ^very attempt will be made to 
secure these services where appropriate andfeasible. 

v^e recognise that students with disabilities may require unique strategies to enable them 
to thrive   In accordance with the tederal individuals with disabilities Act, the r^ew^or^^tate 
law requiring the ^least restrictive environments and our own commitment to meeting the needs 
ofour students, the school has two priorities in the provision ofspecial services to these students. 
The student must have access to the l^indofinstr^^ction and support that is lil^elyto maximize 
academic success  The student must also have every opportunity to be integrated into the life of 
the school 

father than segregating special needs students in special education classes where they 
oftenfall further and rurther behind, Fl^A^S will maintainaphilosophyofinclusionfor all 
students   Structured interventions, including additional opportunitiesfor practice ortutoring,will 
ensure tnat students having difficulty with the material are helped inatimely manner, ^taffwill 
worl^ closely witn parents, developing strategies that can be used at home to help their child 
compensate for any learning difficulties. In addition, many ofthe arts organisations the school is 
evaluating for partnerships offer art therapy programs tailored to students with special needs 
^very attempt will be made to secure these services where appropriate. 

v^ealso recognise that some of our students will have special needs because of special 
gif^s and talents they possess v^ebelieve our philosophy of child^centered,ino^uirybased 
education will allowthese children to flourish and develop theirtalentsBv^e will also worl^ with 
parents to f^nd extracurricular programs that further meet these students needs. 

The school will adhere to all regulatory special education requirements, student 
protections, parent consent and notification requirements, and due process provisions of the 
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relevant statutes and applicable regulations. FLACS's reference for such requirements is the 
manual produced by the New York City Board of Education on the Requirements and Roles of 
IEP Teams under IDEA 97. The school takes these process and reporting requirements seriously, 
and will follow them as it implements special education programs for students. 

When a child with special needs enrolls into the school, he/she is expected to have an 
Individual Educational Plan (IEP) in place. If a child with special needs does not have an IEP, the 
Committee on Special Education (CSE) of his/her district of residence will prepare one. We will 
also work within the procedures the Local Education Authority's (LEA) has set for the Child 
Find provision of IDEA. While the writing of the student's IEP is the responsibility of the CSE in 
the child's district of residence, whenever possible, a FLACS team, comprised of the child's 
general education teacher, the Special Education Coordinator, the child's parent, the child where 
appropriate, and, in some cases, the Director, will participate in meetings regarding the writing of 
the IEP. Conversely, while the responsibility for providing the services to the student lies with the 
charter school, FLACS team will nonetheless discuss these questions with the CSE. This will 
allow the information to flow freely both ways, which will be important for ensuring that 1) the 
student will have services recommended that match his/her needs, and 2) the student has access to 
the best possible services at the charter school or by contract with the district schools once the 
IEP has been written. 

The school will have the following procedures in place to address the needs of children 
with special needs who are classified as special education: 

• Students will enter FLACS with an IEP prepared by the CSE of their home district. If 
students arrive without one, the school will consult with the student's home district CSE, 
who will evaluate the child and prepare an IEP. 

If at any point during enrollment at P^^C^,astudent is not thriving and the taculty and 
staff suspect that special supportmay be needed, we will consult first the student^sparents 
to seel^ permission to arrangefor an evaluation   Ifallagreethatitisappropriateforthe 
student to be evaluated, the charter school will provideare^erral to the Committee on 
special Education at the studentsdistrict of residence, which will evaluate the student and 
provide the IEP 

because the charter school has yet to begin admitting students, it remains unknown what 
specie special education services will be needed   C^ncetheschool^sannual enrollment 
period has been completed and the students^ special education needs are determined, the 
school will developacomprehensive plan that ensures that all special education services 
required bythe students^ lEPs are provided, ^uchservices may beprovidedbythe charter 
school or by the students^ districts ofresidence, depending on the mi^ and level of services 
required   ^uchadetermination cannot reasonably or accurately be made before student 
enrollment and evaluation is completed. 
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• The school will retain consulting specialists as needed under contract to help classroom 

teachers and staff implement the IEPs. 

• The school will employ a full-time Special Education Teacher who will also serve as the 
Special Education Coordinator to ensure that IEP's for students with disabilities will be 
fully met. As enrollment increases, we will hire an additional Special Education Teacher. 

The FLAGS Director will ensure that the classroom teacher of a student with disabilities 
will participate in CSE meetings and will have access to each student's IEP. The Director 
and Special Education Coordinator will help teachers understand and carry out their 
responsibility for implementing the IEP. 

• Services will be contracted pan-time or on a contingency basis, as necessary. In the event 
the school does not have the necessary human resources or professional expertise to 
effectively provide for a student with special needs, we will rely on the local school district 
to provide them. FLAGS will contract directly with the school district for the provision of 
services. To maximize the student's participation in the charter school's daily activities, 
every effort will be made to have these services provided at the school site or at a site 
close by. • 

• Curriculum will be strategy based, combining the individual diagnosis and standards 
curriculum. 

• Parents will receive reports on their children's progress on a regular, frequent basis, and 
will be in frequent contact with the school by phone and via meetings. Parents of students 
with disabilities will receive notification of their children's progress toward meeting their 
IEP goals through these same mechanisms. Parents will also, per IDEA 97, be present at 
all re-evaluations of their children by the IEP team. 

Confidentiality 

Under the Families Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), disabled students and 
their parents have a right to inspect and review the student's education records and seek 
amendment to and/or modification of any they believe to be inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise 
in violation of the student's privacy rights. Personally identifiable information can only be released 
by consent. We believe that the procedures that we have established for inspection of all records 
meet the inspection and confidentiality requirements of FERPA (For a complete description of 
these procedures, see Attachment VII-39). Amendments to records will be reviewed by the 
School Director, the Special Education Director, and the district CSE if necessary. If the parent 
and/or child are unhappy with the decision, they can file a complaint with the Department of 
Education under Sees. 99.63 and 99.64 under FERPA. 
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Attachment IV-22: Methods and Strategies for Serving LEP Students 

FLAGS founders believe that English Language Learners (ELL) can demonstrate high 
levels of proficiency in the second language in addition to high academic achievement in their 
native language. The FLAGS educational program is based on evaluation and research studies 
that suggest that the needs of ELLs are more effectively addressed by teaching ELLs to read and 
write in their native language while they are acquiring proficiency in English. The National 
Research Council, for example, recommends that "LEP children be taught to read in the native 
language while acquiring proficiency in spoken English and then taught to transfer their skills to 
reading in English." {Preventing Reading Difficulties in Young Children, Snow, Burn and 
Griltin, eds, 3/98). Therefore, FLAGS will offer a bilingual/immersion program that will 
encompass some form of dual language instruction in kindergarten and first grades where Spanish 
will be used for 50% or 40% of the instructional time. In kindergarten, the program involves 
alternative days of instruction in English or Spanish during which only one language is used at a 
time. In first grade, the students will receive two days (Tuesdays and Thursdays) a week of 
instruction in Spanish and three days (Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays) of instruction in 
English. Beginning in the second grade, students will be immersed in English with one hour a day 
of Spanish language arts. 

English Language Learner Population 

The Family Life Academy Charter School will serve primarily low income English 
Language Learners (ELL), which, in this proposal, replaces the term "Limited English Proficient." 
All state regulations for educating these students will be fully adhered to. 

Initial Identification and Assessment of ELL Students 

To identify students whose native language is other than English, parents will complete a 
Home Language Identification Survey (HL1S) during registration. They will be fully advised of 
the Spanish/English bilingual/immersion program offered at FLAGS, and will be able to make an 
informed decision regarding whether or not this school will best serve their children's needs. 
Once students are matriculated, they will be screened through an informal interview to determine 
if they are possibly ELL. Once the diagnostic screening is completed, an English language 
assessment using the Language Assessment Battery (LAB) will be conducted for the ELL. An 
annual assessment will be given once a year thereafter, until the student is no longer ELL because 
he/she has scored at or above the 40* percentile in the English Language Assessment. Teachers 
will also plan instruction based on those results and monitor students' language development. 

FLAGS' central goal is to enable English Language Learners to meet and exceed all state 
standards in English language arts and in other content areas, while maintaining and building 
literacy skills in the students' native language ofSpanish. The overall aim of FLAGS' policies are 
to allow for greater continuity of learning. To that end, the school has instituted policies such as a 
kindergarten only enrollment policy, as well as "looping" or keeping one classroom teacher for 
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threeyeat^sinarowforeachstudent^^and^  ^hesepolicies^illoeinplacetohelp 
studentsacquireEnglishlanguageproficiencyinallcontenta^e^s,andacrossthemajorsktlla^eas 
oflistening, speaking, reading, writing, observing, and thinking critically^ 

English language leamersatthe^amily^ifeAcademy^harter school canacquire true 
communicative proficiency in English asasecond language withoutfeat^ of native language loss^ 
research shows that instruction in the student^snative language provides the necessary linguistic 
foundationforthe later acquisition ofEnglish and the further development offull proficiency in 
bothlanguages ^im cummins, 1^7^, linguistic mterdependenc^and the Educational 
development ofE^ilingual^hildren^ 

As mentioned above,forthe purpose ofleamingEnglishasasecond language wbile also 
building literacy skills in the native language, the^amily^ifeAcademy^harter school will 
establishabilingualBimmersion program, going from instruction in Spanish and English, to total 
immersion in English plus one daily hour of^panish language Arts^ ^he ratio ofEnglish to 
Spanish instruction will vary accordingto the grade level^ 

In kindergarten, instruction will he provided in English and Spanish, using both languages 
alternately as outlined in Attachment 11^13^ mthisgrade,while students are in the early stages 
ofsecond^language acquisition, input in English will be much more comprehensible through the 
use ofslower, more expanded and simplified speech^ ^he English language Arts instruction will 
incorporate E^ teaching methodologies   ^he English teacherwill, tor example, use higbly 
conte^tuali^ed language and gestures as well as comprehension and confirmation checks^ 

^fhere will beaseparation ofEnglish and ^panishfor instruction ^atherthan mining 
languages duringasingle lesson or time frame, entire days will be devoted to instruction in and 
through each ofthe two languages respectively^ ^he two kindergarten teachers will team teach 
^ne will provide instruction in Spanish to class^A^for an entire day,while the other will provide 
instruction in English that day to class^B^ ^fhe children will switch teachers and languages the 
following day   ^hus, the students are required tofocus on one language atatime with one 
specitic teacher  ^hesesustainedperiods of monolingual instruction in each language will help 
students pay more attention to instruction and concentrate in the improvement of the language 
and the attainment of subject matter 

In the first grade, the language ofinstruction will be English three daysaweek Mondays, 
Wednesdays'and ^ridays^and Spanish two days^uesdays and ^hursdays^ E^ instruction will 
transition to more ofan English language arts instruction, as the students develop oral proficiency 
and begin to develop literacy skills  mthe second grade, ^A^ will begin to establisha^O^ 
immersion program in whichEnglish will be used as the medium ofinstruction with supportive 
linguistic reviews and one houradayofnativelanguagearts  ^he purpose ofthis bilingual 
immersion program is to provideagradual progression fiom instruction in English asasecond 
language to instruction conducted mostly in English 
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^ith the intensive literacy program inEnglish and Spanishinl^indergarten and ^irst grade, 
studentswillhavereachedacertain level ofnativelanguageproficiencytha^will^cilitatefurther 
Englishlanguageartsdevelopment  Inaddition, hysecond grade, studentswillhaveacquired the 
necessary English sl^illsto begin toe^press^beirl^nowledgeorallyandinwriting. Spanisn 
languagearts will continueto be taught asasub^ectbeginninginthesecond grade for one houra 
day  This daily language arts instruction in Spanish will support the maintenance of ^beir primary 
language  The Spanish language arts skills, meanwhile, will continueto develop unimpeded due 
to the dominance ofthe Spanish in the students social^cultural environment. 

Classroom teachers in the early grades will beearly childhood certified bilingual teachers 
It is important that theteacher be able to understand the child^snativelanguage in the initial 
stages oflanguage learning to respond appropriately in the second language to the children^ 
utterances in their native language. Ifthe teacher does not understand ^he native language, then 
he or she cannot provideacomprehensible input which may impairthe language development of 
thechild 

Although the scope and sequence ofthe English Language Arts in ^^,^,and^grades 
will be very similar to the English language Arts programs o^eredinatraditional English 
Language Art^ curriculum, teachers will still use appropriated ESL methods and techniques ^uch as 
sheltered English  The sheltered English approach is one where students are taught in their 
secondlanguage using special ESL strategies. Appropriate designed lessons might include,for 
instance, slower speaking, comprehensible input such as pictures or content clues, as well as 
frequent chec^s^or understanding. Research studies have indicated that the average English 
Language Learner may need between five and seven years ofinstruction to acquire academic 
language proficiency onapar with native language speakers ofEnglishofthe same age ^im 
Cummins.1981,"The Role ofPrimary Language Development in Promoting Educational Success 
^Language minority Students^ 

Cither instructional approaches and strategies teachers will use tor serving ELLs included 

The natural approach which emphasises that language can be acquired easier inanatural 
settingmuch lil^e the way we acquireafirst languages 

The cognitive academic learning approach which provides content based^ESL 
instruction employing special strategies that will help students understand and remember 
important concepts^ 

Cooperative learning which espouses cooperative and interactive student participation 
that enable the students to develop communication, leadership, trust^building, and conflict 
resolution sl^ills^ 

The whole lan^ua^e approach which unites the strandsoflanguage learning and 
emphasi^esmeaning^uland enjoyable communication throughanatural developmental 
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process^ literature and natural speaking would be utilised in this approach^ 

T^e^^^phys^^pp^o^ch which is based on the concept that second language 
acquisition can be significantly accelerated through the use ofthe anesthetic sensory 
system 
^inally^^^^ will support the English language learners in taking the risl^s involved in 

discovery and learning in two languages through constant encouragement ar^d direct feedback, 
beginning students will be praised for anyuse they mal^e of the English language, ^t the same 
time^panish will never be denigrated bythe teacher orviewedasacause for academic 
difficulties or as an impediment to learning English, ^n the contrary^it will be treated as an 
important school subject which will be taught dailyin every grade  The school will also reinforce 
those aspects of the children'sidentitywhich are associated with their home language and culture 
No child will be excluded from curricular or ex^ra-curricular activities based on hisBher language 
abilities or national origins norwill any such student be categorized as disabled based on their 
language abilities 
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Attachment IV-23:   Methods and Strategies for Dealing with Students "At-Risk" of 
Academic Failure 

The Target Population 

The target population of FLAGS is English Language Learners at-risk of failure in 
meeting New York State Learning Standards and other state content standards. 

District Nine, where the charter school will be located, has a large number of pupils from 
households in the lowest economic strata in the city and state. Children are primarily from poor, 
immigrant families, who often lack material and social resources such as books and literacy skills. 
Of the 30,226 children enrolled in District Nine for the 1998-99 school year, more than 90 percent 
received free lunch and six percent received reduced-rate lunch, based on the National Food 
Program's household size income standards. 

Of the three public schools closest to FLAGS s facility, two are Schools Under 
Registration Review (SURR).   In 1999, District Nine housed 8 percent of New York State's 
SURR schools though it enrolled less than 2 percent of the state's public school students. On 
citywide tests given to third, fifth, sixth, and seventh graders in 1999, District Nine had the lowest 
reading scores of all 32 NYC community school districts, with only 27.5 percent of the students 
at or above grade level. On the New York State English Language Arts test introduced in 
January 1999, District Nine was among the lowest three NYC school districts, with only 16.6 
percent of pupils meeting state standards. In the 2000 English Language Arts test results, only 21 
percent of District Nine students met state standards, and only one district scored lower than 
District Nine. 

Throughout the district, schools are overcrowded, operating at 140 percent capacity, in 
nearly one hundred year old facilities that are in need of repair. These same schools are also 
inadequately prepared to counteract the educational barriers unique to disadvantaged children. 
These schools give low priority to children's needs for care, medical services, and nutrition, as 
well as the needs of the families for social services. They lack resources and are beset by racial, 
ethnic, and political struggles between policy makers, administrators, teachers, and families. 

Methods and Strategies 

FLAGS will expand educational opportunities for at-risk children by providing stimulating, 
student-centered instruction, and by creating a safe, nurturing environment that connects children 
with the surrounding community. The school will offer a curriculum that is relevant to children's 
daily lives, and a spectrum of community resources, including child and family services through 
our partner organization, the Latino Pastoral Action Center CLP AC). 

The Family Life Academy Charter School intends to raise academic achievement in this 
population utilizing the strategies outlined in Section III, Academic Program, Standards, 
Curriculum & Assessment. 
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The^^^ school designiscenteredonaliteracyprogram that draws on the research 
underlyingthe best ofthephonicsandwholelanguagestrategies to support fluent reading in the 
early grades  Thedesigncallsforthedesignation of class teachers, whofollow students through 
three consecutive grades, andamaster schedule designed to mal^e sure that students who are at 
risk get all the help they need to catch up and reach state standards  That will include the creation 
oftwo^and^one^halfhourperiods set asidefor literacy everyday, ^fstudents need it, there will 
also be programs during^^^ extended school day and school year as well as during after 
school hours   curing these times, we will ha^e designed tutoring systems and ^eryfocused 
^catch^curriculumfor students who are behind, standards are the unifyingfocusfor these 
designfeatures. 

^^^ specific strategiesfor dealing with students at^risk of academicfailure include the 
following components^ 

acoordinated literacy planfore^ery student with goals, ob^ecti^es, and timelines set 
collaborati^ely by teachers, parents, and the students 

structured time in schoolfor individual readings with books carefully selected to match the 
students^interests and abilities^ 

st^uctu^ed time in schoolfor independent work,witr^ attention to work habits^ 

an emphasis on literacy skills and writing in all disciplines^ 

ast^ong connection between written and oral languages with ties to the vernacular the 
children speaks 

incorporation of thearts in the curriculum wherever possible^seebelow^ 

a strong character education program and supportfor the child^snon^academicneeds^see 
below^ 

use oftechnology tools including support sof^w^e^ internet access, and computer based 
training^tutoring^ 

respectfor diverse cultures in all instructional design and curriculum materials^ 

individual tutoring^ 

collaboration with parents and frequent communications and 

an emended school day and school year 
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Benefits of Arts for A t-Risk Students 

Extensive research has been conducted indicating the effectiveness of arts in improving 
learning for high risk students. Three examples are described below. FLACS will create 
partnerships with experienced arts-in-education organizations to help us incorporate the arts in the 
curriculum delivery wherever possible. 

"Different Ways of Knowing: 1991-94 National Longitudinal Study Final Report" 
conducted by James S. Catterall: 
High-risk elementary students with one year in the "Different Ways of Knowing" arts program 
gained 8 percentile points on standardized Language Arts tests while students with two years in 
the program gained 16 percentile points. Non-program students showed no percentile gain in 
Language Arts. Participants showed significantly higher levels of engagement and increased 
beliefs that there is value in personal effort for achievement. 

"Safe Havens, Portraits of Educational Effectiveness in Community Art Centers that Focus on 
Education in.Economically Disadvantaged Communities" 
Conducted by Jessica Davis: 
Seventy-five percent of Manchester Craftsmen's Guild students go on to college. An after-school 
program for at-risk high school students at a community arts center in Pittsburgh, the Guild's 
extraordinary success shows how valuable community arts groups can be to schools. 

"The Effectiveness of Creative Drama as an Instructional Strategy to Enhance the Reading 
Comprehension Skills of Fifth-Grade Remedial Readers" 
Conducted by Sherry DuPont: 
Fifth grade remedial readers using creative drama as a learning strategy scored consistently higher 
on the Metropolitan Reading Comprehension Test. The drama readers' scores also showed a 
steady increase over the six-week period. The comparative group engaged in the same reading 
activities, followed by vocabulary lessons and discussion of the story. 

Non-Academic Student Support 

In addition, children's non-academic needs will be addressed through a strong character 
education program, programs for parents, referrals to community services, and counseling 
programs   Some specific areas to be addressed with character education and curriculum include 
conflict resolution and anger management, as well as a focus on responsible behavior such as 
kindness, tolerance, respect, and community involvement. Helping the whole child develop will 
reflect in all areas including academic performance. 
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Attachments^   MethodsandStrategiesforDeaiingwith Other Targeted Student 
population 

No other populations are targeted, and the design ofFLAGS does not include methods or 
strategies tor dealing with any other populations at this time^ 
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A^c^meDt^^    ^^cess^^eF^^we^^^^^o^e^^e^^^dS^fT^v^veme^t 

Gollaborationandme^ningfulparticipationamongs^aff, parents, and thecornmunity at 
largewill beintegral to thesuccessoftheFamilyLifeAcademyGharter School  Research shows 
that parental involvement isdirec^ly linked to student achievementThefollowingstat^dards for 
parental involvement have been created bythe^ationalFTA^a^mear^ngful communication 
between parentsandteachers^b^promotionofparentingsl^ills^c^volunteering^d^ decisions 
making and advocacy^e^tapping into community resources 

Fundamental to the FLAGS philosophyisthecreationofastrong, inclusive, collaborative 
learning community committed to the realisation ofthe FLAGS mission andastrong culture 
guided bythe FLAGS character principles  Tothat end, FLAGS will put significant effort into up 
front communication and generation ofup front agreements and will placeahigh priority on the 
creation ofmultiple and substantive entry points forparental and teacher involvement in the 
school   In partnership with the Latino Fastoral Action Genter^LFAG^ and ASFO^A^meaning 
^toaspire^in^Spanish^anational nonprofit organisation committed to leadership development 
and academic achievement, we have developedathree tiered approach, with objectives as 
follows^ ^l^to promote communication and relationship building between and among teachers 
and parents^^ to create layered and substantive opportunities for parental involvement^^ to 
createa^p^^ef^r^^acher^^o plan and problem^solvecollaboratively, as well as offer ongoing 
professional development opportunities  The goal is to increase student academic and social 
achievement 

1^      Topromote communication and relationship building between and among teachers and 
parent 

relationships are the vehicle for engaging and maintaining parental and staffinvolvement, 
and empowering people to worl^ toward shared goals, meaningful, thoughtful, two-way 
communication is l^ey.   Tofacilitate communication and to enable families to participate as 
partners in the education of^theirchildren,aFarent Association will be established andaFLAGS 
LeadershipTeam made up of parents and staff members will be created.   This leadership team 
will participate in the governance ofthe school, will help build bridges of understanding between 
the school and the community,will augment and improve the tone of communication between 
parents and teachers^ and will worl^ towards the goal ofincreased student academic and social 
achievement   because we are very aware ofthe ways that longer wording hours, lac^ of 
awareness^ and differences in culture and language can mitigate parental involvement, the 
committee will also brain storm varied and creative outreach strategies to increase parent 
participations including the use ofbilingual newsletters, parent^teacher conferences, and student 
celebrationBculminating activities 

^       Tocreate layered and substantive opportunities for parental involvement 

Farents are ourpartners in theeducation process. ^ithASFfRAandLFAG,wewill 
f^ocus on the resiliency of parents andfamilies, nurture leadership, and provide opportunities for 
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continuedgrowthandskill-buildingforadults  Towardsthisend,ourapproacheswillinclude 

contractswithparentsafterchildrenhavebeenaccepted to the school to help set goalsfor 
student achievement and parental involvement 

parenting information workshops on topics related to child development, age appropriate 
behavior, nutrition, domestic violence, etc^ 

a Parent resource ^oom^ 

parent literacy workshops and classes in English asa^econd language and ^^ 

parent training in computer literacv^ 

a^amilv handbook in which the school principles, culture, and expectations are clearlv 
outlinedas well as recommendations and e^pectationsfor involvement in student learning 
and the school community 

^re^uent and speciricreedback and communication with parents regarding student 
performance including the "Three Pluses andaWish^ assessment described in Attachment 

avariet^ofparent^teacheracti^ities^e.g f^eldtrips^ 

aparent-volunteer program which coordinates parent and communitv volunteers with 
school and teacher needs for help^tutoring, reading to children, class field trips^ fund 
raisings clerical and carnivals 

leadership training provided bvA^PO^A and ^PA^ to enable parents to participate in the 
governance and administration of the school, and take leadership roles inPA^^a 
communitv^based parents advocacv and empowerment group^,the^A^^ leadership 
Team^ and the schools Parent Associations 

identification ofcommunitv resources in collaboration with the school nurse, ^PA^ and 
A^P^P^A to determine how best thev can be utilised, 

free accessor parents and the community at large to counseling, ^^A^^ prevention, 
^Bell^being and cultural programs, andahost of other services, provided in collaboration 
wiih^PA^ 

invitationsto parents to curriculummeetings which will include information and 
demonstrations on how technology is being integrated into the classrooms 

parental and teacherparticipation in committees that address school governance and 
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decision^mal^ing^ 

participation oftwoparentsasn^ill, voting members oftheschool^s^oardofTrt^stees 
These members will be nominated yearly bythef^A^^arent Association. 

^      ^reateaspaceforteacherstoplanandproblem^solvecollaborativelyaswellasof^eron^ 
going professional development opportunities. 

f^A^ will h^re thoughts pro^ssional individuals committed to the ^A^ mission and 
culture and will provide an environment where they will develop and grow both professionally and 
personally  Teachers will have time to meet daily, solve problems, and plan lessons as well as to 
partner with each other, their mentor teachersBcoaches, and parents.   Teachers will engage in on^ 
going professional development around issues ofpedagogy and methodology as well as personal 
development around issues ofcommunity building, growth, relating^ and the f^A^ character 
principles   This will inform theirteaching, as well as their attitudes towards each other, parents, 
and the community asawhole.   Additionally, teachers will participate in curriculum meetings and 
committees that address all aspects of school governance and decision^ma^ing 

^ur partner organisation, the ^enterfor educational ^utreach^^nnovationTeachers 
college, Columbia university, will of^er leadership training^ndarange of support and 
provisional development opportunities, particularly in the area ofliteracy. f^A^^ teachers will 
be entitled to tal^enon^credit courses at the college at no cost, and onsite staff development will 
be available atareducedrate^see Attachment!^. 

The following additional professional development wi^be provided^ 

Ivlath, science andTechnology training provided through the ^ationalTeacherTraining 
Institute ^TT!^ as described in Attachment !!^!^ 
character education training provided through selected partner programs as described in 
Attachment 1^1^ 
Arts^in^education training provided through selected arts partners as described in 
Attachment ^1^1^ 
l^iteracytraining provided through theTeacheBsOollege heading and writing ^ect as 
described in Attachments!^. 
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Attachment V-26:    Evidence of Adequate Community Support 

The source of the drive to form FLAGS came directly from the community. The seed for 
FLAGS was planted when Isabel Gutierrez, in her role as director of the Board of Education 
Kindergarten program currently residing at LPAC, began to get repeated requests from parents 
who wanted their children to remain in the program for first grade and beyond. 

The "annex" program, a five year lease of LPAC space by the Board of Education, 
accommodates 156 District Nine "overflow" students in five 26-student Kindergarten classes & 
two 13-student K-l Special Education classes. With the exception of several Special Education 
students, students transfer to their home school after kindergarten. The overwhelmingly positive 
response to this program is a testament to Dr. Gutierrez and LPAC s ability to create a positive 
and nurturing learning environment. 

The attached petition sheets contains signatures from parents with a strong desire to see 
the FLAGS program implemented. 

The residence of the school within the Latino Pastoral Action Center is a major asset 
towards achieving and maintaining community support. This location allows the school to benefit 
from and be a part of the huge community network that already exists and converges there. The 
LPAC president. Reverend Raymond Rivera, is extremely well respected within community 
circles and brings this social capital (as described in Section II-11) to FLAGS   Reverend Rivera 
has been a long-time educational activist and in the past, had harbored thoughts of a New Vision 
School residing at LPAC. 

Every organization and individual the proposal of the FLAGS program at the LPAC site 
has been discussed with has received the news with enthusiasm. A few key organization 
representatives andcommunity leaders have identified their support via the attached letters. 
These include New Settlement Apartments Community Services, Highbridge Advisory Council, 
Inwood Medical Center; Highbridge Gardens Tenants Association, Success Counseling, Inc., 
Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Center, Doris E. Stone Childcare Center, Highbridge Academy 
Alternative School, Efrain Gonzalez, Jr., Member NYS Senate, Briused Reed Ministry, Bronx 
Lebenon Hospital, Bronx Preparatory Charter School, Everybody Wins, Miranda y Mas, ASPIRA 
of New York and Teachers College New Teacher Institute, The Bronx Museum of the Arts, and 
The South Bronx Churches. 
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llWriCOMMUNITY    SERVICES 

~> 
1512 TOWNSEND AVENUE 
BRONX. NEW YORK 10452 

TEL (718) 716-8000 
FAX (718) 294-4085 

June 17,2000 

Dr. Isabel Gutierrez 
% Latino Pastoral Action Center 
14 West 170'" Street 
Bronx, N.Y. 10452 

Dear Dr. Gutierrez, 

I am delighted to write in support of the proposed Family Life Academy Charter School 
which you hope to establish in the southwest Bronx where our organization is situated. 

The support of New Settlement is based on two considerations; the frightening persistent 
educational failure of the vast majority of the existing public schools in District 9 and your 
obvious commitment to social transformation through education. 

Too many children of this community are destined to lives of dashed hopes, poverty and 
unrealized potential due to the gross failure of the schools that should exist to serve them  The 
social, psychological and economic consequences of such failure are destructive to individuals to 
families and to community. ' 

The Family Life Academy Charter School, under your inspirational leadership would 
have the capacity to help reverse this grave injustice and offer to children a rich, supportive and 
respectful educational experience through which each child's magnificent potential can be 
realized. 

We wholeheartedly support your proposal and stand ready to assist you in making your 
vision a reality. * ^ 

Attached is a brief background piece regarding New Settlement and its work in support of 
educational reform and enrichment. ^ 

Sincerely, 

Jack Doyle f-ju 
Director, 
New Settlement Apartments 
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THE SENATE 

STATE OF NEW YORK 

  ALBANY 
12247 
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July 27, 2000 

Founder Members of the Family Life Academy Charter School 
14 West 170th Street 
Bronx, NY 10452 ; 

Dear Members: 

As the senator for the 31st senatorial district in the Bronx, I am writing to express 
my support for the granting of the charter to the Family Life Academy Charter School in 
partnership with the Latino Pastoral Action Center (LPAC) in the Bronx. 

I am especially impressed with the school's mission and believe that a partnership 
with the Latino Pastoral Action Center will be a great asset to the proposed school. 
LPAC has a history of providing quality community development programs in the 
Highbridge area as well as in the Greater Bronx community. 

This effort is to be applauded and I trust that this endeavor will be most 
successful 

Sincerely, 

,'      •    y 
EMin Gonzalez, Jr. 
Member, NYS Senate 
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FIUI^EP REE! 

July 31, 2000 

Charter Schools Institute 
State University of New York 
330 Broadway 
Albany, NY 12207 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Bruised Reed Ministry endorses the efforts of the Family Life Academy Charter School Founding 
Members in their quest to start a charter school in partnership with the Latino Pastoral Action Center. In a 
time when many schools are in formidable crises in our community, we look forward to the opportunity to 
be involved with such a m; gnificent project. We fully endorse this endeavor as it meets a dire need and will 
serve as a grand asset to our community life. 

Sowing Hope, _ 

Rev. Rosa J. Caraballo 
Executive Director 
Bruised Reed Ministry 
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BRONX-LEBANON 
HOSPITAL C2N-2P 

LIONEL P. STEWART 
Assistant Vice President 

Ambulatory Services 
Program Planning 

Milstein Building - 1C 
Telephone U: 718.960.1038 
Facsimile #: 718. 960.4463 

September 20, 2000 

Isabel Gutierrez, Ed.D. 
14 west 170'" Street 
Bronx, New York 10452 

Dear Dr. Gutierrez: 

Congratulations on your efforts to establish the Family Life Academy Charter School in 
the Highbridge community of the South Bronx. Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Center/lnwood 
Medical Practice is pleased to offer its support to the proposed new charter school as a 
part of our on-going mission to provide comprehensive health care services to the 
children and families of the South Bronx. 

As part of our assistance to the Family Life Academy, we agree to meet with your staff 
when you receive the approval for the charter to develop a program for the provision of 
health services to the school. These services will include the following: 

O Routine health screenings and assessments 
O Scheduled immunizations 
• -. School, sports and employment physicals 
<> Health maintenance and episodic primary care 

We look forward t assisting you in this very important undertaking. 

LPS/pp 

cc:      Angella Hall 

(FLACS9/00) AMIIIoMdwfmAlb^Eln^n 
College of Modlclno 

1650 Grand Concourse 
Bronx. New York 1Q457 
Phone(718)590-1800 n1 



Bronx Preparatory 
Charter School 
A BEACON OF LF.AR.VI.VC; 

1508 Webster Avenue 
Bronx, NY 10457 
718-294-0841 /FAX: 718-294-2381 

July 21, 2000 

Board of Trustees 
State University of New York 

Dear Trustees: 

I am writing to express my heartfelt support of the application of the proposed Family Life 
Academy. Our Bronx Prep team has been collaborating and coordinating with Isabel Gutierrez 
and her team at the Latino Pastoral Action Center for over a year as we have planned our two 
schools. I have every confidence that they will be able,to create a high quality elementary 
school in a neighborhood that is so in need of good schools. 

Their commitment to high standards and their frustration with the current options for Bronx 
schoolchildren mirrors our own, and we would enjoy working in partnership to serve slightly 
different niches in our community. I believe strongly in the power of a few good schools in. a 
community and to become real, as opposed to just symbolic, competition to the other schools in 
the neighborhood and to have a genuine revitalizing effect. The Bronx is on the rebound, and 
more charter schools could accelerate that process dramatically. 

Isabel and her-col leagues were tremendously helpful in getting the word out to parents about the 
openingof the Bronx Preparatory Charter School, and we intend to play a similarly supportive 
role in the community if they are able to open a charter school next year. We hope you will 
give us the opportunity to do so. 

Sincerely, 

Kristin Keams Jordan 
Director 

H«7 
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August 1, 2000 

Ms. Isabel Gutierrez 
The Family Life Academy Charter School 
14 West 170* Street 
Bronx, NY 10452 

Dear Ms. Gutierrez: 

I have been informed of your application to operate The Family Life Academy Charter 
School in the Bronx and am receptive to the possibility of a collaboration between 
Everybody Wins and the school. 

Everybody Wins is a non-profit children's literacy and mentoring organization. We are 
currently operating in public schools in the tri-state area and have affiliates nation-wide. 
We recruit volunteers from companies and organizations and match them with 
elementary school students to meet once a week during lunchtime to eat together, read a 
book and share good conversation. We also have a program called "Readers Are 
Leaders," in which we match older students and younger ones to read together. 

I am looking forward to learning more about your plans and to the possibility of our 
working together. 

Sincerely, 

Arthur Tannenbaum 
President and Founder 

AT/pc 

I 'go 

Everybody Wins Foundation, Inc. -350 Broadway. Suit. 500. New York, NY 10013 • Tel: 212-219-9940 Fax: 212-219-9917 
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July 31,2000 

To whom it may concern at the Charter Schools Institute: 

I write this letter in support of the Family Life Academy Charter School. I have had a lot of 
experience with charter schools over the past several years. 1 sat on the board of the Proctor 
Academy, a residential charter school, and 1 am currently the President of the Board of Directors 
of the Amber Charter School set to open this fall. I have had the opportunity to witness first- 
hand the positive difference charter schools can make in the lives of children, particularly urban 
youth. 

I am familiar with the Highbridge area of the South Bronx and believe that it is in dire need of an 
institution-such as this one. A program, especially an English as a second language program, can 
only be beneficial to that particular area of New York City that is comprised of a mainly Latino 
immigrant population. That neighborhood is notorious for. its overcrowded school buildings and 
embarrassingly low standardized test scores. A charter school in Highbridge is certainly needed 
as soon as possible. 

I have also had the opportunity to work with the Latino Pastoral Action Center, the sponsor of 
the Family Life Academy. I think very highly of the organization and have faith that it is 
qualified for a task such as this one: 

Sincerely, 

'a* 
Luis A. Miranda, Jr. 

355 Lexington Avenue, 4,h.Floor # New York, NY 10017 / fi 
Phone: 212-808-0221 • Fax: 2J 2-808-5362 

E-Mail: MirYMas@aoJ.com 
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TEACHERS COLLEGE. COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY • Box 132 • 525 WEST 120- STREET . NE.V YORK. NY 10027-6696 • (212) 678-3987 • F;, C212) 678-8-:] 

Teachers College New Teacher Institute 
in partnership to create a rising tide of excellence, one teacher at a time. 

Katharine A. Unger 
Director, New Teacher Institute 
Box 132   107 Main Hall 
212-678-4192  email: kau2@columbia.edu 

July 7, 2000 

Dr. Isabel Gutierrez 

Dear Dr. Gutierrez, 

Congratulations on your plan to create a new learning alternative for children in your 
community! I understand that the Family Life Academy Charter School will meet the 
needs of those learners for whom English is a second language by helping them achieve 
rigorous educational standards while keeping their own language. 

In support of your efforts, first, I would like to offer you the services of the Teachers 
College New Teacher Institute. The Institute, beginning its third year during this 
upcoming school year, provides ongoing educational and professional development 
services to teachers entering the profession. Through on-site mentors and bi-weekly 
interactive seminars, new teachers focus on leadership, standards, and literacy through 
wide-ranging learning opportunities. 

Second, I would like to offer my own services as an educational consultant in curriculum, 
teaching, professional development, and leadership. 

As you have described it, your school will be a rich learning community linking parents, 
students, and teachers in sustained inquiry and growth. While the students in your school 
may not bring great monetary wealth to the table, their families and communities can 
provide them with resources that are far more important - the caring, nurturing, and 
loving support needed to thrive in this new century. 

I am looking forward to supporting you in this critical and much-needed endeavor! 

Sincerely. 

Katharine A. Unger, Directory 
Teachers College New TeacKer Institute nrnA rt-rr^r> 

REDACTED       •» 
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September 27, 2000 

Ms Isabel Gutierrez, Ed. D 

Bronx^ewTorT 

Dear Ms Gutierrez: 

The Bronx Museum of the Arts is pleased to submit this letter of support for the 
Family Life Academy Charter School application to the Charter School Institute. 
Our Curator of Education, Eathon Hall shared with me your Education Plan for 
the Family Life Academy. The initiative you are developing is a very exciting one 
and we would welcome the opportunity to partner with you. Mr. Hall has 
prepared a brief overview of Education Programs at the Bronx Museum, which 
you will find attached. A talented and committed^educator, Mr. Hall helped to 
develop a charter school/museum partnership in Newark, New Jersey, while at 
the Newark Museum. 

We look forward to continuing dialogue on how the Family Life Academy Charter 
School and the Museum might collaboratively work together towards a shared 
arts education vision. We believe that the Bronx Museum's mission to serve the 
culturally diverse populations of the Bronx by stimulating participation in the 
visual arts compliments your objective to deliver a high quality, values-based 
education. An educational strategy that is critically enhanced by comprehensive 
community support services and professional collaborations. Our existing 
programs, as outlined by Mr. Hall, are one direction to pursue as is designing a 
program that will meet with the educational goals of the Bronx Museum and the 
Family Life Academy Charter School. 

We wish you all the best for a successful charter school application, and if you 
require further information please do not hesitate to contact me at 718. 681. 
6000, extension 131 or Eathon Hall at extension 165. We look forward to 
working with you. 

J. J Sincerely, 

enny Dk 

***?"*** REDACTED 
cc:     Eathon G. Hall, Jr. and Department Files ' ? H 

i04iH"jr.m,i CoiKmir>i-  Bronx. Sew York. USA l()45fc->.W 
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Petition Letter for a New K-5 Charter School 

Carta de Petition para una Escuela Charter Nueva 

I would be very interested in applying for my child to be admitted into the new K-5 Family Life 
Academy Charter School which is going to be sponsored by the Latino Pastoral Action Center at 
14 West. 170 Street, Bronx, NY 10452. 

listaria muy inleresado in aplicar para qiie mi hi jo a sea admitiJo en la Academiade Vida 
h ami liar liscuela Charier (K-5) que va ser patrocinada /tor el Centra de Action Cultural en el 
14 West de la calle 170, Bronx. NY 10-152. 

REDACTED 



Petition Letter for a New K-5 Charter School 
Carta de Petition para una Escuela Charter Nueva 
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I would be very interested in applying for my child to be admitted into the new K-5 Family Life 
Academy Charter School which is going to be sponsored by the Latino Pastoral Action Center at 
14 West, 170 Street, Bronx, NY 10452. 

Estaria muy interest Jo in aplicar /xira c/ue mi hi jo a sea admiliJo en la AcademiaJe Vida 
lamiliar Esciiela ('barter (K-5) que w \er /Hitrocinada jmr el Centra dc Action Cultural en el 
J-t West de la calle 170, Bronx, NY 10452. 
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Petition Letter for a New K-5 Charter School 

Carta de Petition para una Escuela Charter Nueva 

1 would be very interested in applying for my child to be admitted into the new K-5 Family Life 
Academy Charter School which is going to be sponsored by the Latino Pastoral Action Center at 
14 West, 170 Street, Bronx, NY 10452. 

listaria may inleresado in ap/icar fxira que mi hijo a sea admilido en la Academia de Vida 
lamiliar Escueia ('nailer (K-5) que va ser /Kilrocinada />or el Centra de Action Cultural en el 
14 West de la -'{r (7(i titmr NY Wir*" 

REOJVCUD 
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Petition Letter for a New K-5 Charter School 

Carta de Petition para una Escuela Charter Nueva 

I would be very interested in applying for my child to be admitted into the new K-5 Family Life 
Academy Charter School which is going to be sponsored by the Latino Pastoral Action Center at 
14 West, 170 Street, Bronx, NY 10452. 

list aria muy interesado in aplicar para que mi hijo a sea admit ido en la Academia de Vida 
Familiar Escuela Charter (K-5) que va ser patrocinadapar el Centra de Action Cultural en el 
14 West de la calle 170. Bronx, NY 10452. 
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Petition Letter for a New K-5 Charter School 

Carta de Petition para una Escuela Charier Nueva 

I would be very interested in applying for my child to be admitted into the new K-5 Family Life 
Academy Charter School which is going to be sponsored by the Latino Pastoral Action Center at 
14 West, 170 Street, Bronx, NY 10452. 

Esiaria muy inieresado in aplicar para qiie mi.hi jo a sea admit ido en la Academia de Vida 
lami/iar Escuela Charier (K-5) que va ser pairocinada par el Centra de Action Cultural en el 
14 West de la calk 170, Bronx, NY 10452. 

R##rED 
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Attachment V-27:    Impact on the Area's Existing Public and Nonpublic Schools 

FLAGS will provide a model of quality education in a district that is not adequately 
meeting the needs of its children. Since FLAGS' programs are designed specifically to address 
the educational needs of these children, we hope to inspire enthusiasm and replication in schools 
throughout the Bronx. As evidenced by full enrollment in local private schools, there is extremely 
high demand for educational alternatives, despite the poverty that characterizes the neighborhood. 
We believe that the creation of FLAGS will provide parents and children better options, and this 
will exert a healthy influence on existing schools in the community. 

Given that Bronx drop out rates are among the highest in the tri-state area, FLAGS hopes 
to actually increase the number of public school attendees by producing individuals much less 
likely to leave school.   Many of the goals outlined in the FLAGS design are aligned with criteria 
The National Drop Out Prevention Center considers important to successful drop out prevention. 
FLAGS' program also emphasizes community-building and responsible citizenship, so that its 
graduates eventually become responsible members of society, who contribute to their community. 

Public Schools. As described in Attachments IV-22 and IV-23, FLAGS plans to reverse 
the consistently low performance of District Nine's public schools. Raising student achievement 
at FLAGS will inspire healthy competitive pressure on the schools in the community, while 
providing parents with viable educational choices. In particular, FLAGS will dramatically increase 
the educational opportunities currently available to meet the needs of English Language Learners 
whose native language is Spanish. As FLAGS is budgeted to serve students at about two-thirds 
the cost of the area's public schools, the charter school will provide the district with cost-saving 
models as well. 

Since public school facilities in District Nine are currently overcrowded, FLAGS does not 
anticipate having a negative financial impact on the district.   On the contrary, FLAGS intends to 
help alleviate this overcrowding. Most of District Nine's school buildings are almost one hundred 
years old and were intended for a maximum use of 1,000 students each. Today they house an 
average of 1,400, making the utilization rate 140 percent. The age and extremely high utilization 
rate of the buildings lead to serious maintenance and custodial problems.   The dilapidated 
buildings are frequently overrun with vermin. Children's lavatories, classrooms, windows, 
auditorium seats, floors, and heating systems are constantly in need of repair. As there are not 
enough resources to meet the overwhelming maintenance demands, these repairs can take months 
or years to complete  What is more, the lunchrooms were not constructed to accommodate the 
large number of students that are served today. Staggered lunch periods are a highly orchestrated 
feat that is often difficult to implement, placing undue stress on children and teachers. 

Private Schools. The eleven Catholic elementary schools closest to the proposed FLAGS 
site are essentially enrolled to capacity through the fifth and sixth grade levels, and regularly turn 
away students because of a lack of classroom space. There is considerable unmet demand for 
quality education in the community, and we do not expect that the presence of a small charter 
school will threaten the viability of the neighboring private schools. 

FLA Family I jft: Academy igi 
Charter School 
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Attachment VI-28:   Members of the founding Board of Trustees 

The founding Board of Trustees will consist of eleven members and nine of them are on 
the founding team. Their resumes follow. 

Tracy L. Brisson 

Peter Gomeau 

Katty Fernandez 

Paul T. O'Neill 

Thomas Reardon 

Reverend Raymond Rivera 

Ronald Rudolf 

Maria Sarro 

Tatiana G. Tresca 

In addition, two parent members will be nominated by the FLAGS Parent Association 
(PA). Initially, Barbara Reyes will be one of the parent members, since she is the parent 
representative for the founding team. 

FLAGS lead founder, who will serve as its first Director, will also serve as a non-voting 
member and will represent the teachers and the staff on the Board of Trustees. 

FLA Family Life. Academy ,g- 
Charter School 



Tracy L. Brisson 
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Summary 
•   A dynamic and experienced individual with excellent analytical, management, and people skills. 

Education 
New York University, Wagner Graduate School of Public Service, New York, NY 
Master of Public Administration, May 2001 (G.P.A.: 3.6) 
Major: Finance 
Honors: Public Service Scholar 

Syracuse University, Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse, NY 
Bachelor of Arts, Summa Cum Laude, May 1997 (G.P.A.: 3.8) 
Major: Public Affairs Minors: Information Management and Technology; Psychology 
Honors: Chancellor's Scholar, Golden Key, Phi Kappa Phi, and Phi Beta Kappa 
Leadership: Public Affairs Teaching Assistant, Vice-President of Student Voter Coalition. Rush Coordinator of 
Panhellenic Council, and Co-Founder of Coalition to Improve Advising 

Professional Experience 
Analyst " September 1999- present 
Central Operations and Administrative Support Unit, Division of Budget Operations and Review 
New York City Board of Education, Brooklyn, New York 

Monitor and analyze $1.8 billion operational budget for Facilities, Transportation, Food Services and 
Human Resources, participate in the production of the Chancellor's Budget Request and other budget 
publications, and assist in budget reporting to the Board's various oversight agencies. 

Teach for America Corps Member August 1997- August 1999 
Lead Technology Teacher/Fourth and Sixth Grade Laptop Teacher 
Bea Fuller Rodgers School, P.S. 528M, New York, NY 
• Planned technology program in Washington Heights elementary school, taught all subjects and developed 

projects for laptop class, and served as chairperson of 1998 Comprehension Education Plan team. 

Research Assistant/Intern May 1996-August 1996 
National Academy Foundation, New York, NY 
• Assisted in preparing a conference on school-to-work curriculum and a teacher technology guide. 

Constituent Affairs Intern May 1995- August 1995 
State Senator Mark Montigny, Boston, MA 
• Developed a constituent database and researched bills for health insurance committee. 

Research Assistant/Intern May 1994- August 1994 
United Way of Greater New Bedford, New Bedford, MA 
• Worked with the "FOCUS Greater New Bedford" research project and referred people to human services. 

Technical Skills 
Microsoft Office 2000, SPSS, Adobe PhotoShop, and some HTML. 

Project Smart Schools 1999 Exemplary Technology Practice Teaching Awa\ 
wards fc&O^ K3 



PETER M. COMEAU 

Irvington, NY 

EDUCATION 

Ed.D. in Educational Administration, Teachers College - Columbia University, New 

York, May 1995. 

M.A.'in Public Policy, New School for Social Research, New York, New York, June 

1978. 

B.A. in History, State University of New York, Binghamton, New York, June 1975. 

EXPERIENCE 

Teachers College - Columbia University    1994 to Present 
Co-Director, Principals Leadership Institute 
Associate Director, Center for Educational Outreach and Innovation 
Director, Project Plowshares 

Create new educational programs for school leaders including board members, 
principals and school directors, teachers and college faculty.   New programs I have 
initiated include: 

Principals Leadership Institute 

The Principals Leadership Institute is a ten month, 2V6 day per month program 
that helps school leaders understand the emerging designs of modern schools. 
The Institute prepares school leaders to engage their communities in 
structured discourse about student achievement, instruction, organization, 
governance and accountability using national reform models as the framework 
for discussion. The program emphasizes technology as a tool for leadership 
and utilizes technology extensively in program operations. The Leadership 
Institute website can be found at http://www.tc.columbia.edu/ceoi/eli/ 

First Year Teacher Program 

The First Year Teacher Program works in one of Brooklyn's most isolated and 
resource-poor community school districts to help new teachers develop 
communities in support of student learning. After its first year of operation! 8 
of the 20 participants returned to teach a second year. Several have begun 
mentoring "newer" teachers in their schools. 

REDACTED m 



Pe^er^Com^au P^g^ 

teachers Co^lege^Colum^^aO^e^y^Contd^ 

^ep^ca^or^s 

^eplicauons,apartnershiphetween^eplications^l^and^eachers College, 
ouilds on thesuccesses of previous reform initiatives oycreating^clones^of 
the successful schools that emerged from ^hoseearliereffor^s^ In^ew^ork 
Citywe are replicatingthe Knowledge is Power Program ^KIPP^, the ^ott Hall 
School, the Frederick Oouglass^cademyand International High School We 
do this oyplacingateam of schoolde^elopersonsite^o study and learn ^he 
culture and school practices of the successful school while we findasite for 
the new school Bifterayear of study,the team opens up the new school at 
the newsite, thereoy creatinganew successful school and crowding outa 
failing one^ 

^ institute ^o^chool^oar^eadersr^p 

School ooardmemoers are one of educations neglected constituencies and 
reform proposals tend to focus on the question,"Should we keep them or get 
ridofthem^ ^fhe Institute for School ^oard leadership oelieves that school 
ooards are the key in retaining the puolic^scommitme^^opuoliceduca^ion^ 
We have createdaprogram for community engagement and are now seeking 
funding to test the model 

School ^eade^sh^p^eam gaining 

School leadership teams have assumed greater responsibilities for developing 
school programs and oudgets   In ^lew^orkCity,policy requires that parents 
make up at least half the team membership and that the team operate oy 
consensus^ However the negative stereotypes that each group holds of the 
other and the olaming^ mistrustful and uncooperative interactions that stem 
from those negative heliefs can make consensus almost impossible to reach on 
suostantive issues   ^he school leadership team training program isa^oint 
effort of the Principals leadership Institute and the International Center for 
Cooperation and Conflict resolution that helps parents and school staff 
overcome that history of mistrust 

^^ 
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Teacher Col^ege^Co^mb^a^o^e^^^ontd^ 

federal Co^^^e 

The conditions ofschoolingandteachingare strongly influenced bv political 
discussions in Washington, D.C., and vetteachers and school leaders are 
often unprepared to participate in those discussions. T^he federal Police 
Institute isacollaborative program with the Institute for educational 
leadership that immerses students foraweek in the policv environment of 

the federal government. 

Cither accomplishments include; 

Directed the Centers first summer school program. Solicited nev^ course proposals, 
negotiated budgets, and created and implementedamarketing campaign. Increased 
revenues by SO^. 

represent the College to foreign governments, negotiated memorandum of 
understanding with the Government of Chile to conduct joint program development, 
plan faculty and student exchanges, and develop distance learning programs. 

Organised and presentedanational conference on school design for charter school 
developers under contract to the united States Department of education. Serve on 
the Charter Schools Task r^orce of the r^ew^ersev State legislatures Commission on 
^us^ness2ffic^ency of the Public Schools. 

Developed^the Centers first web site, ^pplywebbased technologies to education 
issues and needs   ^seealsohttp^^wv^^tccolumbiaedu^edpartners^ 

Teach Polic^Seminarlin Department of Human Development; course associate for 
Designing Charter Schoolsin the Department of C^rgani^ation^l^eadership; course 
assistant to Prof. I^rank Newman for Higher education and the States. Corrected 
conference on school violence with noted psychiatrist Robert ^av^ifton as the 
keynote speaker. 

Se^e on advisory board for the r^lev^^ork City ^oard of 5ducation^s5^ecutive 
leadership academy   assist in the design and delivery of training and education 
programs for the ^oard of 5ducation^ssenior staff. 

^ 
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2^2^^^^ontd^ ^^^ 

r^ew^o^^y8oardof2d^cat^ ^^to^^ 
positions of responsibility including Directorof^areerand Occupational education 

responsible for curriculum and staff development functions in occupational education 
for grades5through^inaschool district of^lmillion students, supervised the writing 
and production of over 50 curriculum documents in automotive technologies^ nur^e and 
dentalassisting^ business and computerstudies^emplovabilitysl^ills developments etc. 

^anagedabudget of ^^5millionandastaff of ninety, successfully effectedama^or 
reduction ofthe officer includingastaffreallocation of 50 per cent ffrom^Oto 45^ anda 
budget reassignment of 40 per cent. Accomplished the reorganization with no personnel 
grievances filed 

Developed and staffed industry and occupational advisory boards to help develop career 
academies in high schools   business leaders provided school staff with curriculum and 
equipment specifications that enabled educators to create programs leadingto successful 
career entry for students. ^ 

^rote the first comprehensive management plan for.^nstruction and staff development 
functions at the ^ew^or^ity^oard of 2ducation^a^^ billion education agency, 
negotiated agreements with the Deputv^ayor for finance and economic Development 
to utilise high school vocational programs in support of r^lew^orl^^ity^s economic 
development objectives. 

Introduced school staff to computer^assisted instructional technology, supervised the 
design of instructional labs based on emerging industrial and instructional technologies. 
Assisted staff in discovering howtechnology enhances human instruction ratherthan 
displacingit^ thereby lesseningtheirfearsof^ob loss. 

^heOoor ^^to^85 
5upervisor^areer and education counseling services 

^anagedacounseling program for inner city adolescents, r^lired^ trained and supervised 
staft   managed the servicescaseload of over 400 clients, v^rote grant proposals that 
raised over^B50^000. 

Designed and implementedaprofit^mal^ingfood service businessto serve asatraining 
program for disadvantagedoutofschool youth   Designedacounseling program to 
support the traineestransitionfromunemploymentto employment, v^roteabusiness 
plan in consultation with an accountingfirm^ secured fundingand reached an operating 
profit on schedule. 
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577 
EXPERIENCE (Cont'd) 

Manager, Job Training Programs    1979 to 1983 
° 1991 to 1993 

Created a housing renovation company to serve as a training ground for entrepreneurs in 
Harlem, New York who lacked experience and business capital. Three new construction 
businesses owned by formerly unemployed construction workers subsequently received 
City contracts to renovate residential housing in New York City. 

Designed occupational training programs for refugees from central and eastern Europe, 
including the former Soviet Union, taking into account the different values systems and 
learning styles of the trainees. 

RELATED EXPERIENCE 

Policy Analysis 

Wrote the New York State Governor-Elect's position paper on education. Assisted 
legislative and transition team staff in the analysis of policy and financial issues related to 
the State's system of education. (1994) 

Wrote the first study of truancy and dropping out in the New York City Public Schools. 
This report led to the formation of two legislative committees and to significant changes 
in education and dropout prevention programs. (1977) 

Assistant to the President of the Economic Development Council, chaired by former 
Chase Manhattan Bank Chairman George Champion. (1977-79) 

PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS 

American Education Annual (ed.), Gale Publishing, 1999. 

Technology' and the Future of the University, with Robert V. Steiner and Peter W. 
Cookson, Teachers College Record, forthcoming. 

Schools in Communities; Schools as Communities, discussion paper for Charter Schools 
Working Croup and Charter School Leadership Training, June 1996. 

Using the Arts to Create School Communities, presentation to the annual conference of 
Business and Industry for the Arts in Education, May 1995. 

19? 
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PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS (Cont 'd) 578 

Ohio's School-to-Work Pilot Programs, field research and contribution to the final report, 
Institute for Education and the Economy, Teachers College, March 1995. 

Hearts That Will Use All This To Help Others: Educating Students For Work And 
Democracy, doctoral dissertation submitted to Teachers College, Columbia University, 
July 1993. 

Classroom, Inc., a program evaluation prepared for Teachers College, Columbia 
University, March, 1992. 

Mission, Coals and Objectives: A Management Plan for the Period September 1989 to 
August 1990, Office of the Deputy Chancellor for Instruction and Development, New 
York City Board of Education, 1989. 

Supervised the development of fifty-four curriculum documents in occupational 
education, New York City Board of Education, September, 1987. 

Getting Your Foot in the Door: An Employability Skills Development Program, New York 
City Board of Education, 1979. 

Truancy in New York City's Public Schools: Its Nature, Causes, and Implications for the 
Future, Economic Development Council, New York, New York, 1977. 

PERSONAL 

R2DACT2D 
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KATTY ISABEL FERNANDEZ 
Brooklvn. NY 

579 

EDUCATION 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY, Cambridge, MA. 
Ed.M.,  1997 

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, Washington, DC 
B.S.    French and Latin American Studies,   1991. 

UNIVERSITE DE FRIBOURG, Switzerland. 
Studies in Francophone Culture and Literature,   1989-1990. 

LANGUAGE: Native speaker of Spanish and English, high fluency 
in  French. 

EXPERIENCE 

NEW SETTLEMENT APARTMENTS, BroAx, NY 
Director,  The New  Settlement  After  School  Program  at  CES   64, 
November  1999-Present 

• Direct and evaluate literacy-based after school program. 
• Hire, train and supervise over 25  part-time staff members. 
• Liason with  The After School  Coorporat ion  (TASC) and other 

funders. 
FACING  HISTORY AND  OURSELVES, New York, NY 
Program  Associate,   I 997-Novem ber,   1999 

• Design and facilitate week-long institutes and after school 
workshops. 

• Partner with teachers and  schools throughout New York  City 
to develop  interdisciplinary curricula and to  foster teacher 
leadership and  educational  reform. 

• Provide on-going support to educators and document 
teacher/school progress. 

• Co-Facilitate  Student Leadership Group focused on  issues of 
teen  participation  in community  building. 

• Outreach to and network with educators, schools and other 
non-profits. 

• Assist  with  fundraising and  grant  writing,  including  serving 
as  Program  Director for Annual  Benefit Dinner. 

PROJECT ZERO, HARVARD  UNIVERSITY, Cambridge,  MA 
Research  Assistant/Intern.  September  1996-May   1997 
•    Researched  data pertaining to adult  learning  issues  and 

other educational theories. 

REDACTED 
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• Partnered with Adult Education teachers throughout New 

England to further their research skills and pedagogical 

awareness. 
• Assisted with planning and coordinating conferences. 

• Served as a  liason  between  World  Education's New 
England Literacy Resource Center, Project Zero, a 
Multiple Intelligences Research  and  Development Think 
Tank, and  the National Center for the Study of Adult 
Learning and Literacy. 

NEW SETTLEMENT APARTMENTS, COMMUNITY SERVICES, 
Bronx.  NY 

Program  Associate for Education,   1993-1996. 
»     Developed  programs  for children, teenagers and adults to 

address community development  issues. 
• Directed  and  evaluated after school  literacy program  and 

multicultural summer day camp for disadvantaged children. 
-.ages  6-11. 

• Conducted  community and  student needs-assessment 
'   surveys and  workshops for parents. 

• Led  discussion  groups  centered  on  teen  life  issues. 
• Collaborated  in  grant  writing.        ; 
• Trained   and   supervised   staff,   work-study  students,   interns 

and  volunteers. 

TEACH   FOR  AMERICA. PASADENA  UNIFIED  SCHOOL 
DISTRICT,  Pasadena, CA 

Teacher.   199 1-1993% 
• Taught  Spanish.   French  and  other subjects  to  over   150 

urban  high   school  students. 
• Developed  and  implemented  curriculum. 
• Created  a  stimulating,  nurturing and  challenging  learning 

environment. 
• Coordinated  student  clubs  and  other extra-curricular 

activities. 

INTERESTS/ACTIVITIES 

Taught a humanities class for teenagers at risk of dropping out of 
school at the Liberty Partnership Program at Bank Street College 
of Education. 

Co-Founder.  Forum  on  Education for International Development. 
Harvard   University. 

Contributor.   The New Press,  a  feminist student journal. 

Lived  and  traveled  extensively  in  Latin  America and  Europe. 
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EDUCATION: 

ISABEL GUTIERREZ 581 

TEACHERS COLLEGE - COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, New York. NY 
Doctor of Education - Educational Administration. I99X. 
Dissertation topic: School-l-'amily-Commumty Collaboration. 
Master of Education - Multi-cultural Educational Leadership. 1994. 

CITY COLLEGE OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK. New York. NY 
Master of Science in Education - Early Childhood Education. 1980. 
Master of Science in Education - Bilingual Education. 19X1 

HUNTER COLLEGE OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK. New York. 
NY Bachelor of Arts-Spanish/Education. 1977. 

MORAY HOUSE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION. Edinburgh. Great Britain 
Diploma - Teaching English to Students of Other Languages. 1968. 

LICENSES: Principal 
Assistant Principal 
School District Administrator 
English as a Second Language 
English as a Second Language 
Bilinuual Common Branches 

Day Elementary - New York City 
Day Elementary - New York City 
New York State Certificate 
Day Elementary - New York City 
Adults - New York City 
Spanish - New York City 

EXPERIENCE: 
1997-prcscnt 

ivyh-ivy? 

C.E.S.64 ANEX - DISTRICT NINE. The Bronx. NY. 
Director 
- Was responsible for providing the instructional, operational, and administrative 

leadership necessary to assure the success of the annex. 
'- Organized, administered, supervised, and evaluated all aspects of the school program 
- Provided leadership, direction, and support to the implementation of the District's 

instructional and program plans. 
- Recruited, selected and hired school staff, including teachers. 
- Supervised and evaluated school instructional and support staff. 

C.E.S. 104. DISTRICT NINE. The Bronx. NY 
Bilingual Program Coordinator. 
- implemented and monitored the bilingual program 
- Conducted staff development for teachers in this program. 
- Held monthly meetings for bilingual staff. 
- Coordinated the Language Assessment Battery (LAB) Testing 
- Coordinated and integrated parental and community involvement activities. 
- Started a school bookshop to be run by parents. 
- Chaired the School-Based Management Team. 
- Chaired the Technology Subcommittee. 
- Was member of Principals Cabinet. Assisted with various administrative work including 

the preparation of reports, scheduling, grant writing, and overall discipline. 

REDACTED 202. 



1995-1996 
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P.S. 4 M. DISTRICT SIX. New York, NY 
English as a Second Language Teacher Trainer/Bilingual Coordinator 
- Trained bilingual teachers on the different approaches to teach ESL 
- Prepared reports and forms for meeting the requirements of Part 154 Regulations. 
- Participated in the registration of students and the coordination of the Language 

Assessment Battery (LAB) tests in English and Spanish. 
- Distributed Spanish Reading and English as a Second Language materials to bilingual 

teachers, and maintained an inventory of all these materials. 
- Assisted in the management of morning line-up and afternoon dismissal 

JERSEY CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS DISTRICT, Jersey City, NJ 
Part-Time Consultant/Evaluator   Participated in an external evaluation of the District's 
Early Childhood Program. The evaluation included the following areas: 
• curriculum development and teacher training. 
- implementation History. 
- parent and community involvement. 
• outcomes in terms of the immediate and long-term impacts on the health, social and 

cognitive development on children. 

19X6-1¥95 P.S. 132 M. DISTRICT SIX, New York, NY. 
English as a Second Language (ESL) Teacher. 
- Designed and taught an ESL literature-based program as an enrichment ESL program. 
- Applied for and received grant in support of PS  132 project "ESL Families and 

Reading" awarded by the DcWirt Wallace-Readers Digest Connecting Libraries and 
Schools Project. (CLASP) 

- Conducted workshops for teachers using different approaches to teach ESL 
- Edited and formatted the PS  132 Parent Handbook in English and Spanish. 
- Designed strategics to address issues such as dismissal, lunch duties, and school safety 

as member of the United Federation of Teachers Consultation Committee. 
- Participated in PS. 132 redesign plan as a member of the school-based planning team. 

1977-1986 Bilingual Teacher (Spanish) 
- Taught bilingual classes in kindergarten, first, second, and third grades. 
- Addressed issues to improve the school climate as a member of the Comprehensive 

School Improvement Program (CSIP) committee. 

1988-1991 

SKILLS: 

ABE/HSE SERVICES, REGIONS 3 AND 4. New York. NY. 
Per-session ESL Teacher 
- Taught ESL to adults at different levels of proficiency. 
- Participated in the registration of students and administration of a placement test. 

Fluent in Spanish and English, spoken and written 
Computer skills: Microsoft Excel. WordPerfect for Windows 8.0. 

PROFESSIONAL 
HONORS/AWARDS 
/MEMBERSHIPS: 

Received a Scholarship to participate in the Multi-Cultural Educational Leadership 
program at Teachers College. 1990-92. 
Received a British Council scholarship for a one year studv in Great Britain. 1967-68 
Served as a member of the Board of Directors for Mobilization for Change: The Parents 
Voice for Schools in Manhattan Vallcv. 

Z*Z 
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Paul T. O'Neill 

EXPERIENCE 

New York, NY 
798-present 

Environmental Insurance Coverage &. Bankruptcy Litigation 

As an attorney in the firm's Litigation Department, engage in all aspects of major environmental insurance 
Irrigation; duties include drafting motions, taking depositions, selecting and preparing expert witnesses, managing 
team of associates and support staff; also engage in all aspects of bankruptcy litigation on behalf of large 
commercial debtor in Chapter 11 proceeding 

Education Law 

Pro bono work; 

• Provide legal and related advice to numerous groups attempting to found charter schools in 
New York City * 

• Through Bright IDEA pro bono project, provide advocacy services to New York City families 
seeking appropriate special educational services; 

• Assisted the Churchill School, New York, NY, in their efforts to create New York City's only high school for 
children with learning disabilities. 

THE NEWGRANCE SCHOOL & EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH CENTER, Princeton, NJ 
Associate Director & Counsel, 1997 • 1998 

Served as Associate-Director and Counsel for non-profit institution in central New Jersey with a school in 
Trenton and an educational outreach center in Princeton, both of which serve individuals with learning 
disabilities, their families and teachers. Supervised staff, directed fund development, marketing, public relations, 
grant and proposal writing, creation of newsletters and annual reports, creation of website, assessment and review 
of policies, laws and current education and special education legislation. 

DEWEY BALLANTINE LLP, New York, NY 
Associate, 1993-1997 

As an attorney in the firm's Litigation Department, practiced in a range of areas, primarily Environmental 
Insurance Coverage, Antitrust and Contract; routinely drafted a wide variety of motions, legal briefs and 
memoranda; engaged in substantial client contact at the executive/general counsel level; supervised junior 
associates and staff on numerous large-scale, deadline-driven projects; participated in taking of expert and 
fact depositions. Created ongoing firm-wide Historic Preservation Law pro bono program in conjunction 
with the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the Preservation League of New York 

REDACTED 
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EDUCATION 584 
TEACHERS COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, New York, NY 
Candidate for M.Ed in Educational Administration with inter-disciplinary concentrations in Education 
Law, Education Policy and Learning Disabilities, 1998-present 

UNIVERSITY of VIRGINIA SCHOOL of LA W, Charlottesville, VA 
J.D. , 1993 
• Articles Editor, Journal of Law & Politics 
• Researcher, Thomas Jefferson Center for the Protection of Free Expression, Center for National 

Security Law; Center for Oceans Law &. Policy 

OBERLIN COLLEGE, Oberiin OH 
B.A. in English. 1986 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS & RELATED ACTIVITIES 

• Admitted to Practice: New York State and the federal courts of the Southern and Eastern Districts of 
New York 

• Board of Trustees, Learning Disabilities Association of New York City 
• Member: Education Law Association; American Bar Association; Learning Disabilities Association 

of America ; 
• Alumni Admissions Representative, Obcrlin College 

ARTICLES, PUBUCA TIONS 6 SPEAKING ENGA CEMENTS 

• "Is the Testing Legal? 5 Key Factors to Look for When High-Stakes Graduation Tests Air Imposed 
on Kids with LD," LdOnline (www.ldonlinc.org), June, 2000 

• "Pass the Test or No Diploma: The Legality and Impact of Mandatory Testing for Graduation on High 
School Students with Learning Disablines," address delivered to appro*. 120 educators and parents 
at the Learning Disabilities Association of America International Convention, February 19, 2000 in 
Reno, Nevada; published on LdOnrinc (www.ldonlinc.org), June, 2000 

• "Is My Preschooler at Risk for learning Disabilities? A Resource Guide for New York City Families 
with Young Children," Learning Disabilities Association of New York City, 1999 

• "A Week in the Life of an LD Outreach Center," Their World, National Center for Learning 
Disabilities, 1998-1999 (co-authored with Mary Ann Raymond and Lois Young) 

• Federal and State Regulation of Commercial Speech, presented at "Commercial Speech & Public 
Policy. A National Conference on Advertising and the First Amendment" National Press Club, 
Washington, DC, October 18, 1991 

-2- 
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Biographical Statement of: 

RFV RAYMOND RIVERA 

For the last 30 years Rev. Raymond Rivera has been active in churches and community 
organizations in the city of New York. During this time, he has accomplished the 
following: 

Pastor for two urban congregations one in the South Bronx and the other in Sunset Park, in 
Brooklyn. Both congregations developed holistic ministry in the areas of advocacy, 
community organizing and youth and housing programs. In Sunset Park, he was co- 
founder and chairperson of the Sunset Park Redevelopment Corporation, who spear- 
headed all re-development housing initiatives in Sunset Park during the late 60's and 70's. 
He was community coordinator of Lutheran Medical Center and developed community 
outreach programs for clergy and community based organization. 

In the mid 70's he established civic action of the Evangelical Pentecostal churches in New 
York City. During the Beam Administration, this organization developed and provided a 
whole series of human services, ranging from employment services to survey senior 
citizens, youth and children. 

In the mid 70's and early 80's was the president and founder of R.A.P. Foundation in the 
Sunset Park community in Brooklyn, which provided services to youth and children in the 
areas of employment training, recreational programs, group homes for delinquents, youth 
after school and evening centers. 

From 1975-1984, Rev. Rivera was the National Executive for the Hispanic Council of the 
Reform Church in America. In this position he empowered churches to serve as catalysts 
for change in their communities in the USA and parts of Latin America. He also served 
during this time on the Board of Trustees of the New York Theological Seminary and 
helped develop training programs for Latino and Black clergy and laity that helped them to 
equip and empower to better serve their community. 

From the Mid 80us and early 90's, he worked as an educational advocate and trainer in 
school districts, particularly in School Districts One and Four, empowering parents to 
become partners in the educational process. This resulted in parents getting elected into 
school boards, school based management teams, and other policy committees with 
educational systems. 

Since 1992, he became the founder and CEO of the Latino Pastoral Action Center CLP AC), 
an organization which empowers Latino churches to develop community development. 
programs and also develop leadership programs that equip clergy and laity to implement 
these programs. Since its inception the Center has received funding from Pew Charitable 
Trusts, New York Foundation, Aaron Diamond Foundation, The Rockefeller Bros., The 
Lilly Endowment, and New York Community Trust. This funding has enabled programs 
to be developed in areas of youth, housing, women, counseling, technical assistance and 
leadership development, parents and urban theological institutions. 

zoc 



THOMAS J. REARDON, CMA 586 

River Edge, 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

NEW YORK CITY MISSION SOCIETY - NY, NY 1996 - PRESENT 
INTERIM DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 

Well established, New York City not-for-profit with operations in Harlem, the South Bronx and an upstate 
camp complex. Responsible for all finance, accounting and administrative functions during a period of 
reorganization and centralization. Major day to day specific utilization of expertise in cash flow, banking 
relations, budgeting, internal control and account analysis. 

PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. IMC. - NY, NY 1989-1996 
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 

Private 501-C-3 not-for-profit corporation with revenues in the $6 million range. Provided employment 
training and job search activities for disadvantaged residents of Nev. York City (both citizens and 
refugees), as well as train-the-trainer training to other not-for-profit agencies. Responsible for most 
corporate functions, other than program operations, including finance, accounting, human resources, office 
services and general administration. Primary officer for contract negotiations, performance oversight, 
financial liaison, government compliance, audit and control, as well as day to day administration. 

'NSURANCE BROKERS' ASSOCIATION OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK - NY, NY 1988-1989 
CONSUL TANT/BUSINESS MANA CER 

Privately incorporated 501-C-3 not-for-profit association providing trade, legislative and regulatory services 
to major insurance brokers in New York State on an annual budget of approximately $1 million. Completed 
an assignment, which encompassed a complete analysis, revision, and implementation of business systems for 
this major trade association. Project included all phases of finance and administration, with special emphasis 
on budgeting, reporting, controlling cash flow, and banking relations. 

A.J. ROSS LOGISTICS, INC. - Keasbey, NJ 1985-1988 
VICE PRESIDENT AND CONTROLLER 
Publicly traded steel fabricator and transporter of structural steel and steel reinforcing bars in the metro New 
York City area with revenues of $40 million. Heavy involvement with cash flow, credit/collection and bank 
financing. Involved with initial public offering of stock and requisite SEC filings. 

THE HARLAN COMPANY, INC. - NY, NY 1980-1985 
VICE PRESIDENT AND CONTROLLER 
Boutique real estate consulting and development firm specializing in strategic planning for companies with 
real estate holdings; banks and financial institutions servicing the real estate industry; and creation and 
running of limited partnerships to refurbish and upgrade commercial buildings throughout the eastern USA. 
Responsible for oversight of commercial leasing, and management of owned buildings. Involved in design 
and implementation of investment offering memoranda, financial and tax reporting systems for the parent 
company and its 11 affiliated limited partnerships and, short-term cash investment and borrowing strategies. 

REDACTED 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Held managerial positions with 2 companies, over a 20 year period: HP. Hood & Company (major food 
and dairy business in New England; 11 years); Westchester Concrete (large ready-mixed concrete firm in 
metro New York City; 7 years). Spent two years developing proprietary publications for the National 
Association of Accountants. Projects included research, authorship, and editorial responsibilities. (1961- 
1980) 

PUBLICATIONS 

Financial Planning and Evaluation for the Non-Profit Organization 
Authored a chapter in th\ /•.:iorney\- Handbook of Accounting: "Accounting for a Real Estate Business" 

EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATIONS 

CERTIFIED MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT, 1982 
FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY, 1972 M.B.A. in Finance (Cum Laude) 

BOSTON COLLEGE, 1961 B.S.B.A. -Accounting (Dean's List) 

ff 



^   ^sumed responsibilityand control overafinancedepartmentthatwa^unders^affedBover^or^^^ 
assigr^ents and incorrect^incompleteinmuchofitsduties^stablished direction, controls, process 
procedure and morales which now allowthedepar^ent to function inatimely^ complete and correct basis^ 

D   Specific attention to, and collection ofoverdue grant and contract receivables allowed the organization to go 
over^months without necessitating an endowment drawdown^somethingthat had not happened previously 

D   Responsible foracomplete rehabilitation and remodeling ofthe corporate headquarters space which not only 
provided needed refurbishment, but actually provided additional space to be sublet to subtenants' 

^   ^urturedabanl^ng relationship with ^hase Manhattan ^anl^which allowed an inci^ea^ema^meof^redit 
from ^00,000 to ^00,000 based on communications trust and fiscal control duringaperi^ 
restructurings 

^    Implemented yearly reviews ofboth general Insurance and employee ^enefi^sBl^or medical ^overage^ 
audited costs associated with various coverage vs coverage benefits provided   Reduced cost increases 
while enabling benefit coverage to meet or exceed average industry coverage provided^ 

Revised the budgeting process,wnereby revenues to be earned could be more directly trac^ed^ structured 
the overall contracts to attain corporate cash flow objectives while not over^weighing early payment points 
Involved other managers in the process so that the budget became their own 

established and maintamed relationships with mdividuals in the government sectorinorderto secure and 
maintain onDgoing contracts and grants 

Responsible for all aspects of acorporate move from two locations to one, involving over 100 employees 
and ^0,000 s^f^of space l^ailyinterfacewith old and new landlords onalogistical as well as financial 
basis 

financially, brought the entire project in under budget  v^orl^edwithinatenant improvement package to 
both finalize accommodations and pay for all ancillary costs, mcludmgmovmg, telephones, architectural and 
furr^tureBfi^res negotiated 1^ months free re^^ 
allocated for rent to be used elsewhere^ 

Successfully negotiated and amended the prime lease on two different occasions to provide needed relief 
^fiscal and space^for periods when downsizing would not allowfull rental costs to be bome^ 

Rlayedama^or role inacorporate downsizing which reduced staf^f^omll^to^ helped develop and 
implementaseverance program wriich was fair in its administration, acceptable under ^^requirements and 
financially friendly to the corporation 

Increased personal professional education and standmg by sitting for and passing the ^^B^ examination and, 
becon^ngaRegent over the same certification program administered by the institute of^anagement 
accountants' longtime involvement with the O^^ on the national level in areas offinance, professional 
education, certification and academic relations 
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR FOR SPECIAL PROJECTS (6/XO-prcscnt) 
Office of Budget Operations and Review 
New York Cm Public Schools. Brooklyn. NY 

-        Ongoing responsibility for representing the budget office during com met negotiations with 
various unions including teachers, supervisors and administrators, custodians, and custodial helpers. 

Liaison to the Office of Management and Budget and the Office of Labor Relations of the City of 
New York concerning financial matters i.e. reimbursement for contract changes, state legislated 
mandates, a fid mutually agreed on changes to educational programs. 

Responsible for the conceptual design and implementation of a computer model used during 
teacher contract negotiations for costing purposes. 

Worked w ill) the Cii> s Office of Management and Budget to develop a methodology for 
determining the inherent costs and savings involved in providing an airly retirement incentive plan to 
icaclicrs and 10 supcrv isors and administrators 

Responsible for developing a computer model to project the number of pupils in special 
education. 

Analyzed utilization rates and database systems in the com met bus system (used to transport 
pupils to school) with recommendations for improvement. 

Analyzed compensation time (non leaching assignments in lieu of teaching periods) in the high 
schools with a \icw toward saving money. 

Pro\ ided c\ idence in the form of statistical data and testimony in court cases brought against the 
Board of Education involving (I )sc.\ discrimination against women and (2(register projections with 
respect to the adequacy of special education services 

J-IV 
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ASSOCIATE STAFF ANALYST (12/74-6/80) 
OfTiccoflhc Deputy Chancellor 
New York Cit\ Public Schools. Brooklyn. NY 

Senior analyst on research stafTassisting the Deputy Chancellor on major policy decisions. 
Manager of professional team iit charge of all phases of teacher salary cost projections for the 

IV7.S contract negotiations. 
Responsible for anal) zing and improving the school systems resource allocation formula 
Staff coordinator and principal investigator in research efforts on the New York Stale aid-lo- 

cdiicatiou formula relating to litigation 

ECONOMIST (4/72-12/74) 
Office of Program Analysis. Planning, and Budgeting 
Health Services Administration of the City of New York 

Senior researcher responsible for analyzing the distribution of health, medical care, and out-of- 
pocket costs among New York City residents and the effectiveness of various government programs in 
equalizing the distribution of care. , 

OTHER PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Instructor. Department of Economics. Rutgers University. New Brunswick. NJ (9/70-1/72) 
Consultant to the New Jersey Tax Advisory Commission (1971) 
Teaching Assistant. Department of Economics. Rutgers University. New Brunswick. NJ (9/66- 

9/AX) 

Research Assistant. Department of Economics. Rutgers University. New Brunswick. NJ (9/6R- 
•J/70) 

EDUCATION 
Ph.D. (Economics) Rutgers University. New Brunswick. NJ 1976 
B A. (Economics) Queens College. City University of NY 1965 

SPECIAL SKILLS 
Know ledge of Excel and WordPerfect 
know ledge of SAS for the mainframe 

J-ll 
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Forest Hills. NY 

Wang to a UNIX platform ,._,.,  <w •„ 
- develop and implement procedures to port and convert data from the Wang environment to 

the UNIX environment 
- document and report on these procedures 
- manage communication of and processing of numerous data requests 
- maintain the file information which feeds the process 

Consultant - Business Analyst, Morgan Stanley/EDS (1996) 
year 2000 Project An effort to identify, assess, and remediate all products and services at 
Morgan Stanley for year 2000 issues 
- helped define information gathering process 
- outlined communication plan for a survey process 
- defined requirements for a year 2000 inventory tracking database 
- documented a vendor tracking database 

Experienced Senior, Andersen Consulting (1993 -1995) 
The Technology Organization Delphi Study: An iterative electronic survey to obtain feedback 
from the partners on issues impacting the direction of Andersen Consultings Technology 
Organization 
- used partner input to develop survey content * 
- negotiated avenues necessary to insure that survey was politically appropriate 
- designed survey format 
- developed the electronic round 1 and round 2 surveys in Lotus Notes 
- oversaw tabulation of survey results 
Research Papers: 
The Value Proposition of Multimedia Kiosks' - developed this "white paper* as a resource for 
partners selling work in this area 
Multimedia Technology Basics' - developed this 25 page document as a reference for 
consultants working on projects in this area: The document has become part of Andersen 
Consulting s core multimedia training. 

Client Demonstrations: 
- performed numerous demonstrations and presentations to very high profile clients (ex. CEO 
of the largest bank in Sweden) 

Andersen Consulting Internal Training Delivery: 
- presented at numerous Andersen Consulting schools on the subject of multimedia 
Personnel Development: 
- generated and communicated detailed evaluations for various team members 
- interviewed potential employees according to Andersen Consulting guidelines 
- developed and conducted orientation procedures for both new group members and new 
project team members 

Media Technologies Workshop:   An internal Andersen Consulting conference (about 100 
attendees) on multimedia technologies and the firm's activities in this area 
- delivered a one hour presentation based on my Multimedia Technology Basics' paper 
- coordinated conference: created agenda, marketed conference, reserved facilities, 
coordinated equipment and speakers 

CORE Project:   An interactive multimedia training application for a large financial corp. 
- designed and coded portions of the training application 
- led teams dedicated to testing the application and to upholding project standards 
- presented status to the client helped the client gain buy-in for this project at very high levels 
wrthm the organization: helped manage the dient expectations and the scope of the project 

- created work plans and timelines and insured that they were followed 

REDACTED 
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Other 
Experience: 

Education: 

Andersen 
Consulting 
Training: 
(450 hours) 

Interests: 

. established development environment for a team of 30; made all hardware and software 
purchasing decisions; researched appropriate products, made contact with appropriate 
vendors; learned how to navigate through client's purchasing avenues 

- located, hired, and supervised personnel including temporary help, graphic artists, and video 

production/post production professionals 
- managed equipment, facility, and space needs of the team 
BRAIN Project:   An automated resource desk (involves storage and retrieval from a database 
of scanned images) for internal Andersen use 
_ led development team; produced work plans, scheduled, assigned, and monitored vanous 
programming tasks: kept management informed 

Product Group Manager, Video Images (1992-1993) 
- responsible for over 70 computer-based video, graphics, and multimedia products 
. interviewed customers to determine their needs and directed them to the most appropriate 
products 
. performed numerous product demonstrations and client presentations (over 80) to groups 
ranging in size from 1 to 30 

- established excellent relationships with large network of clients and vendors; developed 
system to track numerous daily contacts 

- conducted on-site client training 
- coordinated and hosted client events including showroom openings, product demonstration 
days, educational events (with a sales angle), and conferences 

- managed, and maintained a large (750 square foot) showroom of multimedia products 

Freelance Developer, TVO Inc. (1995-1996) 
Alternative Media System Supervisor, Communication Technologies (1991) 
Freelance Editor, Laser Edit East (1991) 
Founder, Ratequest lnc.(1988-1989) 
Engineer, Raytheon. Inc. (1987-1988) 
Sales Assistant, Kidder. Peabody. & Co. (1987) 
Teaching Assistant, Boston University College of Engineering (1986) 

Boston University, College of Engineenng. Boston. MA 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering. May 1987 
- GPA: 3.35 Cum Laude: Dean's List 6 semesters 
- member. Tau Beta Pi Engineering Honor Society 

Effective-Presentations, Effective Business Writing, Effective Communication Through 
Listening. Project Management Fundamentals School. New Senior School. Team Leadership 
Through Supervision, Business Practices Course. Implementing Business Solutions School. 
Enhancing Self Management. Managing Personal Growth. Controlling Time and Stress. 
Client/Server Technical Architecture School. Hypermedia Workshop. Network Solutions 
Workshop. Lotus Notes Application Language Programming, Visual Basic Development 

592 
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EXPERIENCE: 

June, 2000 to the 

present 

July 1997 to June, 

2000 

June, 1995 to June, 

1997 

May, 1994-June, 
1995 

June, 1993-May, 

1994 

Feb.-June. 1993 

June. 1992-Jan., 
1993 

NYC Board of Education, Division of Budget Operations and Review 
Unit Supervisor, Decentralized Instructional Programs Budget Unit 
• Supervise team of analysts in monitoring 16 community school district budgets. 
• Prepare instructions on budgeting and conduct training for districts, provide technical assistance. 

Executive Assistant. 
• Assisted Director in administrative duties; prepared written communication, testimony and 

narratives for budget documents; coordinated special analyses. 
• Prepared cost analyses; assisted in the preparation of budget requests, researched use of funds. 
• Developed and maintained databases of financial information, generated four-year plan reports. 

Bronx Borough President's Office, Bureau of Management and Budget, 
Budget Analyst, Associate Director. 

•*   Conducted analyses of the City's expense, capital and revenue budgets. 
-•   Administered $1.2 million education technology grant to local public schools. 
• Managed Borough President's capital and expense budget for education and social services. 

Westside Crime Prevention Program, 
Community Organizer. 
• Implemented Mentoring Program, educated community groups on strategies to combat crime 

Lehrman Institute 
Intern. 
• Researched factors of success for development organizations in Cali, Colombia 
• Hosted a two-day international conference, "Cali, the Entrepreneurial Spirit" at Columbia 

University. Presented papers on leadership and on collaboration at the conference. 

NYC Human Resources Administration, Division of AIDS Services, 
Case Manager. 
• Maintained a caseload of 36 clients, assessed clients for service needs. 

Social Science Research Council-MacArthur Foundation, 
Program Assistant-Program on International Peace and Security 
• Organized conferences and panels, developed budgets and databases for Council projects. 

EDUCATION: 

School of International and Public Affairs, Columbia University, New York, NY. Masters in 
Public Administration received in 1996. 

ACTIVITIES: 

Pomona College, Claremont, CA. B. A. in 1992. Majors in Anthropology and Economics. 

-N 5$ ember. Board of Directors, Westside Crime Prevention Program; Volunteer, Everybody Wins 

SKILLS: 

^\^ Computer skills: Excel, Access. WordPerfect, and Focus; Bilingual in English and Spanish. 

P/y 
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Attachment VI-29:   Appointment/Election of Trustees and Terms Established 

The Board will consist of eleven voting members, all of whom will share a commitment to 
the mission ofthe school and will collectively provide varied experiences and expertise. The 
initial trustees, listed in Attachment Vl-28, will be drawn from the founding group, and, in 
addition, will include two parent members, who will be nominated by FLAGS Parent Association 
(PA). 

In addition, the Director shall serve as a non-voting member ofthe board. (See also 
Attachment Vl-32.) The Director shall serve on the board throughout his or her tenure as 
Director. 

The parent members ofthe Board of Trustees who serve as Trustees as part of their 
presidency and vice presidency ofthe PA will serve terms of one year, renewable upon a majority 
vote ofthe entire Board or they are re-elected President and Vice President ofthe Parents 
Association.-There will be at least two parent Board Members at all times. When vacancies 
occur, the PA will nominate a candidate. All parent members ofthe Board will be voting Board 
Members. 

With the exception of parent members and the Director, subsequent Board Members will 
be selected by a majority vote at the annual meeting ofthe Board of Trustees by a majority ofthe 
entire Board. With the exception of parent members and the Director, each Board Member shall 
serve a three-year term, renewable upon a majority vote ofthe entire Board. 

Officer positions on the Board will include Chairperson, Vice Chairperson, Treasurer, and 
Secretary. Each officer will be elected for a one-year term. The Director is not eligible to serve 
as Board officers. 

Board 
Trustees may be removed at any time by the action of not less than a majority ofthe entire 

The Board may, at its discretion, create and appoint individuals to serve on an Advisory 
Board, which shall, if empaneled, assist the board in performing its duties. Individuals chosen for 
service on this Advisory Board will offer expertise and/or experience deemed to be of value to the 
Board, but will not participate in any voting capacity. Advisory Board members will be chosen by 
a simple majority ofthe entire Board. The Advisory Board will consist of not more than six 
members, each of which will serve at the pleasure ofthe Board. Advisory Board members may be 
removed at any time by action of not less than a majority ofthe entire Board. 
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Attachment VI-30:   Policy for Qualifications of Board of Trustees Members 

Members of the FLAGS board of trustees will be expected to serve the school in three 
respects. 

1.)      Each member will support and foster the mission of the school and ensure that it remains 
true to the values which define it. 

2.) Each member will be responsible for the general oversight of the school, ensuring that the 
school is fulfilling the mandates of its charter, monitoring the fiscal integrity of the school, 
and overseeing the performance and evaluation of the school's Director. 

3.)      Either directly or indirectly, each member will provide the school with resources needed to 
carry out its mission. To bring this about, each member will be deemed qualified to serve 
on the Board by possessing knowledge and skills in at least one of the following areas: 

education (elementary; educational assessment, special education, bilingual education, 
and/or other relevant areas); 

finance; / 

law (school law, labor law, contract law, and/or other relevant areas) 

public relations; 

fund development; 

management; 

education reform issues (charter school design, school governance, and/or other relevant 
areas); 

school issues (parent concerns, teacher concerns, administrator concerns, student 
concerns, and/or other relevant areas), and 

Bronx community issues. 
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Attachment VI-31:   Responsibilities and Obligations of the Board of Trustees 

The Board of Trustees of the Family Life Academy Charter School will be responsible for 
setting overall policy for the school in all areas, including but not limited to policies regarding the 
school's finances, educational programs, enrollment, public relations, personnel, and general 
management. 

The Board of Trustees, which will report to the State University of New York Charter 
Schools Institute, will also be responsible for oversight of all aspects of the school, including the 
use of public and private funds. The Board will conduct programmatic and fiscal audits of the 
school, and will adopt any additional measures it or the SUNY Charter Schools Institute deems 
necessary to ensure that the school's fiscal and educational practices are sound. 

Following are additional specific responsibilities and obligations of the FLACS Board of 
Trustees: 

Coordinating efforts to raise private funds for the school from foundation, corporate, and 
individual sources; 

Overseeing the long-term planning of the school; 

Advocating on behalf of the school to individuals and organizations involved with school 
reform and to individuals and organizations in the wider New York community; 

Providing the school staff with access to information and other non-financial resources; 

Overseeing the legal strategy of the school and its response to legal issues; 

Supervising the FLACS Director; hiring subsequent Directors; 

Responding to and making decisions regarding grievances brought before the Board; 

Overseeing the school's communications strategy with parents, press, and other members 
of the community; and 

Designating a discipline committee of the Board to run hearings regarding staff 
recommendations for a student's suspension of four or more days, or for a student's 
expulsion; 
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Attachment VI-32:   Reporting Structure 

The Director will report to the Board of Trustees. The Trustees will delegate the 
management of other school staff to the Director, who will carry out the school's performance- 
based assessment policies. 

The Director will delegate such managerial tasks as he or she deems appropriate. 

The Director will serve as a non-voting member of the Board of Trustees. 

Should the Board choose to empanel an Advisory board, the Advisory board will report to 
the board of Trustees. 

Advisory Relationship Supervisory Relationships 

Advisory Board h Board of Trustees 
Family Life Academy Charter School 

FLAGS 
Leadership Team 

Director 

Assistant Director 

Teachers and other staff 
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^^cnment^^   ^odeof^n^s^p^^^e^^e^o^^^f^^s^ees 

^11 trustees, officers, and employees oftheFamily^ifi^^cademy^harter school are 
expected to hold themselves to the highest level ofprofi^ssionalstandardsand ethics. 

^o trustee may participate inboard deliberations re^ardin^ matters in which he or she has 
afinancial interest, whether direct or indirect  Participation is defined to include the discussion or 
reviewofaproposed contract or project  Financial interests are defined as situations whereathe 
trustee or any member ofhis or her family is an employee, owner, partner, stockholder, director, 
ortrusteeofany company with business before the 8oard. ^n orderto serve on the ^oard, all 
F^^^ trusteesmust submitacomplete financial disclosure fi^rm. 

trustees must avoid at all times en^a^in^ in activities which would appear to be unduly 
influenced by other persons who haveaspecial interest in matters under consideration of the 
^oard   If this occurs, the trustees must writealetterdisclosin^all known filets priorto 
participatin^inaboard discussion of these matters, ^he trustee must fileadisclosureinaway 
which has his or her interest formally noted in the F^^^^oard minutes. 

^oF^^^ trustee may use his or her position to acouire any ^ifiorprivile^e, disclose 
confidential in^rmation acquired during tenure on the boards or use such information to further 
his or her own personal interests. 

^^ 
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Attachment VU-34: Admission Policy and Procedures 

Required Anti-Discrimination Criteria and Allowable Admission Preferences 

The Family Life Academy Charter School, a nonsectarian K through 5 elementary public 
school, will welcome all students who are eligible under the existing statutes of the New York 
State Charter Law. Admission to kindergarten will be open each year to children residing in New 
York State. No new children will be admitted to the school in grades above kindergarten after the 
first year. 

As stated in §2854(2) of the Charter School Law, enrollment at FLAGS will not be 
determined on the basis of intellectual ability, measures of achievement or aptitude, athletic ability, 
disability, race, creed, gender, national origin, religion, or ancestry district. FLAGS shall not 
discriminate against any student on the basis of ethnicity, national origin, gender, disability or any 
other ground that would be unlawful if done by a school. As a public school, FLAGS does not 
charge tuition. 

Enrollment Period and Procedures 

The Family Life Academy Charter School will admit'each eligible student who is 
interested in becoming a student at FLAGS and submits a timely application, unless the number of 
applications exceeds the capacity of the grade level. The school will admit no more than 25 
students per class, and in most cases the school will have two classes of students per grade level. 

All of the following activities are required steps, but none of them will be used to screen 
students for admission. The application process will occur as follows: 

Spanish/English Invitations to 4-6 open houses at the school will be distributed to families 
in the Bronx in the spring through a vigorous outreach effort which includes flyers posted 
in the community, informational letters, and widespread media coverage in the local 
newspaper, radio station, and television. 

At the open houses, the Director will provide a presentation to parent/guardians on the 
school including a description of the school's bilingual immersion program, the required 
extended day and year, and norms for student behavior. 

Once parents hear the presentation and understand the values of the school and its 
expectations, they will make a decision to enroll their child for which they will complete a 
simple application card providing basic biographical and contact information for the 
student and his or her parent/guardian. 

As parents turn in their cards, they will be scheduled for a small-group meeting at the 
school with the school's director to address specific questions parents may have. In years 
after 2001, parents will also be invited to spend two hours at the school during a real 
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school day, to give them furtherhelp in visuali^ingwhetherthis school is right tortheir 

child^ren.^ 

^afierthe small group meeting, the parent^guardians choose to enroll theiryoung child in 
the school, his/her child^sname will heenteredintotheenrollment pool. Gmce 
parent^guardians complete these stepsand elect to continue with the enrollment process, 
their children will headmitted to theschool,u^essapplicantsexc^ed school capacity at 
their grade level 

tfthenumheroftimely applications to the school exceeds capacity, first priority will he 
given to students returning to the school. Second prioritywill he given to sihlings of pupils 
already enrolled in the charter school  The remaining offers of admission will he made viaa 
lottery tor all students residing in ^ew^or^Gity. A separate drawing will he made tor each 
grade level, with children's names drawn at random   Students residing in school districts outside 
of^ew^or^Gity will only he admittedif there is insufficient enrollment of children from r^ew 
^or^Gity. 

G^nce capacity is filled,await list will he compiled of all remaining applicants   places on 
the wait list will he determined hy the priorities outlined ahove and,if necessary, hyaseparate 
lottery held on the same day as the lottery descrihed ahove. The waitlist will he active until the 
end ofthe first month of school   Toensurehonestyand transparency in the lottery process, the 
lottery will he held asapuhlic event 

Admission will he restricted to kindergarten only, to ensure steady and continual 
progression toward achievement goals in Spanish and English   As indicated in Attachments, 
we anticipateafive^ten percent attrition rate, hut if this should prove not to he the case, FLAGS 
will hegin to admit^smallnumher of children in the upper grades to ensure sufficient enrollment. 

After children are selected^ they will he notified and matriculated immediately,so they are 
ready to attend FLAGS in Septemher. 

G^nce selected, tamilies will he requested to attend an orientation session prior to the start 
ofthe school year  The orientation will clearly define procedures, expectations, opportunities tor 
involvement and bounding school principles and philosophies  parents and students will he 
welcomed into the FLAGSschool community and will understand that they areamajor part of the 
FLAGS school culture and playacrucial role inasuccessful realisation of the vision 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

FLAGS isaschool of choice, and it is critical that all parents examine the school closely 
hetoredecidingto enroll their children. ^ehopethattheintormationgatheringBapplication 
process descrihed ahove will help ensure that tamilies will ma^eagood choice. 
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^A^^ expects, however, thatalimited number offamilieswill find that the program 
does not meet their needs  All parents or care-givers who wish to withdrawtheir children must 
meet with the Director and classroom teachers in question  At that time, the parties involved will 
discuss the issues at hand and ensurethat^A^trulv cannot meet the child^sneeds. ^fthe 
familv is moving or it is agreed that ^A^ is not the place forthechild, all records will be 
transferred to the new school where the child matriculates and the student will be taken off of the 
^amilv^ifeAcademv charter school roster 
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^^^^ 

^tudentsand teachers will hereo^uired to participate rullyinct^e^ting and maintaining the 
school^svision of an orderly, safe, and supportive learning environment conducive to achieving 

high standards 

Tothis end, the rights and responsihilities listed helowwillheadoptedforthe entire 
school   ^norderforeachindividual to insure that their own rights get respected, theymustta^e 
responsihilityfor protecting and respecting the rights ofthosearound them 

^havearight to worl^ and playinasafe organized environment. 

lhavearight to he happy and to he treated with kindness and respect. 

lhavearight to leam new things 

lhavearight to he myself and express my opinions. 

lhavearighttohearandtoheheard 

^supportive school culture,astrong character education program, andarelevant 
curriculum,wih engaging^ appropriate, and academically challenging activities should reduce 
discipline issues, improve social achievement, andfoster good citizenship These strategies should 
also provide additional toolsfor dealing with the issues that do arise. 

In addition each child^seducation and potential discipline issues are viewed in relation to 
his or herfamily and community ^reo^uent communication with parents and guardians will 
facilitate early intervention as prohlemshecome apparent   Through the latino pastoral action 
Center the schools students and their families will gain access toasocial service counselor as 
well asavariety of social services Conflict resolution coaching and peer mediation are examples 
ofother methods to he explored 

Teachers will help develop and implement classroom rules that respect the social, emotional, and 
intellectual safety of all parties  ^11 students will come prepared to learn, and will show respect 
for others and the school environment at all times 

^^^^^ 

specific school^wide rules will he implemented, examples of consequences forviolating 
these rulesfollow  Teacherswill implement more specific rules fortheir own classrooms, hut 
these rules must reflect the schoolDwide rules. 
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Violations 

Not following classroom rules 
Wearing hats or jackets inside the 
building 
Eating candy or chewing gum in the 
building 
Using inappropriate language 

Possible Consequence 

Redirection and/or verbal warning 
In-class time-out 
Loss of privilege 

Violations 

Disobeying and/or disrespecting a staff 
member or visitor 
Teasing, harassing, or bullying another 
student 
Disrupting the hallways 
Refusing to leave a classroom when 
asked 

Possible Consequence 

Phone call home Referred for 
mandatory session with a guidance 
counselor 
Out-of-class time-out 
Writing an apology 
Behavior Modification Plan 
Parent visit and/or conference 

Violations 

Threatening a student or staff member 
Setting off false alarms 
Theft or destruction of property 

Possible Consequences 

Out-of School Suspension 

Violations 

Use or possession of a weapon 
Possession of drugs or alcohol Assault 

Possible Consequence 

Expulsion 

These rules will be explained to students and their families at the orientation session to be 
held at the beginning of each school year. They will also be listed in the Family Handbook to 
FLACS, which is currently being developed. If a student or parent believes that a student is being 
punished unfairly, or does not understand why a consequence was applied, he or she has the right 
to schedule a conference with the teacher, staff member, and/or School Director. 

Definitions of Consequences 

Out-of-School Suspensions 

An out-of-school suspension will result in the immediate removal from school of 
the student in question. Suspension will begin at the moment of infraction; parents will be notified 
and asked to retrieve the child from the school immediately. The suspension will continue until 
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theschool,thestudent,andhisorherparent^orguardian^meettoagreeuponappropriate 
behavioral conditionsforthestudent^sreturntothecommumty.Tmsmeetmgw^llta^eplaceas 
quicl^lyas possible afrerthes^udent^ssuspensionfromschool.  In thecaseof^ery severe 
infractions, suspensions may beaccompanied by othersanctions.Duringthetime that the student 
is not in school, the school will pro^ideorarrangealtemati^eeducation programs to the extent 
required by law  Iftheout^of^school suspension is to last four ormore days, ^hisoonsequence 
will be determined in consultation with the T^^S Board ofTrustees. 

Impulsion 

^n expulsion will result in the immediate and permanent removal from school for the 
student in question   It occurs in response to conduct that poses an immediate da^gerto the health 
and welfare of the students andBorfaculty, and may be accompanied by legal action. Because this 
isa^ery severe consequence, the Direc^orwillmal^e this decision only afreraformal hearing at 
which the student has been found guilty,and in consultation with the Board ofTrustees. Students 
who engage in behaviors punishable by expulsion will be informed oftheir misconduct and asl^ed 
to lea^e the class or activity in which they are participating immediately. Students should report 
to the Direcror^soffice where theywill be gi^en the opportunityto share their version of the 
events  parents will be contacted and asl^ed topics the child up from school. 

^11 students at ^^Sha^e the right to due process within their school. This includes the 
rightto be notified verbally of any charges against them that may result in disciplinary actions .he 
right to be notified ofthe reasons for such actions^ the right to an explanation of evidence agamst 
them in the case ofdisciplinary actions and the opportunity to explain their behavior to the 
Director 

l^arent^orguardian^ shall be notified immediately in writing of possible long-term 
suspension prodded by personal delivery, express mail delivery, or equivalent means reasonably 
calculated to assure receipt of such notice,within^hours of suspension at the last l^nown 
address  ^here possible, notification also shall be provided by telephone. Such notice shall 
pro^ideadescriptionof^ the incidents which resulted in the recommended suspension, and shall 
indicate thataformal hearing will be held on the matter. The notification prodded shall be in the 
dominant language used bythe parents or guardians  ^t the formal hearing, the student shall 
ha^e the right to be represented by counsel, question witnesses, and present evidence. 

If^the suspension proceeding has been initiated bythe Director, the Director shall 
personally hear and determine the proceeding or may designateahearingofficerto conduct the 
hearing  The hearing officersreport shall be advisory only,and the Directormay accept of reject 
allorpartofit 

l^astudent is suspended or expelled and the student andBor parent wishes to appeal, they 
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candoso^sttothe^irector,thentothe^^58oardofTr^ste^^thentothe5tate^niversity 
ofNew^or^^harter^choolsmstitute,andfinallytothe^ew^o^^tat^8oa^dof^egents 

The school will provideanaltemativeeducationprogt^amto students who are susp^nd^d, 
to the extent required hy law  ^pecifically,for suspensions oflesstban todays, the school will 
ensure that each affected student receives all classroom assignments andaschedule to complete 
such assignments during the time ofnis or her suspension Provision will be made to permita 
suspended student to makeup assignments ortests missed asaresult of such suspension  The 
school will also provide alternative instruction with reasonable promptness and by appropriate 
means to assist the student, so that the student is given full opportunityto complete assignments 
and master the curriculum, including additional written instructions, phone assistance, parent 
communications, home visits, and one-on-one tutoring^ 

Por suspensions often days or longer, the school shall provide all ofthe above referenced 
services, with^reater emphasis on tutoring and home visits  The services provided will be 
designed in order to ensure that the student is given the opportunity to masterthe school 
curriculum and tal^e such assessments as the school would otherwise provide   The school may 
also see^ to place the student during the term ofthe suspension in any alternate education 
program that is operated by district Nine 

Por students expelled from school, the school will provide the above-described services 
until the end ofthe school year or until the student is enrolled at another accredited school, or 
otherwise participating in an accredited program, including any alternative education program 
operated by district Nine, to the extent the provision ofsuch services is required by law  The 
school may see^, where appropriate, to place the student in an alternative education program 
operated by district Nine either through agreement with the school district or by operation oflaw 

Non^handicapped students may be transferred involuntarily to another school by the 
P^^^f^irector^ provided that the director demonstrates that the student would receive an 
adequate and appropriate education in another school program, and that the director provides 
written notice to the student and his or her parent^s)org^ardian(s)   students who are 
recommended for transfer are entitled toafair hearing, and are to be notified in writing in their 
dominant language of due procedures and their rights toahearing with counsel 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

The schooBsdisciplinarypolicy,as regards any student withadisability, will be in 
accordance in all respects with the Individuals with disabilities ^ct, including but not limited to 
the requirements and procedures setforth at sections 121(d) and5l9-529ofPart 300 ofTitle 34 
ofthe ^odeof^ederal regulations  The school will worl^ with the ^ommitt^e on special 
education of the student^sschool district of residence to l)designand implement an appropriate 
behavioral plan, and2)ensure compliance with Part 300 and the ^P^^ 
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Attachment VII-36: Dress Code Policy 

The Family Life Academy Charter School will require a school uniform. 

The policy will include the following: 

Students must wear 

Solid, plain dark pants 
Solid, plain dark skins that meet the knee or are longer 
Solid, plain shirt or blouse with collar 
Solid colored sweater or cardigan for cold weather 
Black or brown dress shoes and sneakers on physical education days 

Students cannot wear 

Clothes with logos (other than the FLACS logo) 
T-shirts or shorts 
Clothes that do not fit properly (i.e., baggy pants, tight skirts) 
Opened-toed shoes or sneakers (on non-physical education days) 
Make-up 
Hats, caps, or jackets indoors 
Excessive jewelry 

Many of the required items can be bought inexpensively at local stores in the South Bronx. 
We are also pursuing a plan to order uniforms through Longstreet Childrenswear, a local vendor. 
For families who cannot afford the uniform, the School Director will maintain a small fund. 
Families will be required to meet with the Director to explain the specific need. 

Children will be encouraged to wear pants and sneakers on days that their class has 
physical education. Exceptions to the dress code may also be made for certain events or school 
trips. Families will be notified in a timely manner of such changes 

Students will not be admitted to class if their attire fails to meet the dress code. Students 
will be sent to the office, and parents will be called and asked to bring appropriate clothing. 
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The proposed school facility hasal^itchenwithacoldloc^erwhere food can be prepared^ 
The school will worl^ with the^ew^orl^ City ^oardof^ducation to provide food services 
Such an arrangement is being successfully implemented in the John Reisenbach Charter School in 
Harlem  ^t the Reisenbach School, the ^oardof^ducation provides food and administers the 
federal lunch program reimbursement, reducing the administrative burden on the charter school 
The school'srole is to collect relevant income information from its students and to report free and 
reduced price eligibility based on that 

^s the proposed school will be located in one ofthelowest^income congressional districts 
in the country,allbutavery small number of the students will be eligible for federal and state 
food subsidies  ^e will seel^ reimbursement from the federal government forthesemea^s  The 
federal government hasahigher^rate subsidy for^severeneed^ schools, in ^vhich more that ^0 
percent ofstudents are eligible for free or reduced price meals   Since^percentoff^istrict^ine 
students are eligible forfree lunch, ^^CS will clearly meet these qualifications' 

Since most of the students will qualify for free lunch,we plan to provide nutritional meals 
for allstudents at no charge  This equal treatment will prevent attention being drawn to those 
students who do not otherwise qualify for free lunch, and a^so reduces the admimstrativecostsof 
the lunch program overall 
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Attachment VII-38: Health Services 

The Family Life Academy Charter School will facilitate the provision of comprehensive 
health services, including medical, dental, mental and nutritional services. This will include 
coordinating service delivery, providing referral mechanisms, and providing other related services 
for children and their families. Some of the services that will be implemented are as follows: 

Health Coordinator: A part-time nurse will help with sick or injured children, and make 
sure that the health records (comprehensive medical developmental history, current 
immunization, emergency information record) are updated and have all pertinent and 
required information. In addition, he/she will establish and maintain contact with 
community health care agencies to develop programs and resources to meet the health 
care needs of the children and their families. 

Comprehensive Health Services. Demographic data about our target population indicate 
almost all of our children will be eligible for government-sponsored health insurance, 
either Medicaid or Child Health Plus. We have established a relationship with Inwood 
Medical Practice to provide medical services, including comprehensive health screening 
and physical examinations at a reduced fee to those few who don't qualify for government 
assistance. In addition, all children will be able to obtain required shots, glasses, and eye 
and hearing examinations at the above facility. 

Guidance Counselor: Access will be provided to an on site full time counselor employed 
by LPAC. 

A Cooperative Referral System in the Form of Case Management. Referral services will be 
provided for children and their families to health, nutrition, and counseling services in the 
community. 

Community Led Workshops: In addition to utilizing relationships with LPAC and other 
qualified organizations or individuals, the Family Life Academy Charter School will 
establish a working relationship with community police and fire departments, hospitals, 
and medical clinics, to provide a series of workshops on violence, fire prevention, 
nutrition, child abuse prevention, and effective parenting to children and their families. 
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Attachment VTI-39: Policies and Procedures Governing Access to School Records and for 

the Provision of Public Documents 

The FLAGS and its staff will comply fully with the requirements of New York State's 
Freedom of Information Law (FOIL). The only individuals with authority to release proprietary 
information about the school, its activities, or the activities of its employees are the School 
Director and members of the Board of Trustees. The School Director will serve as officer for the 
school. The School Director may authorize another employee to release such information. 

School records will be available for inspection at the school's main office (14 East 170* 
Street) during normal business hours (9.00 AM to 3:30 PM) on school days. When the school 
receives a request for information that the School Director determines must be disclosed under 
FOIL, it will make that information available to the person requesting it within five business days. 
Generally, the school will respond to those requests by mail, although two parties may arrange a 
mutually convenient alternative. In cases where the school cannot provide the requested 
information .within five business days, the school will provide a written acknowledgment of the 
request, along with an explanation of the reasons for the delay and an approximate date on which 
the information will be made available. 

The school may decline the request to release a registered record for the following three 
reasons: 

to protect an individual against unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 

to protect against such records being compiled for law enforcement purposes; or 

if the school determines it is the subject to a campaign of harassment due to repeated 
requests for information. 

Appeals of the Board of Trustees decisions regarding the Freedom of Information Law 
shall follow the grievance procedure described in Attachment VII-41. 

The school will maintain minutes of Board meetings, including a summary of all proposals, 
motions, resolutions, and any other matter formally voted upon. The minutes shall include a 
record of the final vote of each member on each agenda item, and will be available to the public 
two weeks after the meeting. 

Protection of Students' Privacy 

Upon enrollment of their children and at the beginning of each year, parents and guardians 
will be apprized of their rights under the Buckley Amendment regarding the access to and the 
confidentiality of student records. Information in the students' records will not be released 
without the written consent of the parent or as noted under Family Educational Rights and 
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Privacy ^ct^^P^re^uirements. 

school employeeswill all share the responsibilityto protect students'privacy.^ttendance, 
acaden^c and disciplinary information on students, as well as teachers'informal written comments 
and notes on conversations with parents, will be available onlyto school employees. This 
information shall not be transferred electronically from any school^owned computers, ^ny 
printouts ofthese records or copies thereofmust be kept secure on school property  Permanent 
files will be stored inalocked file cabinet in the school administrative office   These files will not 
be removed from the school site 

^child'sparent or guardian is entitled toreview and inspect their child'spermanent file, 
accompanied by an advocate^representative should they desire, and shall not be char^edafee to 
do so   unless documentation from the courts mandates otherwise, both parents shall have this 
ri^ht   They shall be entitled to review and inspect their child'spermanent file within^days of 
makin^awritten request to do so. 
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Attachment VTJ-40: Policies and Procedures for Public Meetings and Executive Session 

All meetings of the Family Life Academy Charter School will be open to the general 
public, subject to the exceptions described below, as required by the Open Meetings Law. For the 
purposes of this attachment a "meeting" shall be understood as any scheduled gathering of the 
school's Board of Trustees at which a quorum of the Trustees shall be present. This aJso includes 
meetings of committees and subcommittees of the Board of Trustees. 

The School will publicize to the general public all meetings scheduled at least one week in 
advance by 

• Providing an advisory to members of the media; 
Advising the president of the Parents Association in order that he or she might disseminate 
the information should he or she see fit; and 
Posting at one or more designated public locations at least 72 hours in advance. 

Meetings scheduled less than a week in advance shall still be publicized by providing an 
advisory to the media, and by publicly posting information to the extent practicable and in the 
fastest possible time frame after the meeting has been scheduled. 

Meeting advisories and postings will include the time and location of the scheduled 
meeting. They may, but are not required to include the purpose the meeting and topics of 
discussions. 

Exceptions to the Open Meetings Law 

The Board of Trustees may hold closed meetings to discuss the following topics: 

Judicial or quasi-judicial proceedings, such as student disciplinary hearings and employee 
grievance hearings; and 
Any matter that is confidential under New York State or federal law, such as the 
discussion of a student's individual handicapping conditions or academic records. 

The Trustees may not discuss any other school/public business at closed meetings. 

Executive Sessions 

Executive Sessions may be conducted for the following purposes only: 

Matters that would imperil the public safety if disclosed; 
Any matter that may disclose the identity of a law enforcement agent or informers; 
Information relating to current or future investigation or prosecution of a criminal offense, 
which would imperil effective law enforcement if disclosed; 
Discussions regarding proposed, pending or current litigation; 
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Themedical, financial, credit, or employment history ofapa^ticularperson or corporation, 
ormattersleadingto^heappointment, promotion, demotion, discipline, suspension, 
dismissalor removal ofaparticularperson or corporations 
The preparation, administration or grading of examinations^ and 
The proposed acquisition, sale or lease ofreal property ortne proposed acquisition of 
securities, or sale or exchange of securities held byapublic body, but onlywhen publicity 
would substantially affect the ^alue thereof 

The 8oardofTrustees^ill not ^oteto appropriate public monies during an ^ecuti^e session, 
^ecuti^e sessions must be conducted as part of an open meeting and may not be considereda 
separate meeting  Thefollowing steps must be taken in ordertoenterinto an ^ecuti^e session 

^motionfor an ^ecuti^e session must be made at an open meeting, specifically 
identifying the general area ofthe subjects to be considered orthe subject themsel^es^ and 
The motion to conduct an e^ecuti^e session must be carried byama^ority^ote of the 
8oardofTrustees^ total membership. 

^^^^ 

Minutes will be taken at all open meetings and made available to the public within two 
weeks of the meeting  Minutes shall includeasummary of all motions, proposals, resolutions and 
other matters ^oted upon, as well as the ^ote thereon.  The minutesneed not include any matter 
not required to be disclosed to the general public 

Minutes will also be taken at ^ecuti^e sessions and made available to the public withina 
week after the session inaform that does not compromise any of the safety or confidentiality the 
session was held to protect    The minutes shall record, if appropriate, each action taken byformal 
^ote and include the date^ the final determination ofeach action and the ^ote thereon. 

^ny aggrieved person has standing to enforce the provisions of the ^penMeetings^aw 
by initiating an^^ticle^^roceedingB In any such proceedingacourtoflawmay,in its sole 
discretion and uponashowing of good cause, declare an action taken in violation of the ^pen 
Meetings l^aw^oid in the whole or in part 

r^^ 
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Attachment ^1141: Process by WhichlndividualsMayBringComnlaints to theCharter 
schools Board ofTmstees 

^ach Board meeting will have designated ttme^orpublicspeak^ng^ 

Individuals with grievances will be directed to speakwith the appropriate school personnel ^ie, 
teacher, staff members  Ifthematteris not resolved, thematterwill be referred to the^chool 
director  In the event that the school director cannot resolvethe situation, thefollowing 
grievance procedures will be ^ollowed^ 

A grievance Committee will be established^ Individuals should address theirissue in 
writing to the chair ofthe grievance committee 
C^nce the committee reviews the issues, the matterwill be referred to the appropriate 
person cluster or committee fi^r further investigation, mediation, action andBor 
recommendations  A report will be generated back to the Boards grievance Committee 
for final resolution or referral to the full Board^ 

The family ^i^ Academy Charter school will establ^haC^evance Committee to address 
complaints brought against the school by any individual or organisation for alleged violations of 
the law or the schools charter regarding the management and operation of the school   The 
grievance Committee shall be comprised of twoTrustees elected by the Board ofTrustees, two 
parents elected by the parents Association and two teachers elected by the entire teaching staff 

All complaintsfor alleged violations of the law or the school^scharter regarding the 
management and operation ofthe school shall be brought first to the Board ofTrustees, who shall 
be required to submit them inatimely manner to the grievance Committee   The grievance 
Committee shall consider the allegations and make non-binding recommendations to the Trustees 
^oraresponsetothecomplaint  The Trustees shall then makeadecision about whether to take 
action in response to the complaint and ifso what action should be taken^ 

Appeals ofthe Board ofTrustees decision may be made to the ^^^ Charter school 
Institute 
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